Abbreviations include: acetg, accounting; adm, administration; adver, advertising; AEI, Average-Earnings Index; agree, agreement; agr, agricultural; AIC, Artificial Insemination; Am, American; amount; ann; annual; anniv, anniversary; appt, appointment; Arg, Argentina; assn; association; asst, assistant; attend, attendance; auc, auction; Aust, Australian; avg; average; bldstk, bloodstock; BC, Breeders' Cup; bm, broadmeadow; brds, breeders; breeding; Bute, Bute; bd, c, colt, Can; Canada; CCA, Coaching Club America; CEM, contagious equine metritis; chrmn, chairman; champ, champion; co, company; comm, committee; comm; commission; cont, conference; conv, convention; corp, corporation; ct, court; dec, decrease; dept, department; dh, dead heat; dir, director; disq, disqualified; div, division; dur, during; ECR, equals course record; ETC, equine infectious anemia; Eng, England; Engh, English; ETR, equals track record; Eur, European; EVA, equine viral arteritis; exec, executive; f, filly; fm, farm; fed, federal; Fi, France; fur, furlong; gambling, GB, Great Britain; gen, general; govt, government; Handicap; ltd, limited; horsemen, horses; ir, increase; Inc, Incorporated; internat, international; insur; insurance; ire, Ireland; ITW, intertrack wagering; Jpn, Japan; joc, jockey; legis, legislation; legislature; Lex, Lexington; Ltd, Limited; m, mdn; mdn, median; m, men; mening, meningitis; m, month; mngmnt, management; mngr, manager; mrkt, market; ml, million; mtg, meeting; NAM, North America; nam, named; NAR, new American record; natl, national; NCR, new course record; neg, negative; NTR, new track record; NWR, new world record; N.Y.C, New York City; NZ, New Zealand; nm, number; Ont, Ontario; OTB, off-track betting; ownr, owner; p, picture; ped, tabulated pedigree; pm, pari-mutuel; pres, president; prog, program; pub, publicity; pur, purchase; rac, racing; re, regarding; rep, representing; rns, runners; S, Stakes; Sam, South America; schd, schedule; sec, secretary; simul, simulcasting; stks, stakes; strat, starter; sttl, stallion; stp, steeplechase; sum, summer; sum, summary; sup, superintendent; sus, suspend; sw, stakes winner; syn, syndicated; Tbd, Thoroughbred; tres, treasurer; trk, track; TC, T, A, Crown, trmr, trainer, TV, television; univ, university; USDA, U.S. Department of Agriculture; v-chrmn, vice-chairman; vet, veterinarian; vp, vice president; wag, wagering; wnlg, weanling; wnr, winner; WNW, West Nile virus; wt, weight; yo, year old; yr, year; yrlg, yearling.

ORGANIZATIONS: AAEP, American Association of Equine Practitioners; ACRS, American Championship Racing Series; AHC, American Horse Council; AIR, Alliance for Industry Reform; AQHA, American Quarter Horse Association; ATBA, Arizona Thoroughbred Breeders Association; ATBHA, Arkansas Thoroughbred Breeders’ and Horsemen’s Association; BC, Breeders’ Cup; BRIS, Bloodstock Research Information Services; CHRB, California Horse Racing Board; CTBA, California Thoroughbred Breeders Association; CTIS, Canadian Thoroughbred Horse Society; CTS, California Thoroughbred Sales; DRF, Daily Racing Form; EBF, European Breeders’ Fund; FT, Fasig-Tipton Company; FTK, Fasig-Tipton Kentucky; FBSC, Florida Breeders’ Sales Company; FTRA, Florida Thoroughbred Racing Association; FTHBA, Florida Horsemen’s Benevolent and Retirement Association; GTBOA, Georgia Thoroughbred Owners Association; HBA, Horse Breeders Association; HBPA, Horsemen’s Benevolent and Protective Association; IRB, Illinois Racing Board; IRS, Internal Revenue Service; JC, Jockey Club; KEEP, Kentucky Equine Education Project; KSRC, Kentucky State Racing Commission; KTOB, Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders; LSB, Louisiana Breeders Sales Company; LSRSC, Louisiana State Racing Commission; MCCA, Maryland Horse Breeders Association; MJC, Maryland Jockey Club; MTA, Minnesota Thoroughbred Association; MUTBOA, Michigan United Thoroughbred Breeders and Owners Association; NTA, National Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association; NTRA, National Thoroughbred Racing Association; NYRA, New York Racing Association; NYSRWB, New York State Racing and Wagering Board; OBC, Ocala Breeders’ Sales Company; OIC, Ontario Jockey Club; QAP, Quality Assurance Program; RCI, Association of Racing Commissioners International; TARA, Thoroughbred Adoption and Retirement Association; TBA, Thoroughbred Breeders Association; TBT, The Blood-Horse; TCA, Thoroughbred Champions Tour; TDN, Thoroughbred Daily News; THA, Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association; TJC, The Jockey Club; TOBA, Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders Association; TOC, Thoroughbred Owners of California; TPA, Turf Publicists of America; TRA, Thoroughbred Racing Associations, TRC, Thoroughbred Racing Communications; TRPB, Thoroughbred Protective Bureau; UTBA, Texas Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association; UTTRA, United Thoroughbred Trainers of America; VTA, Virginia Thoroughbred Association; WHBA, Washington Horse Racing Association.

Abbreviations for racetracks: Aks, AKsarben; Art, Arlington Park; Aqu, Aqueduct; AsD, Assiniboia Downs; Ad, Atlantic City; Ato, Atoakad Park; Bel, Belmont Park; Beau, Beulah Park; Bir, Birmingham Race Course; BM, Belmont; Bm, Belmont; Bmn, Beman; Cave, Camden; CB, Calder; CD, Canterbury Downs; CH, Churchill Downs; Crc, Calder Race Course; CT, Charles Town; CNBC, Colonial Downs; DeD, Delta Downs; Del, Delaware Park; Det, Del Mar; Dm, Dmarsh; El, Emerald Downs; ElP, Ellis Park; EmD, Emerald Downs; EvD, Evangeline Downs; Fair, Fair Hill; FE, Fort Erie; Fl, Florida; Fo, Fonner Park; FP, Fairplex Park; Fx, Fair Grounds; FL, Finger Lakes; Fr, Fonner Park; GD, Golden Gate Fields; GP, Gulfstream Park; GS, Garden State Park; HsT, Hastings Racecourse; Haw, Hawthorne; Hia, Hialeah; Hol, Hollywood Park; Hoo, Hooch; Hor, Horsemen’s Park; Kee, Keeneland; LG, Louisiana Downs; LA, Los Alamitos; Lga, Longacres; Lz, Laurel; MD, Marquis Downs; Med, Meadowlands; Mtn, Mountainaire Park; NP, North Carolina; Nord, North Dakota; Oak, Oaklawn Park; OT, Oak Tree; Pen, Penn National; Pha, Philadelphia Park; Pim, Pimlico; Pla, Playfair; Pln, Pleasanton; PM, Portland Meadows; Pom, Pomona; PrM, Prairie Meadows; RP, Remington Park; Ret, Retama Park; RD, River Downs; Rkm, Rockingham Park; Rui, Ruidoso Downs; Sou, Soule Park; Ta, Tampa Downs; Tod, Thistledown; Tim, Timonium; TrM, Turfway Park; TuP, Turf Paradise; WRD, Will Rogers Downs; WO, Woodbine; Wds, Woodlands; YM, Yakima Meadows.

A & A Ranch, Avenue of Flags relocated to, 5868; acquires Wild Deputy for stud, 7142. A Bit O’Cold, Dominion Day H, 3935p; Chinese Cultural Centre S, 4283p; Sky Classic H, 5795p; Catherine Day Phillips relocates to, 5866; buys Wild Deputy, 2757p.

Aks, AKsarben; Arl, Arlington Park; Aqu, Aqueduct; AsD, Assiniboia Downs; Ad, Atlantic City; Ato, Atoakad Park; Bel, Belmont Park; Beau, Beulah Park; Bir, Birmingham Race Course; BM, Belmont; Bm, Belmont; Bmn, Beman; Cave, Camden; CB, Calder; CD, Canterbury Downs; CH, Churchill Downs; Crc, Calder Race Course; CT, Charles Town; CNBC, Colonial Downs; DeD, Delta Downs; Del, Delaware Park; Det, Del Mar; Dm, Dmarsh; El, Emerald Downs; ElP, Ellis Park; EmD, Emerald Downs; EvD, Evangeline Downs; Fair, Fair Hill; FE, Fort Erie; Fl, Florida; Fo, Fonner Park; FP, Fairplex Park; Fx, Fair Grounds; FL, Finger Lakes; Fr, Fonner Park; GD, Golden Gate Fields; GP, Gulfstream Park; GS, Garden State Park; HsT, Hastings Racecourse; Haw, Hawthorne; Hia, Hialeah; Hol, Hollywood Park; Hoo, Hooch; Hor, Horsemen’s Park; Kee, Keeneland; LG, Louisiana Downs; LA, Los Alamitos; Lga, Longacres; Lz, Laurel; MD, Marquis Downs; Med, Meadowlands; Mtn, Mountainaire Park; NP, North Carolina; Nord, North Dakota; Oak, Oaklawn Park; OT, Oak Tree; Pen, Penn National; Pha, Philadelphia Park; Pim, Pimlico; Pla, Playfair; Pln, Pleasanton; PM, Portland Meadows; Pom, Pomona; PrM, Prairie Meadows; RP, Remington Park; Ret, Retama Park; RD, River Downs; Rkm, Rockingham Park; Rui, Ruidoso Downs; Sou, Soule Park; Ta, Tampa Downs; Tod, Thistledown; Tim, Timonium; TrM, Turfway Park; TuP, Turf Paradise; WRD, Will Rogers Downs; WO, Woodbine; Wds, Woodlands; YM, Yakima Meadows.
Admire Groove, champ old mare
Adieu, Astoria S, 3886; Astoria S,
Adger, John, on Doug Arnold,
Adena Stallions' Miss Preakness S,
Adena Springs Kentucky, Giacomo
Adena Springs Farm, leading brdr
Adena Springs, colt by Golden
Adelson, Gary, Youbet.com elects
Acorn S, Round Pond, Paul
Frizette S, Steve Haskin, 5774p;
3921ped; Spinaway S, 4906ped;
Liebman, 6520p.

Deirdre B. Biles, 7040p.
Steve Haskin and David Schmitz,
Adena Springs upon retirement,
sidelined for a yr, to stand at
Dan Liebman, 7306p.

Springs move, 5141; Ghostzap-
Liebman, 677p; Ghostzapper
of 2004, Evan I. Hammonds, 48p;
Missile sets record at Adena
bd mbrs, 3692.

Blood-Horse staff, 2207p.
day in life of a breeding farm,
from La, Gary McMillen, 7332p.
Steve Haskin, 7340p.

2504p.

589p.

stud duty, 636p; Kris S. has sired
arrives at Castleton Lyons for
Bridlewood Fm, 4608; to stand at

Steve Haskin, 3401p; on cover,
a rubber match, arriving at Bel,
3398; Belmont S shaping up to be
raise awareness for this year's
Preakness victory should help
3302p; the nature of Afleet Alex's
S, 3242; takes a look at silks he
takes with pride at Adena Springs.

for his Adena Springs auction,
2040; 2yo in training
sale, 2117; half-sister to Peace
Ruffin for $165,000

Adena Springs Farm, leading brdr
of 2004, Evan I. Hammonds, 48p;
Eclipse Award for brdr, Dan
Liebman, 677p; Ghostzapper
retired with sesamoid injury, to
stand at, Steve Haskin, 3501p;
Jess Jackson buys part of Adena
Springs, Dan Liebman, 4214; Ky's
TOBA award wnr, 5050;
land purchase may signal Adena
Springs move, 5141; Ghostzapp-
er retires for, 5165;
acquires North Light for stud, 5293;
George Mundy hired as gm of
Adena Springs, 6483; in growing
numbers, Kentucky barns partnering
with Flm on stn prospects,
Dan Liebman, 7306p.

Adena Springs Kentucky, Gacomo
sidelined for a yr, to stand at
Adena Springs upon retirement,
Steve Haskin and David Schmitz,
3617p.

Adena Springs South, opens, Leslie
DeDarder, 2064p; is much more
than just a place to raise hs,
Deidre B. Biles, 7040p.

Adena Stallions' Miss Preakness S,
Burnish, 3252p.

Adger, John, on Doug Arnold,
own of Buck Pond Fm, Dan
Liebman, 6520p.

Adieu, Astoria S, 3886; Astoria S,
3900ped; Fritzee S, Steve Haskin,
5774p; Fritzee S, 5872ped.

Adirondack S, Folklore, 441p.

Adiron, Don, champ dirt rnnr
for JRA, 532.

Admire Groove, champ olde mare
for JRA, 532.

Admission fees, race-day security
prog more challenging at Sar.

hike in, 3833.

Adoptions, races & relish retirement
at Montpelier, Kim Wilkens fm
mnr, Nick Hahn, 998p.

Adoration, brdng plans for maid-
Adreamisborn, Stanford BC H, 196ped;
Joseph T. Grace H, 6522ped; Bay
Meadows BC H, 2617ped;
Preakness, 3836; NTRA's rds awds
win award, creative efforts
to continue, 3840.

Advertising, Ky HsR Auth,
3836; Ky HsR Authority reviewing
joc ads, 2836; NTRA's rds awds win
award, creative efforts
to continue, 3840; NTRA
adv to feature well-know celebs,
5846.

Aegon Turf Sprint, Mighty Beau,
3012p.

Adena Springs, colt by Golden
Missle set record at Adena
Springs auction, 2040; 2yo in training
sale, 2117; half-sister to Peace
Ruffin for $165,000

Adena Springs Farm, leading brdr
of 2004, Evan I. Hammonds, 48p;
Eclipse Award for brdr, Dan
Liebman, 677p; Ghostzapper
retired with sesamoid injury, to
stand at, Steve Haskin, 3501p;
Jess Jackson buys part of Adena
Springs, Dan Liebman, 4214; Ky's
TOBA award wnr, 5050;
land purchase may signal Adena
Springs move, 5141; Ghostzapp-
er retires for, 5165;
acquires North Light for stud, 5293;
George Mundy hired as gm of
Adena Springs, 6483; in growing
numbers, Kentucky barns partnering
with Flm on stn prospects,
Dan Liebman, 7306p.

Adena Springs Kentucky, Gacomo
sidelined for a yr, to stand at
Adena Springs upon retirement,
Steve Haskin and David Schmitz,
3617p.

Adena Springs South, opens, Leslie
DeDarder, 2064p; is much more
than just a place to raise hs,
Deidre B. Biles, 7040p.

Adena Stallions' Miss Preakness S,
Burnish, 3252p.

Adger, John, on Doug Arnold,
own of Buck Pond Fm, Dan
Liebman, 6520p.

Adieu, Astoria S, 3886; Astoria S,
3900ped; Fritzee S, Steve Haskin,
5774p; Fritzee S, 5872ped.

Adirondack S, Folklore, 441p.

Adiron, Don, champ dirt rnnr
for JRA, 532.

Admire Groove, champ olde mare
for JRA, 532.

Admission fees, race-day security
prog more challenging at Sar.
Antibiotic resistance, use of MOS, HealthWatch, 6224.
Antibiotic therapy, Marion duPont Scott Equine Medical Center focuses on colic, EPM, tumor treatment, antibiotic therapy, Deirdre B. Biles, 4129p.
Antigua, Internet gambling ruling could impact business, 213; a World Trade Organization ruling forces amendments to Interstate Horse Racing Act, Douglas L. McSwain, 4004.
Antolik, Dennis, resigns, 7378.
Antonius Felix Hunsruck to stand at Coolmore Australia, 3739p.
Apelt, Gebhard, ped of Shirocco, 4848p.
Antolik, Dennis, resigns, 7378.
Appleby Farms, acquires Applebaum, David, mob ties 7378.
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Antibiotic therapy, Marion duPont Scott Equine Medical Center focuses on colic, EPM, tumor treatment, antibiotic therapy, Deirdre B. Biles, 4129p.
Auction companies, AAEP issues
Au Printemps, dies, 3193.
Attraction, Mark Johnston does
Attila’s Storm, Fall Highweight H,
Attendance and handle, for Hol,
Atrial fibrillation, procedure being
Aston Upthorpe Yorkshire Oaks,
Aspen Ridge, to stand at Oak
help brdrs in this yr’s auction
enforcers, 7417.
in sale hs, auction co’s should be
Fusaichi Pegasus Matron S,
winning results, Richard
Jennifer Morrison, 5324.
7068ped.
Jennifer Morrison, 4155.
for Bel, 6796; for OT, 6982; for
Whitfield, 6360; for Kee, 6492;
Preakness S, Tom LaMarra, 3226;
OP, 2900; for Tam, 3060;
for GP, 2760; for Kee, 2900; for
LaMarra and Scott Davis, 831;
natl and local legislators, Tom
LaMarra, 4634p; trnr of Private
trnr of Real Dandy, Tom
304p; High Fly, 371ped.
6423ped.
6018ped.
7106;
Letters, 3830; not worthy of Hall
Hall of Fame for 2005, 1869;
Palos Verde H, 695; nominee for
TOC, 4334p.
 Array of Katdogawn, Gary West,
3348p; in wnr’s circle for
Baby boomers, Tbd hs will be on
the shopping lists of many baby
Fusaichi Pegasus, and More Than Ready
Shamardal to stand in, 3990;
Elusive Quality, Fusaichi
Pegasus, and More Than Ready
handicap
male earner in NAm, 13p; on
Michael Paulson’s handling of
career, Final Turn, Lenny
Shulman, 98; to be bred to Storm Cat,
297; at Eclipse Award for old
female, Lenny Shulman, on
648p; brding plans for maiden
mares, David Schmitz, 979; 2004
sired champ, 2754
Azeri Breeders’ Cup S, Justice,
Robert Yates, 1758p; Injustice,
1820ped.
Azeri Horse Club, acquires Irish
Conquest for study, 43.
B
B. B. Best, among 17 late VISA TC
2052.
A Ranch, 5886.
Azamour, King George VI and
Darley at Jonabell in 2006, con-
3884p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
Ric Chapman and Peter Tonkes,
1777p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
price at Inglis Easter sale, Ric
Chapman, 2212; Giant’s
Causeway not shutting to Aust,
stay at Ashford Stud, 3790p;
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handicap
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Michael Paulson’s handling of
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stay at Ashford Stud, 3790p;
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handicap
male earner in NAm, 13p; on
Michael Paulson’s handling of
career, Final Turn, Lenny
Shulman, 98; to be bred to Storm Cat,
297; at Eclipse Award for old
female, Lenny Shulman, on
648p; brding plans for maiden
mares, David Schmitz, 979; 2004
sired champ, 2754
Azeri Breeders’ Cup S, Justice,
Robert Yates, 1758p; Injustice,
1820ped.
Azeri Horse Club, acquires Irish
Conquest for study, 43.
B
B. B. Best, among 17 late VISA TC
2052.
A Ranch, 5886.
Azamour, King George VI and
Darley at Jonabell in 2006, con-
3884p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
Ric Chapman and Peter Tonkes,
1777p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
price at Inglis Easter sale, Ric
Chapman, 2212; Giant’s
Causeway not shutting to Aust,
stay at Ashford Stud, 3790p;
Shamardal to stand in, 3990;
Elusive Quality, Fusaichi
Pegasus, and More Than Ready
handicap
male earner in NAm, 13p; on
Michael Paulson’s handling of
career, Final Turn, Lenny
Shulman, 98; to be bred to Storm Cat,
297; at Eclipse Award for old
female, Lenny Shulman, on
648p; brding plans for maiden
mares, David Schmitz, 979; 2004
sired champ, 2754
Azeri Breeders’ Cup S, Justice,
Robert Yates, 1758p; Injustice,
1820ped.
Azeri Horse Club, acquires Irish
Conquest for study, 43.
B
B. B. Best, among 17 late VISA TC
2052.
A Ranch, 5886.
Azamour, King George VI and
Darley at Jonabell in 2006, con-
3884p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
Ric Chapman and Peter Tonkes,
1777p; Redoute’s Choice sires top
price at Inglis Easter sale, Ric
Chapman, 2212; Giant’s
Causeway not shutting to Aust,
stay at Ashford Stud, 3790p;
Shamardal to stand in, 3990;
Elusive Quality, Fusaichi
Pegasus, and More Than Ready
handicap
male earner in NAm, 13p; on
Michael Paulson’s handling of
career, Final Turn, Lenny
Shulman, 98; to be bred to Storm Cat,
297; at Eclipse Award for old
female, Lenny Shulman, on
648p; brding plans for maiden
mares, David Schmitz, 979; 2004
sired champ, 2754
Azeri Breeders’ Cup S, Justice,
Robert Yates, 1758p; Injustice,
1820ped.
Azeri Horse Club, acquires Irish
Conquest for study, 43.
Buck Pond Fm, as teenager with friends, Dan Liebman, 6520p.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Sally, amendment moves investors have actually experience of
Bannack, for sale hs, auction co's should be
Barletta, Joseph, Youbet.com's
Barretts, may combine yrlg sale, 5818; Oct mixed sale, 5310p; select sale of 2yos in trn-
Barrett, J. Patrick, among six
Barlett, retire after undergoing surgery, 3639.
Barlassi, P, bd mbr reelected for Penn Tbd Hsmen's
Barker, Steve, congratulates
Barnes, building new or renovating, 3274; review of non-
Barnett, Mike, Tbd Club of
Barn, tips for cleaning, 2409p; at top price at OBS Aug
Barbara, Bobby, trnr of Interpectation, Scott Davis, 2081p.
Barbara, 2004 Ore champ, 1838.
Barbara, C, como a Tbd Hsmen's
Barbara, Catholic, wins allowance at H, 2109; meet wnr at BM, 4326p.
Barbara, 2006 CD, 5821.
Bannack, to stand at Key Ranch, 5821.
Bannon, Tom, promoted to vp of operations and comm at Hoo,
Baptize, sold to Rodolfo Lamperti, 1306p.
Baquer, 2004 Ore champ, 1388.
Barron, Norm, named interim
Barron, Mike, relocated to Rancho San
Bassett, James E. III, congratulates
Basson, Madelein, how many
Bagby, Michelle, unsupervised
Bacon, operates a farm, 774; Oct mixed sale, 5141.
Baldwin, S, granted cert petitions and
Balden, Van, Dr. Craig, AAE's
Ballroom Deputy, Maple Leaf S,
Bailey, Rogers, elec to bd of dir for Rac Medication and Testing Consortium, 4064; annual conv of trk
Balding, I, on cover, 2433p; pooling begins with Illinois trk, 2498.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Sally, amendment moves investors have actually experience of
Baldwin, Steve, and others on behalf of Racing Stable, Pete Spanos, 4044ped.
Bell, I, on cover, 2433p; pooling begins with Illinois trk, 2498.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Sally, amendment moves investors have actually experience of
Baldwin, Van, Dr. Craig, AAE's
Ballroom Deputy, Maple Leaf S,
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Baldin, I, on cover, 2433p; pooling begins with Illinois trk, 2498.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baldwin, Van, Dr. Craig, AAE's
Ballroom Deputy, Maple Leaf S,
Bailey, Rogers, elec to bd of dir for Rac Medication and Testing Consortium, 4064; annual conv of trk
Baldin, I, on cover, 2433p; pooling begins with Illinois trk, 2498.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
Baker, Chris, on Saint Liam, Steve Leber, 3302.
agents, 5752.
Bell, Jimmy, on ped of Giacomo, David Schmitz, 2952p; elected TOBA trustee, 4578p; unveiling of Affirmed statue at Darley at Japan, 3246p.
Bell, Lance, Hill ‘n’ Dale Fms day, 7355.
Bellamy Road, wins allow in sea-

Bello, Michael, owner of

Bello, Lance, Hill ‘n’ Dale Fms day, 7355.
Bello, Michael, owner of

Bellamy Road, wins allow in sea-

Bello, Michael, owner of

Bello, Michael, owner of
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Belmont Breeders’ Cup H,
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Bentley, Robert, on ICT of
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Bergerud, Scott, opinion of Kee
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Bergen, David, on BC races at Belmont, 5755p; BC officials receive race-day security grants, 3934.
Beretta, high cost of going to a trk, Letters, 4548.
Billboard campaign, KEEP approves mstking plan, hires lobbying firm, 249.
Bing Crosby H, Greg’s Gold, Tracy Gantz, 4386p; Greg’s Gold, 4460p.
Bio-scurity, bio-secure barns and disease watch in wake of hurricane, Trade Zone, Betina Cohen, 1369p.
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council, have researchers discovered what makes fat, 117.
Bird, Bonnie Empire Maker colt, 1275p; foals Empire Maker colt, 1572.
Birds, take oef as field of his heads town, Ethel, 2154p.
Birdstone, 2004 Ky-bred champ, 2754; Ky 3yo male champ, David Schmitz, 2785p.
Birmingham Race Course, computer gaming could bring its back to Alabama, 6980.
Birm, Dr. Joseph, NJ’s TOBA award wrn, 5054; elected to bd of NJ TOBA, 5098.
Birzer, Gary, CHRB to investigate how Jocs’ Guild uses funds, 113; paralyzed, but riding again with help of Kiss, 4570p; Nat Turf Foundation formed to assist injured jers, 6210; Jocs’ Guild looks to defend $10-mil lawsuit, 7107.
Bischoff, Donna, development approved for BM property, 6634.
Bischoff, Tom, comments on Polytrack surface at TF, 5184.
Bish, Carmen, Iowa Hsmen’s Assn presents yr-end awards, 5504.
Bishop, Sylvia, dies, 384.
Bishop, William T. “Buddy” III, apptd Kee trustee, 5274.
Bisantz, Gary, encouraging all hsm to unite and support uniform medication rules, Final Turn, 1362; Ky should be proud of extra work by everyone during Derby events, Letters, 3298.
Biting, causes for, HealthWatch, 5305.
Bl, Ed, nostril strips help open airways reduce bleeding, Trade Zone, Betina Cohen, 6390p.
Blach, black female jockey, black female agent, Scott Davis, 2208p.
Blair, Debbie, tickets for BC return to general admission, 3176.
Blanchard, Terry, Hill ‘n Dale Fms day in life of a breeding farm, 2208p.
Blankets, styles and costs, HealthWatch, 5432; how to determine if a hs needs them, HealthWatch, 5564.
Blassing, Randy, hired as exc dir of NR A, 7518.
Blezard, Mike, stln stke fee to boost purses in 2008 for BC S, 2056p.
Blazing Cols Farm, fm foals white foal, believed to be only white foal ever registered in India, Pete Spanos, 5858p.
Blazing Rate, Foolish Pleasure BC S, 5494ped; In Reality S, Scott Davis, 5974p.
Bluntly, to stand at Hopewell Fm, 6828.
Blia, Dr. Jeff, on AAE annual conf, Kim Herbert, 7318p.
Blued, David, issues of how to dose $12 mil in brdr awards for Ky industry, What’s, 3643.
Bleeding, nostril strips help open airways reduce bleeding, Trade Zone, Betina Cohen, 6390p.
Blighskler, Dr. Anthony, public health advisory issued for COX-2 inhibitors, 1702.
Blindness, adjusting a hs to, HealthWatch, 3512.
Block, David and Patricia, awarded Midwest award by TOBA, 5140.
Bloddt-Horse Publications, recognized at AHF conv, 5306; Equine Vision new video partner for BH S, 5200; Steve Haskin honored with fourth R F Smith Award, 6082.
bloodhorse.com, enjoys Derby info on, Letters, 2890; wins first place award at AHP conv, 3506.
Bloodstock agents, trrr Jimmy Hatchett doubles as a bldstk agent, Scott Davis, 1172p; a legal look at winemaker Jess Jackson’s winery, 3277.
Bloddt stock Research Information Services, Equibase leads charge, 5150.
Blonde, J, Eoin Mulligan to join Canada, 5466p.
Blum, Jeffrey, joins West Point Tds as exec vp of West Coast operations, 1975.
Blowen, Michael, Old Friends purchase Oggiyan to live out his final days, 3860.
Black Grass day, all time Kee record.
Black Grass Farms Chaplaincy, to hold annual Call to the Post fundraiser, 4064.
Black Gun Farm, acquires Elsvstroem for stud, 2282; Elsvstroem retired, to stand at, 4507.
Black Hen S, Love Locket, 6162ped.
Black Moon Equestrian, acquires RubyJet for stud, 1516.
Black Norther S, Cee’s Irish, 5466.
Black Ribbon Downs, Okla trks get final approval for gaming, 4698.
Black Ridge Farm, Fit to Fight patented, 5748.
Blige, Mary J., Bono, 5238.
Bon, Bob, one of nation’s leading owners by earnings and win percentage, Margaret Ransom, 1614p; award wrn for TOR, 4924; TOC awdwr of yr to, 5238; co-owner of Captain Squire, Margaret Ransom, 5778p; continues to win races a torrid pace in Calif, 7312.
Boniface, Billy, Md regulators demand unit plan for dates, 6362.
Boniface, William, dies, 5114.
Bonnie Heath Turf Cup H, Whos Crying Now, Scott Davis, 6698p.
Bonne, Edward S., wants to secure permanent financing for drug testing by having $5 per start fee, Final Turn, 1986.
Bonnycastle, Dick, co-owner of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Bons awards, KEEP supports in-state breed incentives at outset, 3967.
Bun, Ed, Seigenfeld on continuation of BC bonus possible, 2894; Grand Slam of Grass at CNL to help promote Va rac, 2888.
Bos, Mike, to unity and support unification, 4978p; Natl Turf HealthWatch, 5564.
Bosma, Brian, proposal to finance new stadium for Colts appears dead, 612.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boston Express, Valid Expectations S, Gary’s Gold, 3348p; Valid Expectations, 3367p.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Boswell, William, ownr of Backstretch, 2734.
Boswell, William, ownr of Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
poised to begin breed incentive prog. 1543; Ky Tbd Fm Mngrs’ Club solicited for input on incentive prog. 2318; fm mngrs asked for input on brdrr’s incentive prog. 1503; continue to hammer out incentive prog. 3833; KEEP has made the industry’s lobbying efforts in the state capture headlines and scope. What’s, 3863; KEEP supports in-state breed incentive at outset, 3967; in-state brdrr incentive plan gets srp in Ky. 4846; Ky Hc Authority approves incentive structure, 6793; incentive plan well received by industry groups, 6793; Ky breed incentives could be paid on 2006 races, 7552.

Breeders’ S. Jambalaya, Jennifer Morrison, 4522.

Breeders Sales Company of Louisiana, mixed sale at Ld, 6177.

Breeding, finding real value in mapping equine genome, Dr. Rallie McAllister, 1052; theories, Letters, 2310; when 2003 brdrrng season began, it was apparent War Emblem was no Sunday Silversmith. 4061; shuffling of stints remains popular, much is learned about which it will work best in Southern Hemisphere, Dan Liebman, 4496p; TJC’s report of mares bred, Evan I. Hammonds, 6128; in growing trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fla fms on silts prospects, Dan Liebman, 7345.

Breeding deals, different deals for 2006 brdrrng season, David Schmitz, 7579.

Breeding by Hill ‘n’ Dale Fms’ day in the life of a brdrrng fm, Blood-Horse staff, 2183p.

Breeding rights, most trms receive brdrrng rights to hs they developed into stints, Lenny Shulman, 966.

Breeding shed, q&a with Dr. John Steiner, Deidre B. Biles, 1294p.

Breeding state’s lines, Gleeves title at Mth, 5480; meet wrn at Mth, 5668.

Breezefig, a way to evaluate per-
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Busch, Michael, Md senate again

Buanda S, Amazing Buy, 725ped.

Burrito, nastril strips help open

Burns, Steven, Neb high ct rules in

Burning Roma, to stand at Hidden

Burgess, Brian, Fla slots bill to be signed by gov, tax rate hike, 7269.

Buddha, Keet Sept sale preview, hand club in sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4874p.

Budweiser Emerald H, Mr. Makah, 6390p.

Buena Suerte Equine, acquires So Long Birdie for stud, 6755.

Buena Vista H, URIal, Tracy Gantz, 1436p; Uralab, 1490ped.

Buffalo Trace Franklin County S, Bright Gold, 6106ped.

Buhr, Florence, elected to PrM bd by 6120 to 6122.

Buley, Cheryl, NYRA art sale can-
celed, out as rac and wager bd chair, 7160p; NY’s tightens race-
day drug rules, 7160.

Bull Market, to stand at Buck Pond Fm, 5294.

Bull Ranch, Premier’s H, 6106ped.

Bullish Lacer Witness takes defeat in 18th start in Champions Mile by, 3054p.

Bullseye, Sortero S, Craig Harzmann, 4158p; Sortero S, 4570p.

Bunning, Jim, Equine Equity Act offered in Congress, 4329.

Bunning, Susan, Natl HBPA asks affiliates for sentiment of hs rac fans, Letters, 4326.

Buzzy Aron, Arogoga leading buyer of rrs who exceed their purchase price, Bidstk & Mrkts, 1299.

Burruss Bay, GD Derby, 524ped; Santa Anita Derby, Craig Harzmann, 2364p; Santa Anita Derby, 2401pd; TC spotlight on, Steve Haskin and Avalyn Hunter, 2408; Fog City Stable to dissolve, except for, 3837; sells for $725,000 at FT ky sale, 4215p; prepping for Discovery H, 5976; Buzzodle, viral mking is within the means of small businesses, William L. Shanklin, 5763.

Bwana Charlie, to stand at Sequel Cacht Wells, Bowling Green H, 4159ped.

Byrne, Patrick, trnr of Sorcerer’s Turn, Larry Levin, 5058; focuses on drug positives, Final Tbd ownrs and brdrs with ties to Inds, 4241; Calif stewards, Letters, 4213p; to establish stronger Calif presence, 4213; second time is charm for Calif, 4213p; for BC, Amy M. Arthur, 3304; Jocs’ Guild cleared in handling of Calif claims, 3304; replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Calif, 3406; NTRA to establish stronger Calif presence, 3505; Calif stewards, Letters, 3614; to develop microchip pilot prog, 3833; hms hope for stability in Hs deal, 3884.

Bullets, Jon White, 2666p.

Bush, Gov. Jeb, Fla judge says 3054; transport of HSs from trks need to mingle with, 5075.

Bush, Tom, statements by out of

Bushell, Fara, on Dr. John Steiner, Deirdre B. Biles, 1294p.

Bush, Gov., Jfla judge finds plans for racetrk slots can pro-

Bushman, Jon White, 2666p.

Busher S, Amazing Buy, 1500ped.
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faces CHRB complaints, 2445p; power struggle over jocs’ health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445; law- maker challenges CHRB testing facility choice, 2449; Martin Wygod fund cleared of charges in Sweet Catomine case, but says he may leave game, 2593p; rejects Jocs’ Guild proposal on scale of wds for CHRB complaints against Julio Canani and Jeff Mullins, 2762p; antics of CHRB regarding Martin Wygod and Julio Canani, final Case, 2896p; Calif changes testing, lab regulations, 3 1103; state clears in handling of Calif claims, 3306; replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Calif, 3406; Frank Monteleone documents turned over to judge, 3620; Calif to develop microchip pilot prog, 3833; Hol sale approved, Polytork hinges on dates, 4093; Richard Schmitt appointed to, 4093; Calif focuses on monitoring of hs in barn areas, 4978; considers tighter security, 5420; Calif rac dates now, 5422; panel examines weigh-in procedures, 5718; moves ahead with increased surveil- lance, 5854; John Andreini appointed to board, 6037; Calif turns voice concerns over trk surfaces to CHRB, 7105; owns surre trn, steward for allegedly making hs run, 7558.

California Horse Racing Information Networks Systems, combines with InCompass Solutions, 7278.

California Jackyes’ Guild, Calif rid- ers incorporate new organization, 937; power struggle over jocs’ health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445; CHRB orders forensic audit of health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445; law-power struggle over jocs’ health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445; complaints, 2445p; CHRB wishes John Henry 30th birthday, 7800.

California Thoroughbred Trainers, group seeks to generate interest in Calif, 5272.

California Racing, group seeks to generate interest in Calif, 5272.

California Thoroughbred Breeders Association, may combine yrly sale with Barretts, 249; sets date for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; Barretts opens yrly sale with, Deirdre B. Biles, 5762.

California Thoroughbred Trainers, hsmen hope for stability in Hol deal, 3834.

California-breds, at Sunshine Millions, David Schmitz, 1168.

Californian S, Lava Man, Jon White, 3662p; Lava Man, 7608p.

Callahan, Ed, gaming co new prtnr for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; 52, 4552.

Callahan, Ed, gaming co new prtnr for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; 52, 4552.

Callado, P.J., plenty of speculation for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; 52, 4552.

Callaire, Brian, upscale OTBs in call of SH horses for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; 52, 4552.

Callaire, Brian, upscale OTBs in call of SH horses for joint sale at Fpx Pk, 610; 52, 4552.

Callanan, Fred, brdr/ownrs of Bordonaro, Craig Harzmann, 7166p.

Callaros, Jen, Bob Courtney is admired by all whose lives he’s touched, Lenny Shulman, 7146p.

Callan, Nick, backstretch wkers get tighter security, 5420; Mike Mitchell on 24-hour surveil- lance, 5420; Cole Norman gets 2403ped.

Callen, Ted, q&a, Pete Spanos, 5272.

Calkins, Craig, trnr of Cat Shaker, 3697p; Calkins, Bill, ownr of Cat Shaker, 3674.

Campbell, Shannon, more than $75,000 raised to aid, 4830.

Campbell, Jesse, wins 1,000th trk race, 4830.

Campbell, Jennifer, trnr of Sweet Catomine, 4912p.

Campbell, Tom, Q&A, Pete Spanos, 5272.

Campbell, Scott, Trk sec, 4519.

Campbell, Steve, 4978.

Campbell, Steve, ownr of Cat Shaker, 3674.

Campbell, Steve, Sweet Catomine, 4924.

Campbell, Steve, 4386p.

Campbell, Tracy, 6522p.
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Run receives award, 6798p.
Cartwright, dies, 7420.
Cartacio, Herberto Jr., NYRA offi-
cials indicted in alleged joc-wt scheme, Tom Precious, 5417.
Castle Peak Farm, acquires Box Office Event, 442.
Castle Rock Farm, acquires Award for Stud, 805; Award to stand at, 805.
Castledale, San Francisco BC Mile B, 6685p; Shoemaker BC Mile B, 6685p; Shoemaker BC Mile S, 3523p; meet wrn at Hol, 4186; retired, 5001; to stand at Crestwood Fm, 7579.
Castleton Lyons, Action This Day retired, to stand at, 441p; Action This Day arrives at for stud duty, 636p; acquires Wiseman’s Ferry for stud, 7301; different deals for 2006 brding season, David Schmitz, 7579.
Casteletop Stable, ownr of Cacht Wells, Steve Haskin, 4150p.
Castra, Daniel, brdr/ownrs of Casner, Bill and Susan, to match Casner Family Foundation, 4620p.
Cash Is King Stable, co-ownr of sula, to raise $1 mil raised at Kee auctions, 6483p.
Cash is King partners in white strch limo, Lenny Shulman, 3150p; employed by KEEP, Tom LaMarra, 3542p.
Cash is King Stable, ownr of Cacht Wells, Steve Haskin, 3510p; ownr of Afleet Alex, Steve Haskin, 3528; mbrs of, Lenny Shulman, 3542p; Afleet Alex suffers fracture but expected to race this fll, 3546p; Castle Alex out for rest of the yr, tabbed by SI as Sportman of the Yr, 6482p.
Casini, Matt, ann of trk supermdnts, Dan Liebman, 4620p.
Casino gambling, racetrk-based casinos advocated by KEEP, Tom LaMarra, 5269p; KEEP legis offers gaming gains, 6796.
Casinos, Md senate again sends slots to legislation to House, 1247; racetrk-based casinos advocated by KEEP, Tom LaMarra, 5269p; KEEP legis offers gaming gains, 6796.
Casner, Bill, trnr of Gold Storm, 7110; Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7222; to speak at TTOB’s brdrss mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7322.
Catamount, Tom LaMarra, 3880p.
Cat Shaker, Rushaway S, Evan I. Hammonds, 640p; congratula-
tions on winning Eclipse Award of Merit, Final Turn, 754.
Cat Shaker, Evan I. Hammonds, 640p; congratula-
tions on winning Eclipse Award of Merit, Final Turn, 754.
Catterson, Morton, 5965; to oversee NTRA mrkting summit, Tom LaMarra, 1280; hndl up for Youbet.com, 2762; Youbet.com elects bd mbrs, 3692; pm pricing structure up for disc at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 4258; actw wager was forefront of the Internatl Sim Conf, Amy Whitfield, 5766; Youbet.com rebekshoppes to operate under U.S. regulation, 6638; Youbet.com to buy United Tote, 7110; Symposium on Rac annual mgmt, Amy Whitfield, 7222; Champions Mile, Silent Witness tastes defeat in 18th start, 3054p.
Catherine, Bill, all quarantined hs
Central Kentucky Riding for Hope, Amy Whitfield, 5766; to speak at TOBA’s brdrss mtg, Amy Whitfield, 5766; to present model for mbr dues, 606; GP form organization, 3621; TOB continues to seek mrkshp strategy to operate under ESPN Sports Poll, 1543; TOC mrkshp renewed for NTRA, others on fence, 4584p; Tbd Champ turn, 3828; Crc honors as joc of the Yr, 6793.
Cavender, Barry, 2006 brding season, David Liebman, 7579.
Cavender, Red, 2004 Ohio champ, 2286.
Cayuga’s Waters, Pebbles B, 6012p.
CBA, commercial brdrs form orga-
nization, 3621.
Cecil, Henry, receives Cartier Racing Award’s Daily Telegraph Award of Merit, 6796p.
PRL, 7576p.
Calico, Tbd ownrs and brdrss with ties to
Cavey, Vault, 1541; Upscale Racing gets going, 1541; upscale suctbnu attraction lifted for, 3406.
Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Cup, 4334.
Cates, Lily, Gary Tanaka required
Catalano, Wayne, trnr of Injustice, 1280.
Catalano, Wayne, trnr of Injustice, Robert Yates, 1758p; meet wrn at AP, 5540.
Catomatcha, Iroquois S, Tom LaMarra, 6550p; Iroquois S, 6580p.
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Kevin Flanery hired as vp of natl public affairs, 7378.
Churchill Downs H, Battle Won, 3008ped.
Churchill Downs Inc., Ky trks seek yr-end awards, 5504.
Churchill Downs Inc., Magna Graduate, Lenny Shulman, 7057ped.
Churchill Downs Inc., Lenny Shulman, 7032p; Magna Graduate, 7057ped.

Clancy, Sean, receives honorable mention for Media Eclipse Award, 117p.
Clark H, Magna Graduate, Lenny Shulman, 7032p; Magna Graduate, 7057ped.
Clark, Bonnie, equine rescuers step up after hurricane Katrina, Stephanie L. Church, 5608p.
Clark, Dick, Iowa Hsman's Benevolent and Protective Asso presents yr-ends awards, 5504.
Clark, Dr. Andrew, named ceo of Hagyard Equine Med Institute, 5668.
Clark, Robert, new assn steward at Tam, 3934.
Clark, Tom and Nancy, Rancho San Miguel, David Arreiona, 2078p.
Classen, Dr. Theodore F., dies, 6432.
Classical Bloodstock, consignor at FT Mid 2yo in trining sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 3338.
Classic Elegance, top fillies to be auctioned at Ke, FT, 5422.
Classic Stamp, Don Mattingly, Kim Wilkens fm mngr, Nick Hahn, 998p.
Claudius, relocated to Windsor Fm, 6119.
Clay, Case, elected TOBRA trustee, 4578p.
Clay, Cateswy, co-brdr of Gleeleys's Galaxy, Jeff Johnson, 2890p.
Clayton, Dr. Hilary, time outside, conditioning a benefit to training methods, Amy Whitfield, 3753; conditioning and confidence make a tough athlete, Trade Too, Jon White, 7608p.
Classical Jazz, races relish retirement at Montpelier, Kim Wilkens fm mngr, Nick Hahn, 998p.
Coastal, dead in South Africa, 5474p.
Coachurc, La Lorgnette S, Jennifer Morrison, 5324; Bell Canadian H, 5326ped.
Cobalt, Tequatico, retired, to stand at Montpelier, Kim Wilkens fm mngr, Nick Hahn, 998p.
Collier, Ron, accepts superinten-001 position at EvD, 2566.
Collingrove, Halo Homewrecker purchased by Collingrove Stud for stud duty at Aust nursery, 5740.
Collins, Johnson, and Colothee Weber taking her Live Oak operation even higher, Lenny Shulman, 4495p.
Collins, Joss, chances meeting paves the way for Patrick Lawley-Wakelin, Dan Liebman, 6868p.
Collins, Lincoln, Gary Tanaka accepts as bldstk mngr, 730; efforts for new code of ethics begins during FT Fl Crc sale, 1586; status quo for Gary Tanaka stable, 3508.
Collins, Martin, TP receives positive comments on new Polytrack surface, Tom LaMarra, 5182.
Colonel E.R. Bradley H, America Alive, 518p; Onthedeleasure, 7514ped; Lynn Roberts wins Media Eclipse Award for Photography for three-h time finish, 7556p.
Colony, retired, to stand at Buck Bond Fm, 4857.
Colonel Cup Steeplechase, McDynamo, John B. Campbell BC H, Tom Keyser, 1308p; John B. Campbell BC H, 1333ped.
Coastal, dead in South Africa, 5474p.
Coastal Fortress, La Lorgnette S, Jennifer Morrison, 5324; Bell Canadian H, 5326ped.
Coca-Cola Independence Day S, Gin and Sin, 4504ped.
Cockatoo, first clone of domestic pigeons, Ray Paulick, 1594p.
Codex, Steve Haskin, 2635p.
Codex, remembering first Classic winner, Steve Haskin, 2635p.
Codex, Steve Haskin, 2635p.
Codex, reflecting first Classic winner of D. Waayne Lukas with Codex, Steve Haskin, 2635p.
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Grand Slam of Grass at CNL to help promote Va rac, Tom LaMarra and Nick Hahn, 3308; English Channel, Nick Hahn, 3771p; English Channel, 3778p.

Colony Band, Doubledogdare S, 2704p.

Colorado State University, and announcents create of chair, 2456.

Colostrum, woes of foals, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 70; Buck Wheeler invents new invention for mare milkers, HealthWatch, 4108p.

Combust, Phil, Fla HBPA elects new officers and bd mbrs, 2566.

Commenlye Norelson has mastered Tbd rac and dres- sage, Paula Rodenas, 4704p.

Come for Tea, fire kills 24 hs at Fair Hill Training Center, cause unknown, 6484p.

Comeaux, Don, rode at EvD in 1966, and wins riding again, 2454p.

Comity S, Acey Deucey, Paul Volponi, 2512p; Acey Deucey, 2549p.

Comic Strip, second time is charm for business of Del Chase, Tracy Gantz, 6552p.

Coming Out Party, foals Hold That Tiger colt, 1410.

Commendable, died, 2344.

Commendable, sold to South Korean Rac Assn, 635.

Commentary, remembering Charles Nuckolls Jr., Lenny Shulman.

Commentator, award wnr in NY, 3270; wins allow, 3886; on cover, 4449p; John Hendrickson wished Trade Zone and Carol Farmer would win the Whitney with Commentator, What’s, 4491; Whitney H, Paul Volponi, 4514; Whitney H, 4526p.

Commercial breeders, decline in production costs may help brdrs in this yr’s auction arena, Deirdre B. Biles, 3864.

Comment on the Future of Racing in New York, Jack Knowlton among named to, 4825; Jack Knowlton resigns from Friends of NY Racing board due to appnt on, 5142.

Common pools, Can common-pool plan helps reduce cost, 3057.

Common-pool wagering, Wo has plan ready for second round, 2624p; ped of Silver Train, Jill Harzmann, 4014p.

Common-pool wagering, Wo, 220.

Commonwealth S, Miss Commonwealth Turf S, Commonwealth Breeders’ Cup S, 3638p; stte fee, 5855; new sre for 3638p, David Schmitz, 7154.

Commonwealth Stud, Jon White, 6532p.

Commonwealth Turf S, David Schmitz, 3878.

Commonwealth Turf S, Ray Paulick, 6114; rac has an image problem, What’s, 6831.

Congressional hearing, house members were outraged by much of what Wayne Gertmenian said, and what he didn’t say at Congressional hearing on Horse Racing, 6109p; Congress probed accident insur for jocs and mngmt of Jocs’ Guild, Ray Paulick, 6114; conference for alleged horsemen, 6831.

Congressional hearing, house members were outraged by much of what Wayne Gertmenian said, and what he didn’t say at Horse Racing Congress, 6109p; Congress probed accident insur for jocs and mngmt of Jocs’ Guild, Ray Paulick, 6114; conference for alleged horsemen, 6831.

Congressional Horse Caucus, rac leaders are attempting to work closer with natl and local legisla- tors, Tom LaMarra and Scott Davis, 831.

Congressional subcommittee, congressional subcom looking at Jocs’ Guild, 2597.

Congressionalhalonor, to stand at Angel Meadow Farm, 7070.

Connaught Cup S, Le Cinqueoi Eissi, 3466p.

Connolly, Mike, brdr of Woodlander, Steve Haskin, 4014p.

Conning, Jennifer, Scientific Games and a Swedish co to help launch V75, 4980.

Conte, Robert, ken Ramsey penalized by Ky Hs Rac Authority after approach, 410.

Corinna, Timothy “Ted”, elected Tbd Hsmn’s board, 2842.

Contover Tuttle Pace, NTRA adv to feature well-know celebs, 5846.

Conservation easements, congressional com addresses land ease- ments, conservancy wary of proposal, 1250.

Conservancy, the Maktoum/ Coolmore Lexington S, Coin Silver, 2684p.

Conservancy, Tom LaMarra and Scott Davis, 277; Tbd for fundraising, 3570.

Conservancy, Tom LaMarra and Scott Davis, 277; Tbd for fundraising, 3570.
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Coukos, Nick, FE struggles to find its niche in the gaming glut of southern Ontario, Tom LaMarra, 5018p.
Count Fleet S, Scrappy T, 528ped.
Count Fleet Spirit H, Top Commander, Robert Yates, 2504p; Top Commander, 2554ped.
Country Blessing, Genuine Risk only had two foals, Avalyn Hunter, 2630p.
Country Be Gold, Aqui H, 880ped.
Country Life Farm, acquires Oratory foal by Surf Song, wins Md 500 Million Ladies, joyous for Pons family, Sandra McKee, 5972p; Citidancer pensioned, 6106.
Country Life Nursery at Meyrland Farm, diary, Josh Pons, 1732; 2348; 2790; 3326; 3754; 4242p; 4862; 5465; 6118p; 7008p.
Coupe Aux Martrons, TP barn quarantined after case of equine herpesvirus, 7549.
Courageous King, Green Flash H, 4767p.
Court of Appeals, VLT prog upheld by highest court in NY, 2893.
Court, Jon, joc of Lemenesolus, Craig Hartford, 1607p; has won $3,000 2366; notches 3,000th career win, 2586; Winners, Craig Saltzgiver, 3098.
Courtlandts Farms, own of Film Maker, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p.
Courtly Jazz, Ralph M. Hinds Inv H, 5498ped.
Courtney, Robert Estill Sr., admired by all whose lives he’s touched, Lenny Shulman, 7146p.
Courtney, Tom and Robert Jr., Bob Courtney is admired by all whose lives he’s touched, Lenny Shulman, 7146p.
Court, Jon, joc of Lemenesolus, Craig Hartford, 1607p; has won $3,000 2366; notches 3,000th career win, 2586; Winners, Craig Saltzgiver, 3098.
Courtlandts Farms, own of Film Maker, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p.
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Courtney, Tom and Robert Jr., Bob Courtney is admired by all whose lives he’s touched, Lenny Shulman, 7146p.
Couto, Drew, Hol sale rumors have industry on alert, expanded meet at Los Alamitos offered as option, 1869; TOC mbship renewed for 2006; NTRA others on fence, 3401; Calif rac leaders make pitch for assistance, Sen. Dean Florez visits Dmr, 4215p; group to examine interest in Calif, 5272; act wager was forefront of the Internat Sim Cont, Amy Whitfield, 5766; on canceling of turf racing at Hol, Jack Simas, 6538; attend/hndl for Hol, 7560.
Covalli, John, remembering, Final Turn, Joe Hickey, 3950p.
Cowen, Irving and Marjorie, brdr/ownr of Society Selection, Paul Volponi, 3238p.
Cowdin S, He’s Got Grit, 5801ped.
Cowen, Brian, Ire set to end tax break on stud fees in 2008, 7272.
Cowles, Dr. Reynolds, new officers for JRA, 532.
Craft, Larry, dir of rac at Rem, 1,000th win, 5372; susp mount.
Crafty Shaw, retired, 4724; to stand at, David Schmitz, 7579.
Crafty Tricker, MNR Juv S, 4124.
Crafty Shaw, retired, 4724; to stand at, David Schmitz, 7579.
Crafty Tricker, MNR Juv S, 4124.
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Dashing Lil' Biscuit, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabiscuit descendants on his farm, 4588p.

Data management, modalities that optimize data and data handling, Trinh, Colin, 5962.

Data theft, Equibase leads charge to curtail data theft, 5854.

DataTrack International, Breeze fig is a hit in Santa Cruz, 4580p.

Daydreaming, Next Move H, Paul Davis, 4085p.

Dawn of War, Lane's End Brdr's, Davis, Terry, table games a hit at CDs, 4924p.

Davis, Ira, co-ownr of Sis City, 4577p.

Davis, Deirdre B., Biles, 688p; McKee, 6860p.

Day of Reckoning, 2002 Bm of the Yr in Md's proposal for 2006 rac dates, 4746.

Debunda, Salvatore, bd mbr of NTRA mbrship, 5549.

Dean, J., see Breds at OBS Aug yrlg.


Deebrand, foals white filly born at River Ranch, 5821.

Debeau, C., 4183p.

Death—people, Adams, Billy E., Jr., 7622; Atkinson, Ted, 7622; Atkinson, Ted, 7622.

Death of Joe, 384.

Death sentence, 5294; Slew the Coup, 7302; Smokester, 1410; Snack, 1612.

Dean, John, Jr., wins 2,000th turf at FL, 7242.

Davis, Dwayne, purchases Cresent Fm, 3622.

Davis, Ira, co-ownr of Sis City, 4577p.

Davis, Deirdre B., Biles, 2376p; Gold Medal, dies of septicemia, 202.

Davis, Terry, table games a hit at PR, 1546.

Davis, Dale S., City Scott, Davis, 986p; City Scott, 1038p.

Dawn of War, Lane's End Brdr's, Futurity, Evan I. Hammonds, 5768; Lane's End Futurity, 5783ped.


Day, Pat, q&a, 1872; joc of Two Trail Sioux, first graded win since having surgery, Leslie Deckard, 3658p; q&a, Pete Spanos, 4100; retires, Steve Haskin, 4504p; on retirement of, Final Turn, Dan Liebman, 4562; more than $120,000 raised for Deirdre's Memorial Chapel, 4830; to be held at CD, 4830.

Dear Birdie, 2004 Bm of the Yr in Del Mar Debutante S, Wild Fit, 5209ped.

Dearie, Liv, 692.

Dearie, Liv, 692.

Deerhurst, Emmanuel, Jess Jackson hits the Tbd industry with full force, Deirde B. Biles, 1292p; Jess Jackson sues former employees over alleged, 5713; a legal look at winemaker Jess Jackson's lawsuit against three blstdk agents, Ray Paullick, 5752p.

Deili, Doreaux, Laura, uniform medica tion rules needed, Final Turn, 3486; Calif trnrs notice about use of anabolic steroids, lined by Deili, Doreaux, 3499; TBT at CD, 3499; Trotamondo, Craig Harzmann, 7326p.


Dead heat, Crc has double dead for first and second, 6800p.

Dead Kutz Memorial Chapel, more than $120,000 raised for chapel, 4624p.

Dear Birdie, 2004 Bm of the Yr in Ky, 2754; Ky Bm of the Yr, David DeBunda, 2754.

Dearie, Liv, 692.

Death—people, Adams, Billy E., Jr., 7622; Atkinson, Ted, 7622; Atkinson, Ted, 7622.


Deebrand, foals white filly born at River Ranch, 5821.

Def, Carl, California has gone from also-ran to pacesetter in the battle against illegal milkshaking, What's, 47; milkshaking test for in Calif, Final Turn, Dr. Rick M. Arthur, 1854; CHRB rejects Jocs' Guild proposal on scale of wts, 2761; Calif rac leaders make pitch for assistance, 1854.

DeLatorre, Guillermo, 6205p.

Del Mar, California has gone from also-ran to pacesetter in the battle against illegal milkshaking, What's, 47; milkshaking test for in Calif, Final Turn, Dr. Rick M. Arthur, 1854; CHRB rejects Jocs' Guild proposal on scale of wts, 2761; Calif rac leaders make pitch for assistance, 1854.

Del Campo, Joe, CD renovation gets glowing reviews from patrons, Pete Spanos, 2960p.
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Kid, 4900p.
Del Mar Oaks, Singhalese, Craig Harmanz, 4742p; Singhalese, 4768p.
Delahoussaye, Eddie, SA has day recognition.
Delaware, H, purse incr to $1 mil.
2762; Island Sand, Linda Dougherty, 4148p; Island Sand, 4157p.
Delaware Park. Michael Gill claims politics will force his ex-train Tbd industry, 2757p; incr purses of Del H and two turf stakes, 2762; Mid-Atlantic trks impose discounts.
DePasquale, James, state audit details questionable spending at NY’s Capital Investment Fund, 7274.
DePasquale Ticket, to stand at Rockin’ River Ranch, 5821.
Deputy, G. Bashford Manor, Sam Any Whitfield, 4016p; Bashford Manor, 4049p.
DePuy, Jane West, euthanized, 1571.
Deputy Minister H, Medalist, 990; Medalist, 1044p.
DePaul Storm, to stand at Northview Stn Thn, 5866.
Deputy Warlock, rep by first wnr, David Schmitz, 3421p.
Del Boyz, gen by Steve Haskin, 450.
Derby prep, road to Ky Derby has changes in dates for Derby prep, What’s, 2481.
DeSantis, S, Don’t Get Mad, 2832p.
DeSensi, Bob, race day meds to be tightened in Ky, 1377.
De saunier H, Puxa Saco, Berkeley H, 3578p; Claiming Crown Jewl, 4102p; to run in Cal Cup Classic, 5976.
De Stewart, Jon, H, Puxa Saco, Jon White, 3446p; Puxa Saco, 34649p.
Deputy Warrior, foals from the class of 2005, 2382.
De Vaux, Kent, jocks appeal penalties over Derby ads, 3620; hearing set for flap over ads in Ky, 3836; house members were outraged by much of what Wayne Gertmenian said, and what he didn’t say at Congressional hearing, What’s, 6109.
Dessert, foals Kingmambo colt, 1114.
D’este, wins f1 turf allow, 994.
 Destiny Calls, 2004 award wnr in Tbd; DeBartolo at FT, 4256.
De-sign, Tbd, named champ at La-bred annual Champion Awards mtg, 3796.
Detention barns, technology pre-sents opportunities for trtmen-se and those seeking to get around it, Peto Saphans, 1740; NY trmr’s way of plan for pre-race meds, 2151; unfair to betting public, Letters, 6790.
Dietitians hydrochloride, po-sitive found at Hoo, 7272.
Detterli, Frankie, awarded Joc of the Yr award in London, 894; Joc of Dubawi, Mark Popham, 3241p; wins 10th English classic, Richard Griffiths, 5198p; has questionable ride on Dubawi in QE Elizabeth II S, Richard Griffiths, 5842p; Alabama wins Jpn Cup in world record time, of, Ray Paulick, 7024p.
Devilment, Round Table S, 4172p.
Devil’s Bag, dies, 961p.
DeVito, Basil Jr., returns as pres of New York Productions, 4853p; qta, Peto Sapan, 6486.
Devon Lane, sires SA’s first 2yr wnr of 2005, 2032.
Devon Ridge, foals Hook and Ladder colt, 1053.
Devons Smokin, wins Calif Tbd Breds Assn S, 4262.
Devore, Chuck, lawmaker chal-lenges CHRB testing facility choice, 2449.
Devourers, how to use, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4756.
Devouring programs, how to use devourers, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4756.
Diagnostic lab, Ky diagnostic lab set for major expansion, 4100.
Diagnostics on Call, modalities that optimize data and data han-dling, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 5982.
Diamond A Farms, qta with Ted Carr, Dan Liebman, 5272.
Diamond Legends Farm, acquires The Road Boss and Hesabull for stud, 43.
Diamond Omi, wins mdn, 5197; Oak Leaf S, Craig Harzmnn, 5615; Oak Leaf S, 5849p.
Diamond, Rob, renovation project at CD, Leslie Deckard, 2486p.
Diana S, Sand Springs, Mike Kane, 4386p; Sand Springs, 4406p.
Diarrea, signs of GI disease, HealthWatch, 618; products help prevent, HealthWatch, 7102; age related, HealthWatch, 5512.
Diary, monthly Merrilyyyindy instamt of diary, Josh Pons, 1732; 2348p; 2790; 3326; 3754; 4242p; 4862p; 5456; 6118p; 7009p.
Dickinson, Michael, gets one-wk NZ susp for positive, 1247; annu-al susp of trk superintendents, Dan Liebman, 4620p.
Dien, Jeff, co-owner of Captain Squire, Margaret Ransom, 5778p.
Dienants, demands can change if sick, HealthWatch, 1554; special needs for different illnesses, HealthWatch, 1882; digestive function and colic care are com-plicated, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4394; nutrition advice, HealthWatch, 5318; feeding a fast-growing breed, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 7352.
Digestive function, digestive func-tion and colic care are complex issues, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4394.
Digital technology, modalities that optimize data and data handling, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 5982.
Diller, Gery, Dromoland Fm acquires Eurosilver for study, 5294.
Diliberto, Bernard “Buddy”, dies, 5810.
Dilmauro, Stephen A., elected for 2-yr term for NY Tbd Bdrd, 220.
Dimitrov, brding plans for maid-en mares, David Schmitz, 979.
Diplomat Lady, Hol Starlet S, Craig Harzmnn, 6390p; Hol Starlet S, 7056p.
District Jockeys’ Fund, co-chair of Play Bingo, Sandra McKee, 2449.
Disco’s Son, Disco’s Son finishes riderless in Futurity S, Steve Haskin, 5328p.
Discovery H, Magna Graduate, Paul Volponi, 6536p; Magna Graduate, 6406p.
Discreen Hero, Slipton Fell H, 6383p; Fall S, 6018p.
Disrupting, imging full-length documentary on Lost in the Fog and his con-nexions, Leslie Deckard, 622p.
Dodd, Bobby, pinhooking at FT
Dream of Summer. Apple Blossom H, Robert Yates, 2372p; Apple Blossom H, 2402p; Gardenia H, 4737p.

Dream Run, Hanyal fois colt by, 1067; Hals from the class of 2005, 2382.


Dressed to Kill, defects for BC, 6073.

Dreyfuss, Jack, how NYRA franchise was formed, and how it got to present state, Tom Precious, 575p.

Dromoland Farm, acquires Eurosroller for stud, 5294.

Drugs, revision of Ky drug rules discussions, 6634; details of Ky drug discussions, 5716; brdrs speak out on drug policy, 3053.

Drug policy, on John T. Ward Jr. is an advocate for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; new drug policy set to begin but hsmen bemused by uproar over drug testing, 4977; TP’s entry supply goes where demand is, Pete Spanos, 4700; stress, HealthWatch, 5726.

Drug penalties, drug penalties including barring his from racing for specific periods of time, Tom LaMarra, 2004; bursed by uproar over drug penalties, Letters, 2146.

Drug probe, Ky drug probe begins, 4958.

Drug research, foundations partner for drug research, 5141.

Drug research, on susp of Todd Pletcher and Garry Simms, Letters, 4094.

Drug research, on susp of Todd Pletcher and Garry Simms, Letters, 4094; pleased with approval of DreamWorks, John Gatins wrote and directed Dreamer: Inspired by a True Story, 4472p; Lexington premiere of, 2005, 2382.

Drug research, on susp of Todd Pletcher and Garry Simms, Letters, 4094; new drug probe begins, Leslie Deckard, 4099; new drug policy set to begin but hsmen hesitant, 4977; TP’s entry supply goes where demand is, Pete Spanos, 4700; stress, HealthWatch, 5726.
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Drug research, foundations partner for drug research, 5141.

Drug research, suspensions on susp of Todd Pletcher and Garry Simms, Letters, 4094.

Drug testing, Nati HBPA asks affiliates to present their position on drug forall uniform medication and drug testing, Tom LaMarra, 460; CHRB approves milkshake tests, legis next, 607; Ark expands overall post-race testing prog, 770; Ohio owns to defray drug-testing costs, 770; Ky drug council supports stricter medication policy, 933; Ky officials say drug positives weren’t pursued by Ky Rac Comm, 3965; concealing info on drug positives, Final Turn, Larry Levin, 4958.
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Drug research, foundations partner for drug research, 5141.
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relations released by Ky Hs Rac Auth, 6798; cocaine positives found at Hoo, 7227; AAEP issues recommendations for medication in sale hs, auction co’s should be enrolled, 5417; NY tightens race-day drug rules, 7419; Ky Hs Rac Authority seeks clarification on power to fine violators, 7551; AAEP’s task force has called upon sale co’s as the enforcers of their recommendations, What’s, 7583.

Drysdale, Neil, trnr of King of Horses, Tracy Ganzi, 2812p; trnr of Splendid Blended, Craig Harzmann, 3880p; trnr of Your Tent Or Mine, Margaret Ransom, 6860; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.

D’erico, moved from Blooming Hills to Sue Hubbard and Associates, 4124.

DSLD, found in rare occasions in Tbd’s, 2768.

Dubai, Dynasty, Jean Ellen du Pont Shehan of Tench Tilghman’s house. Final Turn, Joe Hickey, 6778.

Dubai, Emirates Airline joins BC sponsor list, 2450; breaks thru Jpn’s barrier on foreigners, Michele MacDonald, 6832p.

Dubai Destination, Gossamer foals colt, 4748.

Dubai Duty Free, Elvstroem, Richard Griffths, 2056p; two World Cup Day races now worth $5 mil each, 5273p.

Dubai Duty Free Anglesey S, Dubai Duty Free, Elvstroem, 5273p; retires in Aust, Ken and Sarah Ramsey receive for owner, David Schmitz, 677p; for joc, appr joc, and Special Award, 673p; Todd Pletcher receives for trnr, David Schmitz, 680p; TVG’s investment in the Eclipse Awards was substantial, What’s, Evan I. Hammonds, 809; to remain in Calif at least next three yrs, 3838; Lynn Roberts wins Media Eclipse Award for Photography, 7554p.

Dubai Duty Free, Elvstroem, Steve Haskin, 5190p.

Dubai Duty Free, Elvstroem, Steve Haskin, 3884p; pictorial from, 642p; announced, Evan I. Hammonds, 809; Eclipse Awards was substantial, 6734p; Eclipse Awards was substantial, 754a.
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tions coordinator for TP, 7080.
Egerton Stud, chance meetings
paved the way for Patrick
Lawley-Wakelin, Dan Liebman, 6868p.
Eng, Breed, Francis “Jock” LaBelle
Mom S, 3132ped; suit filed over
death of, 5847.
Ehrlich, Gov. Robert Jr., Md
race officials propos-
al with slots, 396; Md
gov says gaming dead for two yrs, 2317;
MJC tries to plot its course for
the future as Fickness approaches,
Tom LaMarra, 2015.
EHV vaccines, two studies involv-
ing EHV vaccines, Trade Zone,
Bettina Cohen, 688.
Eklhorry C, S, officials pre-
dpared to delve into raids, medica-
tion at TuP, 116.
Elsidler, Lee, at Kee Sept sale,
Deirdre B. Biles, 5209p; opinion of
Kee Sept sale, 5301.
ELPH, study, HealthWatch, 4342.
Elsamain Equine, at OBS April sale,
Ryan Conley, 2800; Barry and Shari
Elk on the charts at the
Ocala sales, Ryan Conley, 6380p.
Elsamain, Barry and Shari, top the
charts at Ocala sales, Ryan Conley, 6380p.
Elsamain, Barry and Shari, opinion of
Kee Sept sale, 5467.
Ellin Maxxume, son of Sunday
Silence sires first win, 3794.
El Cajon S, 5030; Follow the
Rainbow, 5079ped.
El Camino Real Derby, Uncle
Eponaion.
El Conejo H, Areyoutalkintome,
Craig Harzmann, 170; Areyoutalkintome, 202ped.
El Corrigan, first win, 2623;
Rosilyn Polan brdr and consignor
of $385,000 hs at FT Ky July sale,
Rosilyn Polan brdr and consignor
Areyoutalkintome, 202ped.
El Prado, wins 6.5 furlongs at first
as 2-year-old, 71f allow to
remain unbeaten, 3346; wins of
div Oceanside S, 4262.
Elk electric fences, different types of
fences, Bettina Cohen, Trade Zone, 1022.
Elk electric shock, procedure being
used to treat atrial fibrillation,
HealthWatch, 3066.
Elk electronic timing systems,
Equine 2005 study, Natl Animal
Health Monitoring System to con-
duct, HealthWatch, 782.
Elk electronic timing systems, of
marquees, first sister to Smarty Jones born, 3990;
heads Aust shutter group, 4237; fee to remain same,
5885.
Elstroveno, Dubai Duty Free,
Richard Griffiths, 2050p; to stand at
Blue Gem Stud, 2282; retired,
at Blue Gem Stud, 4067.
Elvstroveno, Dubai Duty Free,
Richard Griffiths, 2050p; to stand at
Blue Gem Stud, 2282; retired,
at Blue Gem Stud, 4067.
Emigh, Chris, Frank Kirby wins
Art’s trining title in 2004, riders
first call for Kirby, Jeff Johnson,
6969; joc of Fighting Fever, Jeff
Johnson, 2815.
Emigh, Chris, Frank Kirby wins
Art’s trining title in 2004, riders
first call for Kirby, Jeff Johnson,
6969; joc of Fighting Fever, Jeff
Johnson, 2815.
Entenmann, William, owner of
Arte Schiller, Leslie Deckard, 6309p.
Entertainment complex, Wo
Entertainment Group to build on
property, 4331.
Entrepreneur, hosted by at
Voskho Stud in Russia, 636.
Epitaph, crop of 1928 may have been the best ever in American
race, Avalyn Hunter, 5170p.
Equine 2005 study, Natl Animal
Health Monitoring System to con-
duct, HealthWatch, 782.
Equine Advocates, to honor D.G.
Van Clef Jr., 3796.
Equine Analysis Systems, breach
d of contract suit filed against Ken
Ramsey, 4262.
Equine Canada, few more organi-
izations plan to attend Unwanted
Hs Summit, 2154.
Equine care, exploring options in
equine care, Trade Zone, Bettina
Cohen, 500.
Equine clinic, New Jersey Equine
Clinic treated rac’s st, Steve
Haskin, 738.
Equine Drug Research Institute,
TJC’s annual Round Table conf,
Tom LaMarra, 4734p; founda-
tions partner for drug research,
William Farich and Nick
Nicholson named co-charmn of
institute, 5141.
Equine Equity Act, offered in
Congress, 4329; introduced to
Polytrack surface, 4826.
Fairmount Park, Lady Riss crushes Fairmount's single-meet earnings and become queen of the trk, 5430.
Fairplex Park, CTBA and Barretts setzen date for joint sale at Fxp Plk, 610.
Faith and Trust, foals gentlmen's redemption sale, 1276.
Fall Festival of Racing, at Lrl, Sandra McKee, 6860p.
Fall Highweight H, Attila's Storm, 708yped.
Fall Intree Hero, 6018pded.
Fallon, Kieren, wins both Two and One Thousand Guineas, Richard Griffths, 2816; joc of Hurricane Run, 3772p; joc of Oratorio, Richard Griffths, 5198p.
Falls City H, Indian Vale, Lenny Shulman, 7032p; Indian Vale, 7058yped.
Fallstars Allstars, at Kee, Evan I. H., 5768.
Falmouth S, Soviet Song, Richard H., 4269.
Family Council Action Committee, lawsuit challenges local gaming votes in Ark, 7426.
Fan base, ESPN Sports Poll for rac, 4124.
Fanshawe, James, trnr of Soviet Song, 7426.
Farber, Richard, 298p; consignor of S. Calif brds of $5.2 mil colt at FT Fla Cir sale, 610.
Farnsworth Farms, stats from 2yo in trning sale, 3373; review of non-select 2yo sales, Deirdre B. Biles, 6126; harvest report, 298p; Srnlkup, Michele MacDonald, 6832p.
Fermin, Ingrid, q&a with, new exec dir of CRHB, Lenny Shulman, 626p; Pat Valenzuela cleared to go thru licensing process, Margaret Ransom and Lenny Shulman, 300; shock wave rumors have bd eyeing use of microchips, Jack Shinar, 1245; Martin Wygod cleared of charges in Sweet Catomine case, but says he may leave game, 2593p; antics of CRHB redounded to Wygod and Julio Canani case, final Turn, Lenny Shulman, 2874; legal skirmishes continue in Martin Wygod case, 2898p; Joc of Calif cleared in holding of Calif claims, 3306; replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Calif, 3406; on dismissal of Calif stewards, Letters, 3614; Calif trns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p; Calif eyes focus on monitoring of its in barn areas, 4978; CRHB panel examines weigh-in procedures, 5718.
Fernung, Brent, at top price at OBS Aug yrld sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4878p.
Feron, Kate, NY hs fms help the state's water quality, Mike Kane, 2466p.
Ferraris, David, trnr on Vengeance of Rain, Tom LaMarra, 7336.
Ferraro, M. Anthony, has 1,000th victory, 6171; Festival, Dahlia H, 80ped.
Few, Ed, hopes to continue his successful Tx bdg operation, Dan Liebman, 1778p; consignor of sale topper at FT Tx yrld sale, Leslie Deckard, 5022.
Ferraro, United Tote announces promotion to vp., 1975.
Fick, Dan, Natl HBPA asks affiliates for their position on the proposal for uniform medication and drug testing, Tom LaMarra, 460; elec dir emeritus of Race Trk Chaplanship of America, 532; eco- system study, animal id system in the works in Wash., D.C., Tom LaMarra, 2656; Calif to develop microchip pilot prog, Letters, 3614; Tote Table conf., Tom LaMarra, 4734p.
Fieramosca, Sam, elected to bd of NJ TBD Hms, 5098.
Fierce Cat, 2004 Ohio champ, 2286.

THE BLOOD-HORSE 2005 INDEX
First-crop sires, gives five reasons
First Lady H, Savorthetime,
First Class Aj, Ridgewood Ranch
Firecracker Breeders' Cup H,
Fire, remembering when Arl
Finger Lakes Hall of Fame, Jose
Financing, wants to secure perma-
Financial ventures, establishing a
Finamore, John, second congres-
Fin Entertainment, Sunland Park H,
Finmore, John, second congress-
Fighting Fever, Gov's Lady H, Jeff
Fighting Fit, dies, 4608.
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Chinneys Fm after 20 yrs, Esther Marr, 4340p.

Folklore, first wnr for Tiznow, David Schmitz, 3421p; Adirondack S, 4411ped; Matron S, Steve Haskin, 5322p; Matron S, 5348ped; Albertos VOS Juv Fillies, Lenny Shulman, 6348p; ped, Avalyn Hunter, 6356.

Following the Rainbow, 5300; El Cajon S, 5079ped.

Fond, retired, 43.

Fonneer Park, Neb high ct rules in demand, 4408.

Food and beverage empires, Calif TBD owns brdrds with ties to food and beverage empires, Final Four.

Foolish Pleasure Breeders’ Cup S, Blazing Rate, 5494ped.

Foot, hoof and joint soundness, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 2668.

Footsteps in the Sand, Two Whrodux, 26.
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move closer to management change; vote on management, 6482; Jocs' Guild board begins what Wayne Gertmenian said, 5420; Jocs continue to support Guild, 2597; Jocs' Guild was told common issues, 1873; congressional Jocs' Guild and involvement with Matrix, 1380; Teamsters 773; report documents Guild weren't coached by Jocs' Guild, 114; Chris McCarron, 6374p; Morvich H, 6365p.

The Guild, on cover, 2877p; Alice Ghostzapper, on cover, 593p; vote on management, 6482; Jocs' Guild board begins what Wayne Gertmenian said, 5420; Jocs continue to support Guild, 2597; Jocs' Guild was told common issues, 1873; congressional Jocs' Guild and involvement with Matrix, 1380; Teamsters 773; report documents Guild weren't coached by Jocs' Guild, 114; Chris McCarron, 6374p; Morvich H, 6365p.

Giacomo, on cover, 2877p; Alice Ghostzapper, on cover, 593p; vote on management, 6482; Jocs' Guild board begins what Wayne Gertmenian said, 5420; Jocs continue to support Guild, 2597; Jocs' Guild was told common issues, 1873; congressional Jocs' Guild and involvement with Matrix, 1380; Teamsters 773; report documents Guild weren't coached by Jocs' Guild, 114; Chris McCarron, 6374p; Morvich H, 6365p.
shaking. What’s, 47; rac dates for 2006, 542.

Golden Gear, moved from Blooming Hills to Sue Hubbard and Associates, 412.

Golden Man, coast in stakes two days in a row, Linda Dougherty, 4148p.

Golden Missile, colt by set records, 12 announced, 2040.

Golden Poppy Breeders’ Cup S, Convoys’ Angel, 3472p.

Good, John, former asst to Bob Baffert has first win, 4430.

Goodell, Crickett, hsmen, brdrs opposed to Md dates reduction, 5137.

Goodbye Doeny, to stand at Good Win Fm, 4945.


Goodrich, Cliff, steps down as AP pres, 7426p.

Goodwin, Louis F., dies, 1356.

Goodwood CD Breeders’ Cup H, Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 5616; Rock Hard Ten, 5614p.

Goodyear Bob, dies, 3694.

Goossens, Joe, elected RD tecraes, 2842; cocaine positives found at Hoo, 7272.

Gordon, Jack, TP hires as dir of sales/mktg, 2720.

Gould, Sam, Fla HBPA elects new officers and bd mbrs, 2566.

Gore, Philip T. “Rutch”, new state steward at Tdn, replacing Kim Singleton, 4186.

Gossamer, foals Dubai Destination colt, 2478.

Gostlin, Tom, FE struggles to find its niche in the gaming glut of southern Ontario, Tom LaMarra, 5018p.

Got Koko, Jess Jackson hits the Tbd industry with full force, Derbe B. Biles, 1929, 7322.


Grade 1 races, BC approves recommendation that all gr I stks that receive BC supplements be wt-for-age, 412.

Graded stakes, use of graded stks now widespread, 2568; four races upgraded to grade I in 2006, 7108.

Graded races, four upgraded to grade I in 2006, 7108.

Graff, Scott, apptd CD’s vp of finance, 1347.

Gran, Don, consignor at FT Md 2yo in tring sale, Derbe B. Biles, 3338.

Granham, Herbert, inducted intoTx Hs Rac Hall of Fame, 5724.

Grand Appointment, Sensational Mrs. J. II, 3538p.

Grande, Charles, to serve as vp of Racing Services, 7774.

Green, David, Four Star Sales provides an inside look at RNAs and how to deal with them, Dan Liebman, 5590; Tbd Club of America officers elected for 2005-06, 3692.

Greathouse, David, Four Star Sales could open next summer, 5848.

Greathouse, David, Four Star Sales could open next summer, 5848.

Greene, Stanley T. Jr., dies, 2110.

Greenlight Capital, shareholder in Greenlight Capital, shareholder in Greenlight Capital, 4186.

Greenlight Capital, shareholder in Greenlight Capital, 4186.

Greenlight Capital, shareholder in Greenlight Capital, 4186.

Green, Dr. Eleanor, new officers and bd mbrs, 4474.

Greenwood Racing, Pha to reopen NTRA, 3838; NJ OTB parlor could open next summer, 5848.

Gregorka, Robert, prosecution wraps up case against Racing Services, 7774.

Greg’s Gold, wins 6f allow, 5636; Bing Crosby H, Tracy Gantz, 4386p; Bing Crosby H, 4407p.

Greeley, Kevin, named vp of rac and sec at AP, 7518.

Green Flash, Courageous King, 4787p.

Green Raskal, to stand at Good Win Fm, 442.

Green, Bob, Pha confident slots will be ready in 2006, 774; Pha to rejoin NTRA, 3888.

Green, David, Four Star Sales provides an inside look at RNAs and how to deal with them, Dan Liebman, 5590; Tbd Club of America officers elected for 2005-06, 3692.

Green, John, former asst to Bob Baffert has first win, 4430.

Green, Kristopher, trnr of Silmaril, Derbe B. Biles, 3232p.

Green, Noah, Md rac community comes together in benefit for Noah Grove, 1256p.

Greenleaf Farm, acquires Green Raskal for $4, 442; acquires Goodbye Doeny for stud, 4945.

Griffrin, Merv, appld to bd of TOC, 1508; good fortune of, Sharon Livetten, 3645; remembering William Murray, 4466p; q&a, Pete Spanos, 5140; owner of Stevie Wonderboy, Jon White, 5197; owner of Stevie Wonderboy, Derbe B. Biles, 6338.

Griffin, Robert, Rick Englander retooling his powerful claiming operation, Tom LaMarra, 1905p.

Griffith, George, sponsorship hospitality grows in popularity, 2962.

Grimes, Dennis, elected to bd of trustees for Ohio Tbd Brdrs and Owners, 2286.

Grinstein, Rick Englander retooling his powerful claiming operation, Tom LaMarra, 1905p.

Groban, Josh, at Ky Derby, Amy Biles, 3232p.

Groover, Noah, Md rac community comes together in benefit for, Silmaril, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p.

Grooms, USA Today reports groom is worst job in sports, What’s, 1413; thrillz of working as, Letters, 1538; foreign wkers still make up large part of grooms, Letters, 1686; Groom Elite Prog comes to Ky, 2446.

Grooms, USA Today reports groom is worst job in sports, What’s, 1413; thrillz of working as, Letters, 1538; foreign wkers still make up large part of grooms, Letters, 1686; Groom Elite Prog comes to Ky, 2446.

Grooms, USA Today reports groom is worst job in sports, What’s, 1413; thrillz of working as, Letters, 1538; foreign wkers still make up large part of grooms, Letters, 1686; Groom Elite Prog comes to Ky, 2446.

Growney, John, at Ky Derby, Amy Whitefield, 2964.

Groover, Noah, Md rac community comes together in benefit for, Silmaril, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p.

Griffith, Robert, Rick Englander retooling his powerful claiming operation, Tom LaMarra, 1905p.
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Gun Salute, Forerunner S, Gulfstream Park, reads for meet Gulf Coast Breeders' Cup Classic S, Guillot, Eric, new EvD off to a run-ning start, Tom LaMarra, 2524p; winning start, Tom LaMarra, 2656.


Hall, Dan, Frank Stronach's Adena Springs leading brdr for 2004, Evan I. Hamiltons, 4380p; land purchase may signal Adena Springs moves, 5141; George Mundy hired as gm of Adena Springs, 6485; Hall, Giao, earns ranks from stp inductees in 2005, 6082.


Halo's Image, leading sire in Fla, Leslie Deckard, 162. Hallow, Dee, hmsn hope for sta-bility in Hol deal, 3834; Calif Horsemen's Benevolent and Protective Assn seeks to offer more personal service, Deirdre B. Biles, 283p.

Haggan, S. race was scrubbed, 3655. Haygard Equine Medical Institute, q&a with Dr. John Steiner, Deirdre B. Biles, 1294p; Dr. Andrew Clark named ceo of, 1382; Jocs' Guild pushes for closer ties to pursue changes in scale of racing, 1382; Jocs' Guild obtains restraining order to stop payment on checks, 1382; Jocs' Guild terminates Matrix contract, apptd Mike Hellel, 1294p; Jocs' Guild agrees to exchange simul signals, 2286; the works in Wash., D.C., Tom LaMarra, 2972p; near season's end, Lenny Shulman, 5912p; horses, 3304; Preakness up for Youbet.com, 2762; declined at Lrl and Pim, 2452; declined at Lrl and Pim, 3834; Cali trrns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p. Hal's Hope H, Badge of Silver, 3408; Scott Davis, 304p; Badge of Silver, 365p.


Hancock, Arthur, most trns receive bridling rights to hs developed into slnts, Lenny Shulman, 966; oath of vets pledge to cure, not kill, Letters, 3130.

Hancock, Arthur III, of Stone Fm, history of, Lenny Shulman, 5007p; meet wnr at TP, 5808; talks about HS, speak on medication, 6211.

Hancock, Dell, new chrmn of Grayson-JC Research Foundation, 3480; incentive plan well received by industry groups, 6973.

Hancock, Dick, Fla brdrs and owners want legislators' ears, 776. Hancock, Richard, Fla stp inductees ties with trade mission, 2449p.

Hancock, Staci, group of central Ky ladies planning trip to Chile to review of auction market for 2004, 2449.

Handicapping Handbook 2005, newly minted, 416; hndl, purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; at TP, 2310; horses for sale in Ohio, 416; hndl, purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; at TP, 2452; declined at Lrl and Pim, 2600; up for Youbet.com, 2762; business figures for Ky Derby, Tom LaMarra, 2972p; Calif officials seek answers as hndl drops, 3304; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 3408; public has record of winning, 3408; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 2310; at TP, 2316; as hndl drops, 3834; Cali trrns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p.

Hancock, Thomas, to review of Ky Derby, Lenny Shulman, 2970; tv review of Preakness S, Lenny Shulman, 3228; Tbd Club of America Collision set for 2005-06, 3692; on Carlisle Cayne hanging up microphone after 30 yrs, Lenny Shulman, 5912p.

Handicapping Championship, tv show of NTRA/DRF National Handicapping Championship not the best production, Lenny Shulman, 1252.

Handel, 3rd off to a run-ning start, Tom LaMarra, 2524p; career, Gary McMillen, 6710p.

Hammonds, Evan I., named vp of mrkting at SA, 2312; at TP, 2310; horses for sale in Ohio, 416; hndl, purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; at TP, 2452; declined at Lrl and Pim, 2600; up for Youbet.com, 2762; business figures for Ky Derby, Tom LaMarra, 2972p; Calif officials seek answers as hndl drops, 3304; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 3408; public has record of winning, 3408; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 2310; as hndl drops, 3834; Cali trrns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p.

Hammonds, Evan I., named vp of mrkting at SA, 2312; at TP, 2310; horses for sale in Ohio, 416; hndl, purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; at TP, 2452; declined at Lrl and Pim, 2600; up for Youbet.com, 2762; business figures for Ky Derby, Tom LaMarra, 2972p; Calif officials seek answers as hndl drops, 3304; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 3408; public has record of winning, 3408; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 2310; as hndl drops, 3834; Cali trrns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p.

Hammonds, Evan I., named vp of mrkting at SA, 2312; at TP, 2310; horses for sale in Ohio, 416; hndl, purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; at TP, 2452; declined at Lrl and Pim, 2600; up for Youbet.com, 2762; business figures for Ky Derby, Tom LaMarra, 2972p; Calif officials seek answers as hndl drops, 3304; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 3408; public has record of winning, 3408; Pim deals with realities of alternative gaming, 2310; as hndl drops, 3834; Cali trrns on notice about use of anabolic steroids, Laura de Seroux fined for two positives, 4577p.
Letters, 4574; Santa Rosa’s turf course has long-term implications, 4581; Hndl down, but purses up dur third quarter, 5856; total Hndl for BC prog up, 4690; Hndl for NYA Account Wagering, 6492; BC handle has grown by nearly 8% annually since the NTRA was formed in 1997, WH, 5097; Hrdc Rick Hendrick, 5098; Harris, John, own of alphabet Kisses, Craig Harman, 170; adores Tizbeul for stud, 7142; Harris, Christina and Matt, Winchell Thdrs own of Summerly, Leslie Deckard, 5296; Harris, John, own of alphabet Kisses, Craig Harman, 170; own of High Standards, Tracy Gantz, 2064; CRB moves ahead with increased surveill, 5854; Harrison, Dr. Lenn, ky diagnostic lab set for major expansion, 4550; Harry Henson S, Juliesugardaddy, 2835ped.  
Harry W. Henson H, Blue Song, 2270ped.  
Hart, Kim N., dies, 2110; Harthill, Dr. Alex, death of, David Schmitz, 4143p; Hart, Kim N., dies, 2110.  
Harry Henson S, Juliesugardaddy, 2835ped.  
Hatpin, Alywow S, 3682ped.  
Harkins, Steve, honored with fourth Red Smith Award, 6082.  
Harvey Arneault Memorial BC H, Field H, Wild Tale, 4775.  
Harwell, Edalee, ageless difference, 2929.  
Harte de Joyasay, 4153p; remembering, Final Turn, Barry Irwin, 4198.  
Hart, Kim N., dies, 2110.  
Hasty Kris, San Carlos H, first graded stks win for, Tracy Gantz, 1436p; San Carlos H, 1489ped.  
Hazelton, Richard, meet wrt at industry, 6067; HBPA, structure reviews by hsmn, 772; 772; John Roark reselected to lead restructured Natl HBPA, 418p.  
Headley, Bruce, opinion of Keen Sept sale, 5467; Jess Jackson sues former advisers over alleged fraud, 5713; a legal look at wine-makr Jess Jackson’s lawsuit against three bldstk agents, Ray Paullick, 5752p.  
Health insurance, Calif riders incorporate new organization, 937; power struggle over jocks’ health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445.  
Healthcare, how to hndl hs with increased surveill, 4584.  
Health Watch, 4590; supply goes where demand is, Peter Spanos, 4700; association with ours, HealthWatch, 6644; Hayata, Koiciro, Japanese vet serv- 
ing time for misusing funds, 3970.  
Hayes, Billy, meet wrt at CD, 4016; Hayes, Jeff, Synot Racing Stable of Sy and Bonnie Baskin, Peter Spanos, 2516p.  
Hayward, Charles, NYRA expens eqs questioned in audit, 410; qa with, Dan Liebman, 458p; fran-
cise fee sought for three NYRA trks, 605; NYRA pulls signal from monte Carlo, 769; NYRA
hsmen have deal tied to rev splits, Tom Precious, 2001; Aqu VLT parlor cost jumps to $170 mil, 3057; NY industry discusses economic health, 3169; qa, Dan Liebman, 3504; NYRA and hsmen negotiating VLT deal, 3505; audit sharply critic of NYRA, 3618; NYRA’s annual Round Table conf, Tom LaMarra, 4734p; with federal criminal cases against it
faces more oversight, franchise bid process, 3717; race-day secu
ry prog more challenging at Sar, 3833; plenty of speculation of
- 

 Heavenly Cause Foundation, Jim Ryan invests time and money in humanitarian causes, David Schmitz, 3096p.  
Heavenly Reward To, Crv has double dead heat for first and sec-
ond, 6802p.  
Heckle, to stand at Sequal Stallions, 5002.  
Hearst Ranch, acquires Sky Terrace for stud, 636.  
Heebink, Dennis, elec officer for Ohio Tbd Brdrs and Ownrs, 2286.  
Heels, heel cuts, HealthWatch, 3127.  
Heeversperger, David and Jill, Millennial Wind won Toyota Blue Grass S, 785.  
Heiligbrodt, Bill, replaces John Amerman on NTRA bd of dirs, 5418; in-state bridging incentive plan gets support in Ky, 6486.  
Heiligbrodt, Bill and Corinne, on pinbookning success of Leprechaun Racing, Dan Liebman, 338p; brdrs of Sis City, Deirdre B., 2576p; Hill ‘n’ Dale Fms buys interest in Lady Tak, 4238.  
Heliocopter, Jim Robinson watches Derby from his helicopter, Leslie Deckard, 2902p.  
Heliocopter, Jim Robinson watches Derby from his helicopter, Leslie Deckard, 2902p.  
Helium, Christian, betting exchange seeks U.S. ptchnship, 4334.  
Hello Jerry, among 17 late VISA TC nomnees, 2150.  
Helzer, Jim, to Sic Rac Hall of Fame JoAnn Weber Award, 572.  
Hendricks, Dan, trrr of Runaway Dancer, Craig Harman, 3104p; hasn’t lost humor or his winning touch in training after motocross accident, Lenny Shuman, 3323p; on photo of taken by Wally Skalij, Letters, 3714; trrr of Brother Derek, Craig Harman, 74974.  
Hendrickson, John, hires Zito assistant Reynaldo Abreu as private trrr, Steve Haskin, 3302; John Hendrickson wished Tracy and Carol Farmer would win the Whitney with Commentator, What’s, 4595.  
Hendrickson, Rusty, John Gatins wrote and directed Dreamer: Inspired by a True Story, 4472p.  
Hendricks, Sanna, McDynamo wins third BC, Joe Clancy, 6124p; trrr of Michaela McNamara, Joe Clancy, 7038p.  
Henry, Tony, consignor at FT Mid 2yo in trning sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 3578; sets Ivywood Angel at FT Mid juv auction, 3480.  
Hendry, Milton and Beth, brdrs of Don’t Get Mad, Leslie Deckard, 3658p.  
Henessy, stud fee raised, 6247.  
Hennig, Mark, trrr of Tap Day, Steve Haskin, 5776.  
Henning, Dr. Richard, two stud-
ies involving EHV vaccines,
Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 688.
Henny Hughes, Tremont S, 3866; Tremont S, 4048ped; Saratoga Special S, 4385; Brytier, 2004 award winner.
Hesse, Charles and Marianne, Hesse, Robert B. Sr., has 1,000th career victory.
Hesabull, to stand at Diamond Farms.
He's Got Grit, Sapling S, 4774ped.
Hershorn, Gary, MJC presents.
Herrick, Joe, trainer of Short Route.
Herpesvirus, CD quarantine condol.
Hernon, Michael, commercial breeder.
Hernandez, Brian Jr., Eclipse Award winner.
Hernandez, Brian Joseph, wins summer mixed sale.
Heredia, Jesse, NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Heritage Place, winter mixed sale.
Hereditas NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Henny Hughes, Tremont S, 2254ped.
Hershorn, Gary, MJC presents.
Herrick, Joe, trainer of Short Route.
Herpesvirus, CD quarantine condol.
Hernon, Michael, commercial breeder.
Hernandez, Brian Jr., Eclipse Award winner.
Hernandez, Brian Joseph, wins summer mixed sale.
Heredia, Jesse, NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Heritage Place, winter mixed sale.
Hereditas NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Henny Hughes, Tremont S, 2254ped.
Hershorn, Gary, MJC presents.
Herrick, Joe, trainer of Short Route.
Herpesvirus, CD quarantine condol.
Hernon, Michael, commercial breeder.
Hernandez, Brian Jr., Eclipse Award winner.
Hernandez, Brian Joseph, wins summer mixed sale.
Heredia, Jesse, NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Heritage Place, winter mixed sale.
Hereditas NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Henny Hughes, Tremont S, 2254ped.
Hershorn, Gary, MJC presents.
Herrick, Joe, trainer of Short Route.
Herpesvirus, CD quarantine condol.
Hernon, Michael, commercial breeder.
Hernandez, Brian Jr., Eclipse Award winner.
Hernandez, Brian Joseph, wins summer mixed sale.
Heredia, Jesse, NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Heritage Place, winter mixed sale.
Hereditas NTRA held its first Preakness media award.
Henny Hughes, Tremont S, 2254ped.
Hershorn, Gary, MJC presents.
Herrick, Joe, trainer of Short Route.
Herpesvirus, CD quarantine condol.
Hernon, Michael, commercial breeder.
absurdity of canceling turf races, What’s, 6519; on canceling of turf racing at, Jack Shinar, 6338; not happy with loss of turf race, Letters, 6790; no turf at, Letters, 7102; Calir tells voice concerns over trk surfaces to CHRB, 7105; J. Paul Reddam to sponsor race to go along with American Oaks, 7565p; Hod. attend/ndnld, 7565p.


Hollywood Park Raceway S, Diplomat Lady, Craig Harzmann, 7490p; Diplomat Lady, 7506p.


Holmes, Tony, ped of Stevie Wonderbaby, Avlyn Hunter, 6344.


Holy of Stars, ped of Giacomo, David Schmitz, 5295p; qka with Dan Pride, Pete Spanos, 3172; fee to remain same, 3885.


Hombre Rapido, retirando a Granja Vista Del Rio, 3563.

Hollywood Stars, Milwaukee Avenue H, Jeff Johnson, 1821.

Homebuilder, dies, 7142.


Honeydew, The Very One H, 1604; The Very One H, 1644p; Orchid H, Scott Davis, 2218p; Orchid H, 2265p; Robert G. French Farms BC H, 4165p.

Horse cloning, implanting clone embryos, HealthWatch, 5432.

Horse Farm Workers’ Educational Assistance Fund, awards scholar-, 5432.

Horse Farm Workers’ Educational Assistance Fund, awards scholarships, 6216; names Dan Pride and John Sikura to bd of dirs, 6574.

Horse identification, microchips complementary form of ID, 7422.

Horse racing, loves, Letters, 5710.

Horse racing, vs. Shop first to operate under U.S. regulation, 4825p.

Horse racing, What’s, 5716; Mike Pegram parts with, 2593p; may leave game, 2593p.

Horse Racing TV, Dan Noel and Amy Griffiths, 4752p; Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere Grand Criterium, 4839p.

Horsemen’s Benevolent & Protective Association, Fla HBPA leader under fire, 414p; trnrrs could qualify for aid, FTA statement on herpesvirus outbreak, 3621; Laura Plato accepts position at National, 416p; pm pricing structure up for debate, 418p; conv, Tom LaMarra, 4258; Ky’s HBPA leaders are out of step with other states and with its owners they represent, What’s, 5001p; CD has deal with hsmn to run shortened FG meet at La, 5271.

Horsemen’s Bookkeeper, launch of free, online link to accts at Calif trks, 4552.

Horsemen’s Track and Equipment, machines for conditioning trks, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 1474p.

Horse Racing TV, Dan Noel and Amy Griffiths, 4752p; Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere Grand Criterium, 4839p.

Horsemen, Mike, new EvD off to a running start, Tom LaMarra, 2524p.

Horse Racing TV, Dan Noel and Amy Griffiths, 4752p; Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere Grand Criterium, 4839p.
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Hubel Farms, The Deputy to stand at
7,142.
Huber, Marie Ann, group of central
Kyd ladies planning trip to Chile to
honor memory of Susan Hundley and
her horse, 944.
Huckababy, Jody and Michelle, small,
independent consignors seek to offer
more personal service, Deirdre B. Biles.
Hudson H, Island Queen, Paul Volponi,
6140p.
Hudson, Tom, Magali Farms quick
money in train sale, 6113p.
Huenefeld, Braden, co-owner of
Three Degrees, Jon White, 3446.
Huffman, William "Blackie", Ky
strapping, stand in partnership to
determine, Tom LaMarra, 4100.
Hughes, B. Wayne, owner of
Humana Distaff H, My Trusty Cat,
4140p.
Hughes, William "Blackie", on all the
drama of Hurricane, impulsive, Violet S,
6146ped.
Humana Distaff H, Island Queen, Paul Volponi,
4140p.
Hurricane, impacts Fla before hit-
ing La, 4829.
Hurricane Bertie H, Lilah, 1040ped.
Hurricane Cat, Stan James Harris
Hurricane Hall, to become retiring
and stallion operation, 6680.
Hurricane impacts Fla before hitting La,
4829; FG cancels 2005-06 meet due
to hurricane, 4973p; hs industry
turns to aid hurricane victims, 4973p; hs
people faced widespread change due to
hurricane, 4974p; Bill and Susan Casner
to match up to $1 mil raised at
Kee auction for hurricane victims,
4975p; college involved in effort
to recover, treat hs from hur-
cricane, 4975; affects FT Ty yr1
lele, 5022; industry lends hand to assist dis-
placed residents of Gulf Coast,
5139; the urgency to help dis-
placed residents of hurricane, 5139;
economic status, and political
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to fund new Indy stadium, Dan Liebman, 120; 2004 award wins, 1508; Ind accounts closed as new law takes effect, 3836; KEEP
 begins marking campaign on Indianapolis Colts
 Breeders' Cup Oaks, Flying Glitter, James Platz, 562sp; Flying Glitter, 564sp;
 Indiana's "Don't Get Mad, James Platz, 562sp; Don't Get
 Mad, 560sp; Indiana Downs, has two positive
 cases of strangles, 3174.
 Indiana Horse Racing Commission, cocaine positives
 found at Hoo, 7272.
 Indiana Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders' S, 5110.
 Indianapolis Colts, gaming rev-
 enue proposed to fund new Indy
 stadium, Dan Liebman, 120; pro-
 posal to finance new stadium for
 Colts appears dead, 612.
 Indigo Girl, La HBPA S, 7370ped.
 Industry trends, TJC Fact Book
 2004.
 Indiana Thoroughbred Owners
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Ivywood Angel, top price at FT Mid 2yo in trining sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 3388; Mike Paramore and Tony Hendrix sells at FT Mid Juv auction, 3480.

J J ‘S Dream S, Lake Alice, 6016ped.
Jack Dudley Sprint H, Weigelia, 6010ped.
Jack Price Juveniles, Electrify, 6699.
Jackson, Bruce, fire kills 24 hs at Fair Hill Training Center, cause unknown, 6494p.
Ireland, Magna and CD to offer European simalar, 15 to plan to acquire Iroquois genera-
cr, 5274; set to end tax break on stud fees in 2008, 7272.
Irish Champion S, Oratorio, Richard Griffiths, 5198p.
Irish Conquest, to stand at the Azeri Horse Club facility in Baku, 6494p.
Ireland, National Stud, acquires Alamarshar for stud, 6491.
Iroquois Oak, Shawanda, Richard Griffiths, 4154p.
Iroquois Road, to stand at Signature Stallions, 7004.
Iroquois Hurgel S, Sur La Tete, 3256ped.
Iroquois Park, to stand at Three Bibles, 1275p.
Iroquois S, Catominaticha, Tom LaMarra, 6551p; Catominaticha, 6580ped.
Irving Distaff S, Questa Corrina, 6144p.
Jackson, Jess, on review of auction market for 2004, Deirdre B. Biles, 289; sale of Buckhead Oak Farm to winery owner confirmed, 936; hits the Tbd industry with full force, Deirdre B. Biles, 1292p; buys interest in Chadron Stakes, Haskin, 3341p; new bd mbr of TOC bd of dir, 3943; buys part of Adena Spring, Dan Liebman, 4698; land purchase may signal Adena Springs move, 5141; Tbd owners, brdrs among Forbes 400 list, 5560; Calif Tbd owners and brdrs with ties to food and beverage empires, Final Turn, Morton Cathro, 6598; sues former advisers over alleged fraud, 5713; a legal look at winemaker Jess Jackson, 6598p; three breedst bkst agents, Ray Paulick, 5752p; to be applauded for openly addressing problems, Letters, 6070; q&a, Deirdre B. Biles, 6684p.
Jackson, Ron, Hill ‘n Dale Fms day in life of a breeding farm, Blood-Horse staff, 2207p.
Jackson, Roy and Gretchen, owners of Barbado, Sandra McKee, 6860p.
Jacobs, Jeffrey, CNL and hsmen propose turf festival, bonus, 938; set to end tax break on stud fees in 2008, 7272.
Jacobs Investments, grass series owned, 2930p.
Jacobs’s lawsuit against three brdrs of Barbaro, Sandra McKee, 2207p.
Jamie’s Sunshine, foals Proud Dan, 3308.
Jamestown, crop of 1928 may have been the best industry American rac, Avyn Hunter, 5170p.
Jamgotchian, Jerry, ownr sues trnr for alleged msskng of rm, 7558.
Janelle, Matt, TJC’s report of It’s Valid, top price at FT Tx 2yo in, 4401p.
Janelle, Matt, TJC’s report of It’s Valid, top price at FT Tx 2yo in, 4401p.
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Janelle, Matt, TJC’s report of It’s Valid, top price at FT Tx 2yo in, 4401p.
Janelle, Matt, TJC’s report of It’s Valid, top price at FT Tx 2yo in, 4401p.
Johnson, Elwood B., Calif Tbhd owners and brds with ties to food and beverage enterprises, Final Turn, Morton Cathro, 5698.

Johnston, Jeff, Jocks’ Guild board keeps internal audit, attorney won organization severes relationship, 6209p; jocks move closer to mosquito change for Jocks’ Guild, Tom LaMarra, 6694p; Jocks’ Guild elects new bd, tempests Matrix contract, 6793p.

Johnston, Mark, on cover, 1233p; joint soundness, hoof and joint, 2720; Amanda de Seroux fined 2754; issues of how to improve labor, 2442; KEEP has made the grade to win a level, 7284.

Jones, Buddy, fire kills 24 hs at LS, 4293.

Jones, Ken and Elaine Jr., sells hs at Kee Sept sale to benefit Duke Children’s Hospital, 5312. John Bullit S, Scooter Roach, 5194.

Jones, Larry, trnr of Island Sand, Linda Dougherty, 4148p.

Jones, Marty, trnr of Alphabet Kises, Craig Harzmann, 170; trnr of High Standards, Tracy Gantz, 2064.

Jones, Russell, opinion of FT Sar sale, 4600p.

Joyeux Danseur, dies, 6910.

Joyce, Eugene, hired as gm of TuP, 7306p.

Juddmonte Lockinge S, Rakti sets proposal, 1250.

Juddmonte Farms, wins British brding award third straight yr, 1416; has voice in Florida brding totally fictitious, 406; award wnr for TOC, 4924; bred and owned Intercontinental and Three Valleys, 6324p; ped of Intercontinental and Three Valleys, 6898p.

Juvenile sales, 2yo sales preview, Deirdre B. Biles, 3440.

Kahn, Eliah, ownr of Sweet Talker, Linda Shumlun, 5968p.

Kamel, Todd, wins 3,000th race, 6429p.

Kane, Mike, hired as comm dir for IN, 5312.

Kane, Eddie, on new trnr Jerry Quinn doing well, 4984p.
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Kentucky Thoroughbred Farm Trade Zone, 5982.
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Lavin, Allan, on Kee Nov sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6840.
Lavin, Dr. Gary, apptd to Ky Equine Drug Council, 3480.
Lavin, Leonard, Alberto-Culver title sponsor of BC Juv Fillies race, 3503.
Law, Tom, hon with Bill Leggett BC Mag Writing Award, 6595.
Law, Tom, new level F in Kee Nov sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6840.
Lawrence Realization S, Taming Level Field, racing requires men/women with the love of the sport to step forward together, Final Turn, 6850.
Leavitt, Alan, legis process sign of things to come in Ky, 1379; Ky poised to begin breed incentives intact as new law takes effect due to hurricane, 4974.
Leavitt, Alan, legis process sign of things to come in Ky, 1379; 609; Senate votes to include new VLTs, 7544.
Lee, Tim, receives honorable mention for Media Eclipse BC Mag Writing Award, 6595.
Ledger, Mark, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Legg, Bob, rep by first wnr, 2492.
Lebkowsky, Betty, agrees with Trts of Chicago to accept P, 603.
Lebrun, Linda, chance to run together, 603.
LeBrecht, Tom, of Cash is King Stable, 603.
LeBoeuf, F., rep by first wnr, 4880.
Le Boeuf, F., rep by first wnr, 4880.
Lecas, Tim, receives commendation for media efforts in the industry, 7154.
Lecky, Tim, sees need for more racing in Arkan, 6868.
Leeds, Tim, receives honorable mention for Media Eclipse BC Mag Writing Award, 6595.
Leech, John, effort to push for a new VLT deal, 6868.
Leedy, John, feeding a fast-growing breed, Trade Zone, 3643.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Lehman, Tom, on Kee Nov sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6840.
Leggatt, Tom, on Kee Nov sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6840.
Leggatt, Tom, on Kee Nov sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6840.
Lee, Tim, receives honorable mention for Media Eclipse BC Mag Writing Award, 6595.
Leffler, Joe, Cash is King Stable, 3426ped.
LeGendre, Joe, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
LeFevre, Dan, Hendrickson & Partners, 6868.
Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
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Leggatt, Roger, rep by first wnr, 4880.
remain steady, 5138p; adds
Bayou State Bonus to state-bred prog, 7554.
Louisiana Thoroughbred Breeders
Sales Co., spring mixed sale, 2560; mixed sale, 5400.
Louisiana-Bred Annual Championship
Awards, champs named, 3796.
Louisville Breeders’ Cup H, Shadow Cat S, B. Bixby, 2976p; Shadow Cast, 3006ped.
Louisville H, Silverfoot, 3358ped.
Lou-Roe Farm, acquires Alex’s Pal for study, 278; acquires True Direction for 2006 broodmare deals for 2006 broodling season, 2459.
David Schmitz, 7579.
Love Locket, Blue Hen S, 6162ped.
Love Match, Taylor Made Matchmaker S, Linda Dougherty, 4510p; Taylor Made Matchmaker S, 4533ped.
Low, Lawrance and Robert, at OBS April sale, Ryan Conley, 2800.
Lowenheim, Michael, co brdrs of Summerly, Deirdre B. Biles, 2975.
Lucan, Lane, Garden City BC S, Steve Haskin, 5193; Garden City BC S, 5206ped.
Lucayan Prince, relocated to Rancho San Roberto, 4358.
Luce, Shannon, joins T/FC as staff writer, 2566.
Lucckett & Farley, renovation pro-
ject at CD, Leslie Deckard, 2460p.
Lucy Luck, 6727p.
Lucky Spell, 5784.
Ludt, Tom, Ky has panel that willstudy on-trk accident insur for jocs, 3554; trks, ownrs, jocs would fund insur, 4977.
Lutfikus, rep by first wnr, 3990.
Lukas, D., Wayne, qa with, Lenny Shulman, 248; to be key speaker at TX TBd Assn annual conf and award banquet, 894; most trns receive brding rights to hs they developed into stl, 966; trns at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 4258.
Mack, Andrew, pm pricing strategies were up for discussion at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 2458.
Mack, MacDonald, bm mgmr at Mill Ridge Fm, Deirdre B. Biles, 3086p.
Macho Uno, first reported foal by is filly out of Wild Spin, 636; to obtain loan, seek prtnrs, 4512.
Mahoney, Edmond, on Tattersalls Oct yrly sale, part II, Mark Popham, 5850.
Maiden mares, brdng plans for, David Schmitz, 979.
Magali Farms, quick rise to prominence, Sharon Liveten, 1150p; to be, 3934.
Magno, John, the Maktoum/ Coolmore rivalry went beyond the Storm Cat and A.P. Indy yearlings, What’s, 5297; on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liberman, 4510; to be, 5620; feels purses for BC should be incr, 6074p.
Majestic Prince, relocated to Rancho San Roberto, 4358.
Malgarini-Mawing, Tina, seven
remains steady, 5138p; adds
Bayou State Bonus to state-bred prog, 7554.
Makhtoum, the Maktoum/ Coolmore rivalry went beyond the Storm Cat and A.P. Indy yearlings, What’s, 5297; on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liberman, 4510; to be, 5620; feels purses for BC should be incr, 6074p.
Makhtoum, the Maktoum/ Coolmore rivalry went beyond the Storm Cat and A.P. Indy yearlings, What’s, 5297; on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liberman, 4510; to be, 5620; feels purses for BC should be incr, 6074p.
Makhtoum, the Maktoum/ Coolmore rivalry went beyond the Storm Cat and A.P. Indy yearlings, What’s, 5297; on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liberman, 4510; to be, 5620; feels purses for BC should be incr, 6074p.
Marciano, to stand at Rising Hill
Maragh, Rajiv, injured, 1762.
Maracaibo, to stand at Middle
Marablue Farm, Eddie Martin Jr.
Maple Leaf S, Ballroom Deputy,
Mankiewicz, Tom, apptd to bd of
Manhattan H, Good Reward, Paul
Mandella, Gary, trnr of Taste of
Manchin, Gov. Joe, WVa may tap
Man, B. A., ownr of Island Sand,
Maloy, Foster L. "Pete", shot and
Malouf, Richard, elected to bd of
Malibu Moonshine, Federico Tesio
Fm, 7382.
reaches agree to purchase, 2566.
Fame for 2005, 1869.
3408.
realities of alternative gaming,
HealthWatch, 6224.
TOC, 1508.
3565ped.
Volponi, 3558; Good Reward,
Champ, Jon White, 842p; trnr of
Hammonds, 6314p.
Paradise with BC Sprint, Evan I.
Haskin, 5190p; Better Talk
original state, 1694p.
Steve Haskin, 5190p.
What's, 445; pm industry
harsher view of rac than the
in federal gambling, race-fixing
warning service and
Wager Bd to be pres and ceo of
RCI, 1694; q&a, Amy Whitfield,
3990.
LaMarra, 3102; Jim Gagliano
resigns from Md JC, 3405; Lrl
LaMarra, 3102; Jim Gagliano
resigns from Md JC, 3405; Lrl
6802p.
Martinez, Felipe, on Whilly
captures first graded stks win,
Jon White, 694; joc of Whilly,
Craig Harzmann, 3800p.
Martinez, Jenny, opinion of Kee
September Salted, 5467.
Martinez, Joe A., wins 2,000th
career race, 1975.
Martinez, Ralph, has 1,000th victo-
y, 4796; meet wrt at Hoo, 7242.
Martinez, Seth, joc of Knowwhatimean, Jeff
Johnson, 670p.
Martinez, Willie, comments on
Polytrack surface at TP, 5184.
Maryland, Not For Love leading
sire in Md, Leslie Deckard, 162; Lrl
reports to solid reviews, 770; rac
industry gives lawmakers proposal with slots, 936; slot
bills intro again, 1083; Md senate
proposes MdJC's rich schedule, 5552; Three
ests rally at capitol, 5552; Three
resigns from Md JC, 3405; Lrl
presents Preakness media
ready for trning, 116; full field
trnr, Terry Conway, 5451p; panel
stalls to slash Md dates, 5718; upset over debacle with racing,
Letters, 5842; regulators demand
united plan for dates, 6632;
snowing at Lrl, 7418p; Md's pro-
posal for 2006 rac dates, 7422;
still no compromise on 2006 rac
dates, 7551.
Maryland Horse Breeders
Association, hsmen, brdrs
opposed to Md dates reduction,
5137.
Maryland Horse Breeders
Thoroughbred Weekly, Stan
Saltner creates and produces,
3176p.
Maryland Jockey Club, says Lrl
ready for 2005, 116; Md's plan
possible for Prexness S, 2962;
presents Prexness media awards,
3027; MJC tries to plot its
course for the future as
Prexness approaches, Tom
LaMarra, 3102; Jim Gagliano
resigns from Md JC, 3405; Lrl
cuts ribbon on new turf course,
4826; action on Md dates reduc-
tion, 5269; Md-Va rac cir-
cuit ends, 5558.
Maryland Million Classic, Play
Bingo, Sandy McKeever, 5972p.
Maryland Million Day, purses for
to be inc, Dan Liebman, 120;
prol at Lrl postponed due to rain,
5715; day at Lrl, Sandra McKeever,
5972p.
Maryland Million Ladies, Surf
Light, Sandra McKeever, 5972p.
Maryland Million Turf, La Reine's
Terms, 5973.
Maryland Racing Commission,
hsmen, brdrs opposed to Md
dates reduction, 5137; action
postponed on Md dates reduc-
tion, 5269; Md panel stalls to
slash Md dates, 5718.
Maryland Stallion Station, acquires
St Avelir and Gators N Bears for
study, 5821; acquaintance for stud,
6822.
Maryland Thoroughbred
Horsemen's Association, hsmen,
brdrs opposed to Md dates reduc-
tion, 5137; 2005 award wns,
7080; still no compromise on 2006 rac
dates in Md, 7551.
Maryland-Va Racing Circuit,
Magna Entertainment sells racing
circuit shares, 4695; Md-Va rac
circuit ends, 5558.
Marchelli, Alan, on bd of dirs for
Friends of NY Rac, Tom LaMarra,
1280; TJC sued over denial of
name request, 3404p; rac industry
unveils trust mark, 6082.
Mass Market, rep by first wnr,
3990.
Mass Media, Forego S, Mike Kane,
5026p; Forego S, 5062p; to
stand at Hill 'n Dale Fms, 7003p.
Massachusetts, Mass racing
interests rally at capitol, 5552;
Three County Fair won't hold a live
meet, 7554.
Massachusetts H, Sue susp open
stks prog, including, 2315.
Master Con Artist, Crc has double
dead heat for first and second, 6802p.
Mata, Federico, wins 2,000th race,
5668.
Matchmaker S, Taylor Made Fm
to sponsor at Hoo, 8054.
Mato, crop of 1928 may have been
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the best ever in American rac, Avalyn Hunter, 5170p.
Mathes, Glen, recently retired from NYRA, shown in press box with staff and area writers, 780p.
Matrix Capital Associates, report documents Guild payments to Matrix, 3380; Jocs' Guild was told records aren't sufficient, sub-
poled, who, 6482; jocs move closer to minggment for Jocs' Guild, Tom LaMarra, 6694p; Jocs' Guild elects new bd, termi-
ates Matrix contract, 6793p; Jocs' Guild investigation alleges $2.1 mil misspent, 7269; Jocs' Guild finds restraining order to stop payment on checks, 7272p.
Matrix Group, survey shows avg age of prospective owners drops, 3722.
Matthey, Stephen, brdr of Steve Haskin, 5328p; Folklore, Steve Haskin, 5348ped.
Matsumoto, Yoshino, fan dedic-
tion when camping out a week before Japan Cup, Ray Paulick, 7118p.
Matt Winn S, Razor, 3130ped.
Matthews, Carla, on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liebman, 5400p.
Matthews, Ian, Moments Of Joy bought at Tattersalls Dec sale in dispersal of, 7114.
Mauk Four, Fifth Season S, 5574p.
Matz, Michael, trnr of Barbaro, 5682p.
Matrix Group, survey shows avg age of prospective owners drops, 3722.
Matthey, Stephen, brdr of Steve Haskin, 5328p; Folklore, Steve Haskin, 5348ped.
Matsumoto, Yoshino, fan dedic-
tion when camping out a week before Japan Cup, Ray Paulick, 7118p.
Matt Winn S, Razor, 3130ped.
Matthews, Carla, on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liebman, 5400p.
Matthews, Ian, Moments Of Joy bought at Tattersalls Dec sale in dispersal of, 7114.
Mauk Four, Fifth Season S, 5574p.
Matz, Michael, trnr of Barbaro, 5682p.
Matrix Group, survey shows avg age of prospective owners drops, 3722.
Matthey, Stephen, brdr of Steve Haskin, 5328p; Folklore, Steve Haskin, 5348ped.
Matsumoto, Yoshino, fan dedic-
tion when camping out a week before Japan Cup, Ray Paulick, 7118p.
Matt Winn S, Razor, 3130ped.
Matthews, Carla, on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liebman, 5400p.
Matthews, Ian, Moments Of Joy bought at Tattersalls Dec sale in dispersal of, 7114.
Mauk Four, Fifth Season S, 5574p.
Matz, Michael, trnr of Barbaro, 5682p.
Medication violations, Ky Hs Rac
Medication policy, on John T.
Medical insurance coverage, Ky
Medical center, Marion duPont
Media Eclipse Awards, announced,
Medaglia d’Oro, being moved from
Meafara Breeders’ Cup S, Portsea,
sent broader view of Ky hsmen, ,
be tightened in Ky, 1377; abolish
taxation policy, 933; race day meds to
and drug testing, Tom LaMarra,
proposal for uniform medication
affiliates for their position on the
hsmen join forces on testing for
Authority holds off on drug
treatments, 6634.
seeks injunction on med rules,
of new med rules for Ky, Letters,
Ky, 4580; pleased with approval
form medication rules needed,
Turn, Gary Biszantz, 1362; uni-
hsmen to unite and support uni-
Tom LaMarra, 5966.

MEDICINE

Scott Equine Medical Center
focuses on colic, EPM, tumor
treatment, and antibiotic therapy,
Deirdre B. Biles, 1292p.

MEDICINE

Scott Equine Medical Center
focuses on colic, EPM, tumor

Medication policy, on John T. Ward Jr. is an advocate for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 1245.

Medication policy, on John T. Ward Jr., 3714; Rac Med and Testing Consortium makes recommendations for penalties, 3835; new med rules approved in Ky, 4580; CHRB discusses amendment of med rules, 4069; Ky gov signs emergency drug rules, 4694; TP’s entry box
Ky wks on withdrawal times for medica-
tions, 5716; brd speak out on medica-
tion, 6211; Ky approves amendment of med rules, 6634; details of Ky drug relations released by Ky Hs Rac Auth, 6798; AAE issues recommenda-
tions for medication in sale hs, ac-
tion, 1497; drug enforcement to be
enforcers, 7417; NY tightens race-
day drug rules, 4719; Ky Hs Rac
policy seeks clarification on power to fine violators, 7551.


Meister, Tom, on bd of dirs for

MegaScape, Ruthless S, 214ped;
Megahertz, Santa Ana H, Craig
Harzmann, 3104p; Ace Blue, 3105ped.

Messara, John, Arrowfield buys all of Vinery Stud’s_As wn, 1516; Redoute’s Choice stud fee increased, 3713; Chapman and Peter Tonkes, 2177p; qa, Rick Chapman, 4976; ownr of Alinghi, Mike Kane, 5026p; Starchart bought by Arrowfield, 6174.

Metcalf, Dr. Lisa, locating
for mares, HealthWatch, 7564.

Meteor Storm, W.L., 7565; W.L.
Metcum, 7510ped.

Methering, Allister, 70.

Michigan, Christine C. White act-
ing rac comm in, 730; Rockem
Sockem 2004 Tbd of the Yr, 1975; supreme ct ruling has account-bc
Magno granted liq to build trk in,
1976; hs industry wiking together, 4829.

Michigan Downs, Magna granted liq to build trk in Mich, 3176.

Michigan Equine Partnership, Mich hs industry wiking together, 4829.

Michigan Thoroughbred Owners & Breeders, 2yo sale at Great Lakes Downs, 3804; yr sale, 4940; fall mixed sale, 6606.

Michelson, Dr, James, findings of study on tying up, HealthWatch, 7564.

Microchip identification, Calif
to develop microchip pilot prog, 3831.

Microchips, shock wave rumors have bd eyeing use of
microchips, Jack Shinian, 1245.

Middle Creek Farm, acquires Cefis
4578p; reaction to lawsuit by Jess

Middleton, Kelly, keeping stalls and paddocks free of flies and
ticks, 3173; suppor the use of
midges, 3174; awarded natl owners of the
by TOBA, 5140.

Memorette, Calif Brd’s Champ S, 172.

Memorial Day H, Twilight Road, 3350p; Stakes, 3383.

Memorials, I, 5134.

Miami Herald, Jose Santos again sues Fl newspaper, 3173.

Miami Mile Breeders’ Cup H, Bob’s Proud Moment, 5072ped.

Miami-Dade, two counties in Fla to vote on slots, 609; Fla looks ahead after split slots vote, 1669; counties, industry negotiate on South Fla slots, 413.

Midknight, Streifen, Brave Raj B, 5492ped.

Mice, new approach to vaccinat-
ing, HealthWatch, 1554.

Michael G. Schaefer Mile S, 396dp.

Michael, Jan, online auction to help support family financially, 4796.

Micha Pouts and Jared Richardson proprietors of Wallace Station, Pete Spanos, 3278p.

Michelson, Jamie Jr., tv show of NTRA/DRF National Handicap
Championship not the best production, wlr of contest, Lenny Shulman, 1252.

Michelin, Chris, W. White act-
ing rac comm in, 730; Rockem
Sockem 2004 Tbd of the Yr, 1975; supreme ct ruling has account-bc
Magno granted liq to build trk in,
1976; hs industry wiking together, 4829.
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Miami Mile Breeders’ Cup H, Bob’s Proud Moment, 5072ped.

Miami-Dade, two counties in Fla to vote on slots, 609; Fla looks ahead after split slots vote, 1669; counties, industry negotiate on South Fla slots, 413.

Midknight, Streifen, Brave Raj B, 5492ped.

Mice, new approach to vaccinat-
ing, HealthWatch, 1554.

Michael G. Schaefer Mile S, 396dp.

Michael, Jan, online auction to help support family financially, 4796.

Micha Pouts and Jared Richardson proprietors of Wallace Station, Pete Spanos, 3278p.

Michelson, Jamie Jr., tv show of NTRA/DRF National Handicap
Championship not the best production, wlr of contest, Lenny Shulman, 1252.

Michelin, Chris, W. White act-
ing rac comm in, 730; Rockem
Sockem 2004 Tbd of the Yr, 1975; supreme ct ruling has account-bc
Magno granted liq to build trk in,
1976; hs industry wiking together, 4829.
Mill House, owner of America's Milkshakes, California has gone after a testing policy, vet Migliore, Richard, wins 4,000th career victory, 1054; 4514.

Mike’s Thunder, new life and career for, Final Turn, Roberta S. Biles, 1082p; 4066.

Mikeukis, Barbara, visa exemption signed into law by Pres Bush, 3058.

Mikus, Linda, settlement finally reached, 1082p.

Milady Breeders’ Cup H, Andujar, Jon White, 3446; Andujar, 4260p; 4464.

Military Majo, Oklahoma Derby, 6158ped.

Milkshake, hs from barn of Adam Kitchingman tests positive for milkshake, 1250; 4582.

Milkshake testing policy, vet defends milkshake testing prog, 1870; CD to implement milkshake tests this spring, 2598.

Milkshakes, California has gone from also-ran to pacesetter in the battle against illegal milkshaking, What’s, 47; GP and horsemen join forces for “milkshakes”, 115; pm industry responds in wake of fed indictment in NY, 605; CHRB approves milkshake tests this spring, 607; drug panel sets deadline for natl compliance, 769; Ark expands overall post-race testing prog, 5770; reflections on fed indictments in anticipation of sale, 4577.

Miller, Lev, elected TOBA trustee, 4578p.

Miller, Mike, CD’s third quarter report, 6460.

Mills, Dennis, official at Magna, 2313; consultant for BC, 5480; renew NTRA membership, 6975p; 5310.

Monteleone, Frank, settlement at Tattersons Dec sale, 7114.

Montjeu, not shuttling to NZ, 4582; 5794.

Montjeu, not shuttling to NZ, 4582; 5794.

Mooney, Mike, official at Magna, 2313; consultant for BC, 5480; renew NTRA membership, 6975p; 5310.

Moore, Bruce, to host 2007 BC event, 6364; new turf course almost in place, 6975p; to host NATC Futurities, 7620.

Monte Carlo, Flying Glitter, 4650ped.

Monte Carlo, Flying Glitter, 4650ped.

Monte Carlo, Flying Glitter, 4650ped.

Monte Carlo, Flying Glitter, 4650ped.

Monte Carlo, Flying Glitter, 4650ped.
sale declines, sires top price, 4828.
Montpelier, raceh's retire-ment at Montpelier, Nick Hahn, 993p.
Moore, Ernie, co-owner of Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 992p; co-owner of Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 1607p.
Moore, John, Mng Center, acquires Dancing Missle for stud, 43.
Mooney, John, CNL dates for 2005, 1381; grass series tied to boundaries, Dan Liebman, 1872; on Grand Slam of Grass postponed a day due to weather, Nick Hahn, 414p; Md-Va rac circuit ends, mngentment entity of CNL pur-chased, 5558.
Moonlight Affair, foals Milwaukee Brewilly, 1276.
Moonit Maddle, 2004 Ore champ, 1838.
Moore, Dennis, surface problems for closure of EvD, 3172.
Moore, Dr. Rustin, equine rescuers for closure of EvD, 3172; in a reality show, 3172; in a reality show, 3496p; stud fee upped, 3562; in a reality show, 3562.
Moore, Rick, Ind TVG accounts closed as new law takes effect, 998p.
Moore, Susan and John, ownrs of R • S Stud, 4396p.
Moore, Rick, Jr., brdrs of Silver Train, 3172.
Moore, John H., elected dir for Special T Thds, 5397.
Muir, Rudolph, elected RCI reg dir, 2842.
Mula Gula, rep by first wnr, 5397.
Mulhern, Eimair, apptd chrmn of Goffs Bfdst Sales, succeeding Michael Osborne, 370; named exec chrmn of Goffs Bfdst Sales, 5715.
Mulholland, Joe Sr. and brdrs of Silver Train, 3172.
Mulholland, John H., elected dir for Ky Tbd Fm Mngrs Club, 6912.
Mullaney, Mike, Mike Tanner leaves GP to work for Chester Downs, replaced by, 5504.
Mulligan, Brit and Michael, pin-hooking success of Leprechaun winning a Popham, 3442p; to stand at Royal mt High, 6702p.
Mulligan, Mike, at OBS Cr 2yo in tnr sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1128; consigns top price at FT Tx 2yo in tnr sale, Gary West, 2356p; consignor at FT Md 2yo in tnr sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 3338; opn of FT sales at, 3338.
Mullin, Jeff, trained by to be placed in detention barn for min of 30 days for millshake positive, 1081; Bob Bone is one of nation’s leading trainers by earnings and win percentage, Margaret Ransom, 1614p; upset over comments made by, Letters, 1668; upset over comments made by, Letters, 1668.
Mullins, David, elected dir for Tbd Fm Mngrs Club, 6912.
Mullins, David, elected dir for KTB Tbd Fm Mngrs Club, 6912.
Mundy, Dr. George, hired as gm of THB, 466p.
Mundey, Sean, ownr of Linda’s Lad, Richard Griffiths, 6706.
Murray, David, ownr of Multnomah Greyhound Park, MEC pulls plug on lease of Ore greyhound lawsuit, 774.
Murphy, Michael, 2005 INDEX 5809; named exec chrmn of Goffs Bfdst Sales, 5715.
Murphy, John V., 2005 INDEX 5809; named exec chrmn of Goffs Bfdst Sales, 5715.
My Lady, Peach of It H, Jeff Johnson, 2815.
My Brilliant Farm, barn where Fibaro's Crescendo was renovated to state, 1694p.
My Livermore, pensioned at Gainesway Fm, 5885p.
MTV, Ryan Fogelsonger featured in, 3562.
Mutual, Bryan, discussed the prospects for, 1128; Mural, discussed the prospects for, 1128.
Mycavage, Jo, Graham Motion’s career as trnr, 4782p.
Mycavage, Jo, Graham Motion’s career as trnr, 4782p.
Mylor, Steve, shutting of stns remains popular, much is learned about which the stns will work best in Southern Hemisphere, Dan Liebman, 4496p.
Morphine, CHRB dismisses almost five-yr old morphine case against Bob Battler, 2003.
Morrison, Bill, increases on-trk prog on West Va Derby day, Tom LaMarra, 4634p; increases on-trk accident insur to $1 mil, 7550.
Morton, Pat, trnr of The Beter Man Can, Gary McMillen, 466p; hmsens stories from LA, Gary McMillen, 7332p.
Mountaineer Race Track & Gaming Rsrts purses at to help fund debt reduction for state’s wks’ comp prog, 1088; calling for expansion of prog, 4336; purses cut, 4336; indemn for all-sts prog in West Va Derby day, Tom LaMarra, 4634p; increases on-trk accident insur to $1 mil, 7550.
Mrypton, H, Graham, trnr of Better Talk Now, Linda Dougherty, 3888; career as trnr, Terry Conway, 5451p.
Mr. Silver, Arthur Appleton Juv, 4932p; Nick Zito receives, 5467.
Mr. Fitz Award, Nick Zito receives, 5467; Mr. Silver, Arthur Appleton Juv, 4932p; Nick Zito receives, 5467.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Fitz Award, Nick Zito receives, 5467;
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Fitz Award, Nick Zito receives, 5467; Mr. Silver, Arthur Appleton Juv, 4932p; Nick Zito receives, 5467.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.; Mr. Silver, Nick Zito receives, 4932; Nick Zito receives, 4932.
Adena Springs, 6483; q&a, Pete Spano, 6798.
Mural, Lloyd Kelly creates graphic mural for CD, 2604p.
Murdoch, Clay, ranch mgr for Ruidoso San Miguel, Debbie Arrington, 2078p.
Murphy, Dr. Roger, develops equine wheelchair, 106p; AEP issues warnings for medication in sale in hist, auction co’s should be enforcers, 7417.
Murphy, Glen, has 2,000th win, 2366.
Murphy, Grace, does science project based on if color gray was a factor, People, 7430p.
Murphy, Ken, to represent TTA, 730p.
Murphy, Patrick F., dies, 3692.
Murray, Alice, remembering William Murray, 4466p.
Murray, Audrey and Allen, 2005 award wnr for Md Tbd Hsmn’s Assn, 7080.
Murray, Dr. James, finding real value in mapping equine genome, Dr. Rallie McAllister, 7080.
Murray, Alice, remembering Dr. James Murray, 7080.
Murray, William, dies, 1840; misses horse-name suit against Natl Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame, Joe Clancy, 4368p; Lonesome Glory inducted into Natl Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame, Steve Haskin, 4362p; Lonesome Glory inducted into Natl Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame, Steve Haskin, 4362p.
Mural, Lloyd Kelly creates graphic mural for CD, 2604p.
Musicique Toujours, Ocala Brds’ Sales Classic, Scott Davis, 834p; Calif-bred at Sunshine Millions, David Schmitz, 1168; tendon damage after Pacific Classic, 4744p.
Mutamam, to stand at Gestut Rietberg in Germany, 43; will remain in Italy, 442.
My Charmier, Snowdrops, 7218ped.
My Dear Girl S, Consider, 4460p.
My Charmer H, Snowdrops, 3028.
My Dear S, Consider, Thesource, 5975.
My Dear S, Wannatalkaboutme, 4460p.
My Dear Guy S, Consider, 4460p.
My Sis, Ebony Breeze, 3789p.
My Miss Storm Cat, wins 6f allow, 4519.
My Special K’s, foals Repent filly, 2178.
My Trusty Cat, Manhattan Distaff H, Deirdre B. Biles, 2976p; Manhattan Distaff H, Deirdre B. Biles, 2976p; Manhattan Distaff H, Deirdre B. Biles, 2976p.
My Turbulent Miss, dies, 3082.
My Typhoon, Va Oaks, Nick Hahn, 4144p; Va Oaks, 4147p; Mrs. Revere S, Pete Spanos, 6702p; Mrs. Revere S, 6734ped.
Mykindsaint, Cassidy S, 4011p.
Mystikasaint, Cassidy S, 4011p.
Myxiga1, Flywrench, 2004 ill award wnr, 1508.
Nack, Bill, view of watching Derby in Las Vegas, Final Turn, 3038; enjoyed Final Turn on Derby by, Letters, 3050; memories of 100 yrs at Bel, some old and new ones with BC, 6252.
Nader, Bill, the nature of After Alex’s Preakness victory should help raise awareness for this year’s Belmont S, What’s, 3325; NYRA plans race-day security barn at Bel for BC, 3504; race-day security, prog more challenging at Sar, 3383; Getnick & Getnick’s release of NYRA report delayed, 4826; NYRA officials indicated in avoid, 1030; animal id system in the works in Wash., D.C., 4519; will develop microchip plesures by about $3.5 mil, 7234.
Nagel, Dave, BC hasn’t caught on with general public, but hopefuly ESPN has ability to change that, What’s, 3085.
Nagle, Ray, new bd mbr of TOC bd of dirs, 3934.
NAIS, important economic impact study, animal id system in the works in Wash., D.C., Tom LaMarra, 2656.
Naissance Royale, Lake Placid S, 4749; Lake Placid S, 4771p.
Naintoigniot filly by, 962; class of 2005, Evan I. Hammonds, 1934.
Nakatani, Corey, back to riding, 994; jocs appeal penalties over Derby ads, 3503; beating set for flip over ads in Ky, 3836.
Narvick International, Jess Seeking the Ante, 3114ped.
National Art, prev of NTRA/DRF National Handicapping Championship not the best production, 2595;ministers role being closely scrutinized, 409; correct expiration date for co-op adver prog, 532; revising model for mbr dues, 606; TVG’s invest-ment in the future, 400p; substantial, What’s, 409; Hammonds, 809; rac leaders are attempting to work closer with natl and local legislatures, Tom LaMarra and Scott Davis, 831.
National Hockey Industry, has played some important roles in its first five yrs, Deirdre B. Biles, 814; races, Linda Dougherty, 5480.
National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling, Ky officials discuss expanded gaming, Amy Whiting, 5551.
National Council of Legislators from Gaming States, rac leaders are attempting to work closer with natl and local legislatures, Tom LaMarra and Scott Davis, 831.
National Day of Remembrance, 2450; D.G. Van Cleef Jr. to remain NTRA comm thru “phase two”, 2595p; hsmen urged to abide by new rules to avoid penalties, 3401; “phase two”, 2595p; hsmen urged to abide by new rules to avoid penalties, 3401; “phase two”, 2595p; hsmen urged to abide by new rules to avoid penalties, 3401; “phase two”, 2595p; hsmen urged to abide by new rules to avoid penalties, 3401.
National Horse Industry, has played some important roles in its first five yrs, Deirdre B. Biles, 814; races, Linda Dougherty, 5480.
National Horse Center, hs industry important roles in its first five yrs, Deirdre B. Biles, 814; races, Linda Dougherty, 5480.
National Horsemen’s Benevolent and Protective Association, asks affiliates for their position on the proposal for uniform medication and drug testing, Tom LaMarra, 460; structure, rebates reviews by hsmen, 772; trns could qualify for aid from HBPA from her-pevirus outbreak, 3621; John Roark re-elected to lead restruc-tured Natl HBPA, 4218p; pm pricing structure up for disc at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 4252; pm pricing structure up for disc at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 4252.
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, new proposal for uniform medication and drug testing, Tom LaMarra, 460; structure, rebates reviews by hsmen, 772; trns could qualify for aid from HBPA from her-pevirus outbreak, 3621; John Roark re-elected to lead restruc-tured Natl HBPA, 4218p; pm pricing structure up for disc at Natl HBPA conv, Tom LaMarra, 4252.
National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame, announces for 2005, 1869; Mike Kane hired as comm dir for, 2109; Dick Hamilton retiring from, 2134; Electorate did win award, creative efforts to continue, 3840; is trying to make an impact on Capitol Hill, Tom LaMarra, 4002p; hdnl declines, but purses hold steady in second quarter, 4330; a bigger problem than decline: Natl is the loss of rev from each dollar wagered, What’s, 4361; Basil DeVito Jr. returns as pres of NTRA Productions, 4830p; continues to seek mbshw renewals, 5418; CD, Magna, and NYRA renew mbshw, 5549; BC bd leans toward renewal of deal, 5715; adding the hot new celeb, Pete Spano, 5846; hdnl down, but purses up dur third quarter, 5856; hopes to add two or three sponsors in 2006, 5856; mdn race, 4727p; HDN die, rac dups, is focal point of NTRA annual mtg and mrkting summit, Tom LaMarra, 5966; NTRA Charities-New York Heroes Fund makes final disbursements, 3504; to stand at Gestut Murtagh, Johnny, joc of Motivator, 4466p.
National Security Council, Internatl Fed of Hsrac Authorities supports appeal of trade mark refusal, 3401; think the NTRA overcame long odds just to exist as long as it has, considering racing’s struc-ture, 3504; to stand at Gestut Murtagh, Johnny, joc of Motivator, 4466p.
Nebraska Tornado, brdng plans for maiden mares, David Schmitz, 979.
Neigh-Lox, Dr. Joe Pagan’s Kyny Equine Research is focused on feeding nutrition, Deirdre B. Biles, 4870p.
Neilsen family, NY hms fns help the state’s water quality, Mike Kane, 7675p.
Nelson Jones Farms and Training Center, sold to Amy Tarrant, Ralph H., preview, 5924; Leslie Deckard, 6300p.
Network, Lamplighter S, 4358ped.
Neve, Judy, member of FiS,receives updates on natl Office of Wager Integrity, 7106; moves on deal with BC, Office of Wager Integrity, 7106; Art = 5624.
New Jersey Thoroughbred Breeders Association,电路 to oversee NTRA Communications, 7558p; wonders options in wake of World Trade Organization ruling, 7558.
New Mexico, Zia Park kicks off inaugural meet, 3420p; Zia Park kicks off in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
New Mexico Cup Classic, Rocky Guich, first hs to train at Zia Park, wins, Leslie Deckard, 6550p.
New Mexico Horse Breeders Association, award wins for, 1054.
New Orleans, city seeks opinion on FCN, 3562; New Orleans Cup Classic, 3696p; in decline, 6237.
New Mexico Racing Commission, Eric Schmitz, 918p; audit sharply critical of KB, 3505; audit sharply critical of KB, 3504; and 

New York, Tom Precious, 2494p; VLT bill, 6492. to renew NTRA membership, 5549; to address NY’s 

New York Racing Association, Eric Donovan to become new morn- 

New York Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association, dispute between hsmen, commission threatens BC at Mth, 2001; dispute settled in NJ, Tom LaMarra and Linda Dougherty, 2149; elects officers, 5098.
New Mexico, Zia Park kicks off inaugural meet, 3420p; Zia Park kicks off in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
New Mexico Cup Classic, Rocky Guich, first hs to train at Zia Park, wins, Leslie Deckard, 6550p.
New Mexico Cup day, first at Zia Park, Leslie Deckard, 6550p.
New Mexico Horse Breeders Association, award wins for, 1054.
New Orleans, city seeks opinion on FCN, 3562; New Orleans Cup Classic, 3696p; in decline, 6237.
New York, Tom Precious, 2494p; VLT bill, 6492. to renew NTRA membership, 5549; to address NY’s 

New York Racing Association, Eric Donovan to become new morn- 

New York Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association, dispute between hsmen, commission threatens BC at Mth, 2001; dispute settled in NJ, Tom LaMarra and Linda Dougherty, 2149; elects officers, 5098.
New Mexico, Zia Park kicks off inaugural meet, 3420p; Zia Park kicks off in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
New Mexico Cup Classic, Rocky Guich, first hs to train at Zia Park, wins, Leslie Deckard, 6550p.
New Mexico Cup day, first at Zia Park, Leslie Deckard, 6550p.
New Mexico Horse Breeders Association, award wins for, 1054.
New Orleans, city seeks opinion on FCN, 3562; New Orleans Cup Classic, 3696p; in decline, 6237.
New York, Tom Precious, 2494p; VLT bill, 6492. to renew NTRA membership, 5549; to address NY’s 

New York Racing Association, Eric Donovan to become new morn- 

New York Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association, dispute between hsmen, commission threatens BC at Mth, 2001; dispute settled in NJ, Tom LaMarra and Linda Dougherty, 2149; elects officers, 5098.
New Mexico, Zia Park kicks off inaugural meet, 3420p; Zia Park kicks off in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
NYRA’s only female senior vp, Dan Liebman, 4826p; faces more oversight, franchid bid process, 4717; new structure, more gam-
ing sought by Friends of NY Rac, 5719; beer purchase for claiming races, 7274; race-day security prog more challenging at Sar, 3833; plenty of speculation in vast, changing offcies and vet position, 4908; anonym-
ous group seeks protection in bidding for franchise, 4213; Dave Smukler named senior vp of NYRA’s pari-mutuel and labor relations, 4293; improvements race-day security barns, 4331; federal monitor indicates NYRA has not reformed, 4461; with federal criminal cases against it dropped, chances of NYRA receiving franchise strengthen, 2006; Tom Precious, 5322.

New York Thoroughbred Breeders, elects dirds for 2-yr term, 2920; officelec, 1412; groups lend hand on economic impact studies for NY, 1249; NY survey reveals truth about state bridng operations, 4099; Wo was in worse shape than expected, 4258; federal monitor indicates NYRA has not reformed, 5322.

New York Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association, groups lend hand on economic impact studies for NY, 1249; NYRA and NY horsemen investigating VLT deal, 4258; NY stakeholders continue to seek consensus, 6802; offices, 4121.


New Zealand, High Chaparral to shuttle to Windsor Park Stud, 3321; Montale not shuttling to New Zealand, 5275; how franchise ws formed, and how it got to present state, 5713.

New York Racing, still plans to have bill ready for 2006, 6210p; attend/hnd for BC, 4717.

New York Racing Commission, Randy Belage hired as exec dir of, 7518; Jim Arthaud new chrmn, 7620.

New Light, retired, 3739; to stand at Adena Spring, 5293; to stand at Adena Springs for $50,000, 5885; new sire for 2006, 4208; David Schmitz, 7154.

Newly Named, ped of Afleet Alex, David Schmitz, 3218p; Ron Waranch proves key to career of Northern Afleet, Lenny Shulman, 3540p; Wynn Jolley biggest supporter of Northern Afleet, Dan Liebman, 5434p; stud fee upheld, 6247.

Newman, Fredric S., among six named to Com on the Future of Racing, 4825; Preakness shaping up to be free-
an open, 3053.

Newly named to Com on the Future of Racing, 4825.

Newstead Farm, Genuine Risk wins mdn, 3540p; Wynn Jolley biggest supporter of Northern Afleet, Dan Liebman, 5434p; stud fee upheld, 6247.

Newly named to Com on the Future of Racing, 4825.

New York State Racing and Wager Bd, 5478p; Jennifer Pedersen appeals susp, Ernie Paragallo feels he is being target-
ed, 5486; John Cansdale new exec dir of, 2723; Richard Dutrow Jr. receives 120 day susp, but may serve only 60, 2899; Todd Pletcher appeals fine, susp for positive, 3853; state regulators revoke Ernie Paragallo’s lic, 2416p; federal monitor indicates NYRA has not reformed, 1249; Tom Precious, 4461; with federal criminal cases against it dropped, chances of NYRA receiving franchise strengthen, 2006; Tom Precious, 5322.


NTRA Purchasing, close to signing up United States Trotting Assn., 2150.
NTRA/DRF National Handicapping Championship, tv show of was 350p.
Nuncokls, Charles Jr., on cover, 4961p; death of, David Schmitz, 5014p; remembering, Lenny Shulman, 5015; remembering, Jeff Turn, Alfred H. Nuckols Jr., 5254.
Nuclear scintigraphy, modalities that optimize data and data handling, 5877; Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 5982.
Oaklawn H., Grand Reward, Robert Yates, 2372p; Grand Reward, 2405pd.
Oaklawn Park, hon with Eclipse Award for achievement, 246; Eclipse Award of Merit, Dan Liebman, 680p; Ark expands in off-track betting prog, 770; Instant Racing has first $1-mil day at OP, 1381; Robert Holthus’ success as trmr at OP, 1743p; attend and hndl, 2900; winners and losers from 2005 Triple Crown, What’s, 3525; hsmen fac-sch change due to hurri-cane, 4978; voters approv games of skill for OP, 6629; lawsuit challenge to local gaming votes in Ark, 7426.
Oaklawn, Isla Piu Bella, 3681pd.
OBS Championship S, wins, Leslie Deckard, 2376.
Ocala, tornado does some damage near Ocala, 2314.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Classic, Musique Toujours, Scott Davis, 4843.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Co., winter mixed sale, 732; Crc 2yo in training sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1128p; pin-hookers at Crc sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1132; March select jsv sale, Leslie Deckard, 2036; strengthen ties with trade mission, 2449p; April sale, Ryan Conley, 2800; review of non-select 2yo sales, Deirdre B. Biles, 3440; June sale of 2yo in training and ol hd has declines, 3720; Aug yrly sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4878pd; and Shari Eisaman top the charts in Ocala sales, Ryan Conley, 6380p.
Ocala Drive, SyBon Racing Stable of Sy and Bonnie Baskin, Pete Spanos, 2516p.
Ocote, Margaret Ransom, 5792ped.
Oke, first reported foal for Domedriver is filly out of, 636.
Oak Creek Stables, acquires Aspen Ridge for stud, 7142.
Oak Hill Farm, second time is charm for hs business of Del Chase, Tracy Gantz, 6552p.
Oak Leaf S, Diamond Omi, Craig Haskin, 5616; Diamond Omi, 5644pd.
Oak Tree, makes contribution to Univ of Ariz Race Trk Indus Prog., 5108; milhake testing for isocal, Final Turn, Dr. Rick M. Arthur, 1854; was a big part of TC02 testing, Letters, 5134; rac dates for 2006, 5422; renewing, Jeff Turn, 6982; attend/hndl, 6982; isocal lends hand to assist displaced residents of Gulf Coast, 5139; innovations public handicapping awards, 5372.
Oak Tree Breeders’ Cup Mile S, Singletery, Margaret Ransom, 5778p; Singletery, 5797p.
Oak Tree Derby, Aragorn, 5989pd.
Oak Tree Farms, Frisk Me Now purchased by Buck and Karen Wheeler for stud duty at, 1053.
Oak Tree Ranch, Bill Tracy’s latest, 4587; 4587pd; long list of industry-related projects earns praise, manages, Leslie Deckard, 7172p.
Oakhurst Throroughbreds, acquires Seattle Shamus for stud, 635.
Oaklawn H., Grand Reward, Robert Yates, 2372p; Grand Reward, 2405pd.
Oaklawn Park, hon with Eclipse Award for achievement, 246; Eclipse Award of Merit, Dan Liebman, 680p; Ark expands in off-track betting prog, 770; Instant Racing has first $1-mil day at OP, 1381; Robert Holthus’ success as trmr at OP, 1743p; attend and hndl, 2900; winners and losers from 2005 Triple Crown, What’s, 3525; hsmen fac-sch change due to hurri-cane, 4978; voters approv games of skill for OP, 6629; lawsuit challenge to local gaming votes in Ark, 7426.
Obeah H., Isla Piu Bella, 3681pd.
OBS Championship S, wins, Leslie Deckard, 2376.
Ocala, tornado does some damage near Ocala, 2314.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Classic, Musique Toujours, Scott Davis, 4843.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Co., winter mixed sale, 732; Crc 2yo in training sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1128p; pin-hookers at Crc sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1132; March select jsv sale, Leslie Deckard, 2036; strengthen ties with trade mission, 2449p; April sale, Ryan Conley, 2800; review of non-select 2yo sales, Deirdre B. Biles, 3440; June sale of 2yo in training and ol hd has declines, 3720; Aug yrly sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4878pd; and Shari Eisaman top the charts in Ocala sales, Ryan Conley, 6380p.
Ocala Drive, SyBon Racing Stable of Sy and Bonnie Baskin, Pete Spanos, 2516p.
Ocote, Margaret Ransom, 5792ped.
Oke, first reported foal for Domedriver is filly out of, 636.
Oak Creek Stables, acquires Aspen Ridge for stud, 7142.
Oak Hill Farm, second time is charm for hs business of Del Chase, Tracy Gantz, 6552p.
Oak Leaf S, Diamond Omi, Craig Haskin, 5616; Diamond Omi, 5644pd.
Oak Tree, makes contribution to Univ of Ariz Race Trk Indus Prog., 5108; milhake testing for isocal, Final Turn, Dr. Rick M. Arthur, 1854; was a big part of TC02 testing, Letters, 5134; rac dates for 2006, 5422; renewing, Jeff Turn, 6982; attend/hndl, 6982; isocal lends hand to assist displaced residents of Gulf Coast, 5139; innovations public handicapping awards, 5372.
Oak Tree Breeders’ Cup Mile S, Singletery, Margaret Ransom, 5778p; Singletery, 5797p.
Oak Tree Derby, Aragorn, 5989pd.
Oak Tree Farms, Frisk Me Now purchased by Buck and Karen Wheeler for stud duty at, 1053.
Oak Tree Ranch, Bill Tracy’s latest, 4587; 4587pd; long list of industry-related projects earns praise, manages, Leslie Deckard, 7172p.
Oakhurst Throroughbreds, acquires Seattle Shamus for stud, 635.
Oaklawn H., Grand Reward, Robert Yates, 2372p; Grand Reward, 2405pd.
Oaklawn Park, hon with Eclipse Award for achievement, 246; Eclipse Award of Merit, Dan Liebman, 680p; Ark expands in off-track betting prog, 770; Instant Racing has first $1-mil day at OP, 1381; Robert Holthus’ success as trmr at OP, 1743p; attend and hndl, 2900; winners and losers from 2005 Triple Crown, What’s, 3525; hsmen fac-sch change due to hurri-cane, 4978; voters approv games of skill for OP, 6629; lawsuit challenge to local gaming votes in Ark, 7426.
Obeah H., Isla Piu Bella, 3681pd.
OBS Championship S, wins, Leslie Deckard, 2376.
Ocala, tornado does some damage near Ocala, 2314.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Classic, Musique Toujours, Scott Davis, 4843.
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Co., winter mixed sale, 732; Crc 2yo in training sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1128p; pin-hookers at Crc sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1132; March select jsv sale, Leslie Deckard, 2036; strengthen ties with trade mission, 2449p; April sale, Ryan Conley, 2800; review of non-select 2yo sales, Deirdre B. Biles, 3440; June sale of 2yo in training and ol hd has declines, 3720; Aug yrly sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4878pd; and Shari Eisaman top the charts in Ocala sales, Ryan Conley, 6380p.
Ocala Drive, SyBon Racing Stable of Sy and Bonnie Baskin, Pete Spanos, 2516p.
Ocote, Margaret Ransom, 5792ped.
Oke, first reported foal for Domedriver is filly out of, 636.
Oak Creek Stables, acquires Aspen Ridge for stud, 7142.
Oak Hill Farm, second time is charm for hs business of Del Chase, Tracy Gantz, 6552p.
Oak Leaf S, Diamond Omi, Craig Haskin, 5616; Diamond Omi, 5644pd.
Oak Tree, makes contribution to Univ of Ariz Race Trk Indus Prog., 5108; milhake testing for isocal, Final Turn, Dr. Rick M. Arthur, 1854; was a big part of TC02 testing, Letters, 5134; rac dates for 2006, 5422; renewing, Jeff Turn, 6982; attend/hndl, 6982; isocal lends hand to assist displaced residents of Gulf Coast, 5139; innovations public handicapping awards, 5372.
Oak Tree Breeders’ Cup Mile S, Singletery, Margaret Ransom, 5778p; Singletery, 5797p.
Oak Tree Derby, Aragorn, 5989pd.
Oak Tree Farms, Frisk Me Now purchased by Buck and Karen Wheeler for stud duty at, 1053.
Oak Tree Ranch, Bill Tracy’s latest, 4587; 4587pd; long list of industry-related projects earns praise, manages, Leslie Deckard, 7172p.
Oakhurst Throroughbreds, acquires Seattle Shamus for stud, 635.
4224.
Oxley, John, owner of Keen Seel'st sale, 5301.
Oxley, John and Debby, on John T. Ward Jr. is an advocate for the Thoroughbred Industry, Amy Whitfield, 2428p.

P. R. Speed, ownr/brdr of D'Wildcat Speed, Scott Davis, 2068.
Pacheco, Manuel, elected CCI reg dir, 2842.
Pacific Classic S, Borrego, Craig Harzmann, 4742p; Borrego, 4766ped.
Package Store, I. C. Light Memorial S, 3072.
Paladino wins, different ways of teasing mares, Leslie Deckard, 972.
Palud Stables, and Three Chimneys buy half-interest in Pico Central from Gary Tanaka, David Schmitz, 3321; acquire Proud Accolade for stud, 4723; acquire Pico Central for stud, 5445p; injecting trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fla fms on stl prospects, Dan Liebman, 7306p.
Pagan, Dr. Joe, receives award, 3796; Ky Equine Research is focused on equine nutrition, Deirdre B. Biles, 4870p.
Pannell, sponsorship hospitality grows in popularity, 2962.
Papo Hop S, More Than Promised, 7074ped.
Park Avenue Ball, Charles and Pam McMillen, 1142; Gainesway Farm to manage Payson Stud bid, 6976.
Payson, Virginia Kraft, should manage Payson Stud bldstk, 1302; ownr/brdr of Scipion, Gary McMillen, 6142p; Gainesway Farm to manage Payson Stud bid, 6976.
Peace Chant, wins mdn, 7168.
Peace Rules, half-sister to tops Adena Springs auction, 6688p.
Peace, John, death of, 6214p.
Peach of It, Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 4010; with Joe Palmer Award, 6595.
Pedroci, replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Calif., 5400; award wnr for Natl Turf Writers Association, Tony Dragutan, 7318p; ownr of Joe Palmer Award, 6595.
Pediatric cancer research, trks raise money for pediatric cancer research, Ernie Paragallo, 2518p; Pedigree, of Giacomo, David Parmalee, 8052; ownr of Los Alamitos expansion, John McMillen, 5196p; ownr of Steve Haskin, 1428p; ownr of Craig Harzmann, 3356p; ownr of Imperialism, Craig Harzmann, 4769ped.
Pataki, Gov. George, franchise fee sought for three NYRA trks, 605; budget plan hits rac industry, 605; NY VLT and NYRA and have dealt with race splits, Tom Precious, 2494p; NYRA faces more oversight, franchise bid process, 3717; new law creates NYRA oversight board, 4697; Jack Knowlton among six named to Com on Future of Rac, 4825; legislator offers plan to help NYRA, 7549.
Patchen Beauty, produces white cob by Pioneering, 2318p.
Pate, David, trnr of Deputy G. Arn, Ernie Paragallo, 4016p.
Pati, Bily, after serving 5 yr susp for carrying buzzer, returns to riding, Kathleen Adams, 609p.
Patrol, to stand at Westminster Stud S, 1543.
Patrons, Canadian International S, Relaxed Gesture, Jennifer Morris, 6136p; Relaxed Gesture, 6150ped.
Paulson, Madeleine, co-ownr and brdr of Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 992p; co-ownr and brdr of Pastoral Pursuits, Darley July Cup, Craig Harzmann, 3321; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Episode, Racing Post Trophy, Richard Griffiths, 6142p; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Stable, I. C. Light Memorial S, 3134.
Paxton, Day H, 3473ped.
Pascarella, Carl, on retiring from VISA, What's, 135.
Paseana H, Miss Loren, 524ped.
Patchen Beauty, produces white cob by Pioneering, 2318p.
Pati, Bily, after serving 5 yr susp for carrying buzzer, returns to riding, Kathleen Adams, 609p.
Patrol, to stand at Westminster Stud S, 1543.
Patrons, Canadian International S, Relaxed Gesture, Jennifer Morris, 6136p; Relaxed Gesture, 6150ped.
Paulson, Madeleine, co-ownr and brdr of Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 992p; co-ownr and brdr of Pastoral Pursuits, Darley July Cup, Craig Harzmann, 3321; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Episode, Racing Post Trophy, Richard Griffiths, 6142p; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Stable, I. C. Light Memorial S, 3134.
Paxton, Day H, 3473ped.
Pascarella, Carl, on retiring from VISA, What's, 135.
Paseana H, Miss Loren, 524ped.
Patchen Beauty, produces white cob by Pioneering, 2318p.
Pati, Bily, after serving 5 yr susp for carrying buzzer, returns to riding, Kathleen Adams, 609p.
Patrol, to stand at Westminster Stud S, 1543.
Patrons, Canadian International S, Relaxed Gesture, Jennifer Morris, 6136p; Relaxed Gesture, 6150ped.
Paulson, Madeleine, co-ownr and brdr of Rock Hard Ten, Craig Harzmann, 992p; co-ownr and brdr of Pastoral Pursuits, Darley July Cup, Craig Harzmann, 3321; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Episode, Racing Post Trophy, Richard Griffiths, 6142p; Presenting trophy to co-ownrs of Palace Stable, I. C. Light Memorial S, 3134.
Paxton, Day H, 3473ped.
Pascarella, Carl, on retiring from VISA, What's, 135.
Paseana H, Miss Loren, 524ped.
Peter Pan S., Oratvey, Steve Haskin, 3340p; Oratvey, Paul Shulman, 3353p;
Peter, Jack, elected to Pm bd of dirs, 6912.
Peter, Dr. Nick, annual conf of trn superintendents, Dan Liebman, 4620p.
Peter, Mayor Bart, gaming revenue proposed to fund new ind stadium, Dan Liebman, 6280p.
Peter, Melvin, dies, 581.
Petty, Glenn, brdrs in Va seek another resurgence, Nick Hahn, 3994; confined on article on Va breeders letters, 4690; clarifies how funding is used by Va Brdr under Arts Law, 5414.
Petty, Jody, Dynamos wins third B on Joe Clancy, 6124p.
Pfizer Animal Health, two studies involving EHV vaccines, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 688; update for colic surgery, Bettina Cohen, 4402.
Pfulgivere, voters in Tx town oppose tr, 938.
Phar Lap, Malaby Diva wins third Melbourne Cup, compared to, Peter Tonkes, 6540p.
Phil Georgeff Festival of Racing, at Haw, Jeff Johnson, 6700.
Philadelphia Park, confident slots will be ready in 2006; 774; Jayne Vaders top female trnr at Pha, Winners, Linda Dougherty on, 2358p; high ct supports Penn law on slots, 3720; to join re NOTRA, 3838; Scientific Games and a Swedish co to help launch V75, 4980.
Philanthropist, Queens County H, 7363p.
Philip H. Iselin Breeders’ Cup H, 2005 award winner, Steve Haskin, 4882p; q&a, Ron Haskin, 4014p; trnr of English Channel, Nick Hahn, 3835; trnr of Acey Deucey, Steve Haskin, 4382p.
Philip H. Iselin Breeders’ Cup Distaff H, Paul Volponi, 2664p; Bed o’ Roses BC H, Paul Volponi, 2688p; Bed o’ Roses BC Distaff, Dan Liebman, 7032p; trnr of Padua Stables and Three Chimneys Fm buyer, Bettina Cohen, 688; update for colic surgery, Bettina Cohen, 4402.
Philly residents of Gulf Coast, 5139.
Phlegm, the same challenge: the cheaters human sports and rac have faced for colic surgery, Bettina Cohen, 688; update for colic surgery, Bettina Cohen, 4402.
Phoenix Reach, Dubai Sheema Classic, Richard Griffiths, 2056p.
Pine Brook Farm, brdr in Va seeks to help launch V75, Dan Liebman, 4620p.
Pinoakstudusa S, Mad Adam, 6124p.
Pitcairn, southeast region, 338p; divides their racing, 6288p; ped, Pete Spanos, 6296p; Airline BC Distaff, Dan Liebman, 6288p; ped, Pete Spanos, 6296p; retired, booked to Awesome Again, 7004.
Pletcher, Todd, leading trnr of 2004, Steve Haskin, 58p; Eclipse Award for trnr, David Schmitz, 686p; trnr of Proud Accolade, Scott Davis, 4422p.
Pletcher, Todd, leading trnr of 2004, Steve Haskin, 58p; Eclipse Award for trnr, David Schmitz, 686p; trnr of Proud Accolade, Scott Davis, 4422p.
Pletcher, Todd, leading trnr of 2004, Steve Haskin, 58p; Eclipse Award for trnr, David Schmitz, 686p; trnr of Proud Accolade, Scott Davis, 4422p.
Pletcher, Todd, leading trnr of 2004, Steve Haskin, 58p; Eclipse Award for trnr, David Schmitz, 686p; trnr of Proud Accolade, Scott Davis, 4422p.
Point, Michael, $1.2m single season record for earnings by a trnr, Steve Haskin, 6296p; ped, Pete Spanos, 6296p; retired, booked to Awesome Again, 7004.
Point, Michael, $1.2m single season record for earnings by a trnr, Steve Haskin, 6296p; ped, Pete Spanos, 6296p; retired, booked to Awesome Again, 7004.
Ponderosa, drawing interest, Richard Griffiths, 5334p.
Point, Michael, $1.2m single season record for earnings by a trnr, Steve Haskin, 6296p; ped, Pete Spanos, 6296p; retired, booked to Awesome Again, 7004.
Podcasts, CD launches “podcasts”, 5726; to be co-featured din- torium, Pin Oak Stud USA S, Mad Adam, 3343p; Mad Adam, 3343p.
Polaroids, drawing interest, Richard Griffiths, 5334p.
Polaroids, drawing interest, Richard Griffiths, 5334p.
Polaroids, drawing interest, Richard Griffiths, 5334p.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Polaroid, $300m stake in film, 3726.
Point Given, rep by first wntr, 4238; stud fee remains same, 5747.

Poker H, Mr. Light, 3917ped.

Polanisi, Wanda, at OBS Aug yrly sale, 4878p.

Political Action Committee, fla brdrs and owns want legislators’ ears, 776; NTRA is trying to make an impact on Capitol Hill, Tom LaMarra, 3154.

Pollard, Carl, ownr of My Trusty Cat, Deirdre B. Biles, 2976p; four dirs at CD collected to re-ery years, 3796.

Pomeroy, William, anonymous on cover, 4565p; Arl Powerscourt, 6160ped.

Powerscourt, on cover, 4565p; Arl Powers, William, anonymous, 2976p.

Powerless H, Denoun N Deverb, 7072ped.

Poulson, Ann, elected RCI at-large, 6700.

Pristine, dies, 2478.

Priest, Dr. Gary, on death of Dr. Ken Meloy, 5165.

Priestly, 1694; Blue Grass Farms responds in wake of fed indictment, 409; pm industry considers Polytrack for main trk, 5184; q&a with Bob Baffert on, comments on surface at TP, 5125p; TP reaction to, 4826; TP’s positive reaction to, 4693; Opens to posibility, 4693; annual conf of trk superintendents, 3622p; prec of installation on sched, 3622p; pro-LaMarra, 4624; New York trk superintendents, 3622p.

Private World, Anoakia S, 7284.

Primarily, dies, 2478.

Primordial, dies, 2478.

Primarily, dies, 2478.

Private World, to stand at Hickman Farm, 4143p.

Prime Time T. V., Manitoba Fund names to bd of dirs, 6429.

Prime Minister, Bogtobogan H, 1824ped.

Prime Minister, Bogtobogan H, 1824ped.

Primarily, dies, 2478.
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Purse contracts. Ky’s HBPA leaders are out of step with other states and with hs owners they represent, What’s, 5005.

Purses, purses up, hndl down slightly for 2004, 416; Wins allow tap purses to help pay “comp” debt, 771; distribution for 2004, Evan I. Hammonds, 1122; don’t expect what it cost to live on a hs, Letters, 1242; hndl; purses decline in first quarter of 2005, 2314; hndl declines, but purses hold steady in second quarter, 423; hand down, but purses up dur third quarter, 5586; John Magnier feels purses for BC should be incr, 6074p; BC board cont’d purses beginning next yr, 7101p; keep legs off gamining splits, 6796; NYRA reduces stkts purses by about $3.5 mil, 7491p; schedules for 2006, Steve Haskin, 7324.

Pussy Doll, brkl mdsn, 172; Torrey Pines S, 5078ped.

Put It Back, rep by first wnr, 3193.

Puma, awarded Appy Joc of the Yr award in London, 894.

Queen Anne S, Valirix, Richard Grifffiths, 3664.

Queen Elizabeth II Chase Challenge Cup S, Sweet Talker, Lenny Shulman, 3982p; Sweet Talker, 5968p.

Queen Elizabeth II Commemorative Cup, Sweep Tomas, 2652p.

Queen Elizabeth II S, Starcraft, Richard Griffiths, 5482p.

Queen Corrins, rivng Distaff S, 3436p.

Queen County S, Philanthropist, 7363ped.

Queen’s Plate, Mark and Stacey Krembil’s Chieftain Stable, Jennifer Morrison, 1314p; Wild Desert, Jennifer Morrison-Learn, 3764p; Daniel Borislow responds to probe about Wild Desert, 6499p.

Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup, Witness wins 17th straight race, 2594p.

Queen Retired, booked to, to stand at New Jersey Turf Writers Assn, 4293.

Quick Touch, sixth dam of Afleet Alex, Susan & Keith Antis, 2426p; Quick, Stephen, co-owner of Silmaril, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p.

Quickie, third dam of, 2334p; Quickie, co-owner, 2334p.

Quiero Quero, retired, booked to, 3764p.

Racing Luck, John W. Rooney writes, 7324p; Racing groom, USA Today reports is worst job in sports, 7656; Racing bill, new law creates NYRA, 6974.

Racetrack operators, Calif trnrs shuffles sched for 2006, Steve Haskin, 7324p; Barn becomes part of routine for NY pursuers, 4331; race-day security among major issues for NYRA, 6247.

Racing Superintendents confer, annual conf of trk superintendents, 6976; Racetrack, no movement between Guild, trks, 14; OMU opens new, 7378.

Racing, solutions to fixing racing’s debt, 6976; 2006 dates reduction, 5269; Md reguraltors demand united plan for racing, 7271.

Racing, race-day security, 4331; Racing and Gaming Services, NYRA pulls signal from more tracks, 7656; Keen to off betting outlets, 6976.

Racing bill, new law creates NYRA oversight, 4462.

Racing Commissioners International, NAPRA and RCI agree to merger, 7271; to create wager monitoring service and security database, 7271.

Racing dates, hsmen, brdrs opposed to Md dates reduction, 5137; action postponed on Md dates reduction, 5269; Md regulaters demand united plan for dates, 6632; Ohio has another plan to reduce rac dates, 6638; 2006 dates reduction, 5269.

Racing Festival of the South, at OP, Robert Yates, 2372p.

Racing, race-day security, 4331; Racing and Gaming Services, NYRA, 6974.

Racetrack operators, Calif trnrs shuffles sched for 2006, Steve Haskin, 7324p; Barn becomes part of routine for NY pursuers, 4331; race-day security among major issues for NYRA, 6247.

Racetrack grooms, USA Today reports is worst job in sports, 7656; Racing, solutions to fixing racing’s debt, 6976; 2006 dates reduction, 5269; Md reguraltors demand united plan for racing, 7271.

Racetrack maintenance, racetrk maintenance is not an exact science, 7374; No two are alike, What’s, 3743.

Racetrack medication, disc at tracks, 7378.

Radio, on being allowed to use in Denmark, 6976; Race Day: A Spot on the Rail with Max Watman, description of book, 6976.

Racing, trends, mob tales involved in federal gambling, race-fixing indictment, 409; fed govt takes a harsher view of rac than the sports to take of itself, What’s, 455; pm industry responds in wake of fed indictment in NY, 605; feels race-fixing should receive a life-time ban, Final Turn, Larry Levin, 1674p.

Racetrack operators, Calif trnrs shuffles sched for 2006, Steve Haskin, 7324p; Barn becomes part of routine for NY pursuers, 4331; race-day security among major issues for NYRA, 6247.
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Radio award, NTRA's radio ads

Racino, Cby lobbies again for racino

Racing surface, synthetic rac surface

Racing Post Trophy, Palace

Racing partnerships, winners and

Racing Officials Accreditation

show, 1700p.

continue, 3840.

win award, creative efforts to

residents of Gulf Coast, 5139.

lends hand to assist displaced

victims, 4974.

donations to benefit hurricane

Katrina, 5720.

comments on new Polytrack sur-

3970; TP prepares for Polytrk

3172; Polytrack racing surface

Susan Bala reports to prison,

Bala sentenced, 4101p; founder

charges, 1248; founder Susan

appeals conviction on gambling

Bala guilty, 936; Susan Bala

Services, 772; jurors find Susan

responds in wake of fed indictment,

indictment, 409; pm industry

in federal gambling, race-fixing

losers from 2005 Triple Crown,

Program, launched, 4430.

ing consortium, 6073; big event

4734p; call goes out to fund test-

officers, 4064; new med rules

tium makes recommendations for

Turn, Pete Lang, 3818; consor-

during Derby events, Letters,

proud of extra work by everyone

Bonnie, 1986; Ky should be

start fee, Final Turn, Edward S.

be tightened in Ky, 1377; wants

natl compliance, 769; Ky drug

proposal for uniform medication

affiliates for their position on the

Mem H, 3471ped.

THE BLOOD-HORSE

Rancho San Roberto, acquires

Rancho San Miguel, of Tom and

Ramsey, Ken and Sarah, ownr of

Ramsey, Joe, Hill 'n' Dale Fms day

Rampart H, D' Wildcat Speed,

Ramirez, Martin Ramos, wins

Rakti, sets course mark in

Railbird S, Short Route, Tracy

Rahys' Appeal, Ticonderoga H,

Paul Volponi, 6140p.

Raids, officials prepared to delve into

medication at Tups, 406.

Railbird S, Short Route, Tracy

Gantz, 2812p; Short Route,

2824ped.

Racing Fever, foals Gone West

filly, 2344.

Rahy's Appeal, 5477.

Rahy's Appeal, Ticonderoga H,

Paul Volponi, 6140p.

Raiders, prepared to delve into

medication at Tups, 406.

Racing Fever, foals Gone West

filly, 2344.

Rahy's Appeal, 5477.
Areek, 4538ped.
Reichard, Ernie, Robert LaPenta has enjoyed success as both a pinhooker and an owner, ran
mgm fr, Deirdre B. Biles, 622p.
Reinstein family owns of Original Spin, Jeff Johnson, 5332p.
Reiss, Charles, elec to NY Tbd Hsmen’s Assn, 6912.
Relativ, Todd, Good, Pattison Canadian Internatl S, Jennifer Morrison, 6136p; Pattison
Canad Internatl S, 6150ped.
Re-Leve, Dr. Joe Pagan’s Ky Equine Research is focused on equine nutrition, Deirdre B. Biles,
4870p.
Remington Park, staff changes at, 1347; Many fmr trainers to obtain loan, seek prnts, 4217;
Okla trks get final approval for gaming, 4968; enters new era with slot machines, 6798p; slots
casino opens to large crowd, 6980.
Remington Park MEC Mile S, Test Boy, 6166ped.
Renross S, True Catress Cat, 7061ped.
Renovations, building new or renovating stable, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 2070.
Repepp, My Special K’s foals fally, 2178.
Report of Mares Bred, foal crop expected to incr slightly in 2006, 4694; TJC’s Live Foal Report
Dan Liebman, 5314p; TJC’s report of mares bred, Evan I. Hammond, 6128.
Repositories, evolution of at sales, Evan I. Hammond, 3872.
RER, findings of study, HealthWatch, 7564.
ReRun, moves base to NJ, 218; Afleet Alex ok after near fall in Preakness, Belmont
next, 3170p; trnr of Afleet Alex, Evan I. Hammond, 3214p; Afleet Alex takes a look at
kilties he carried to victory in Preakness S, 3302p; buyer at FT Mil 2yo in training sale, Deirdre Biles,
5634; Afleet Alex to lose 1,100, 5302; 4,350, 5202; winners and losers from 2006 Triple Crown,
Whitfield, 3753p; Afleet Alex was one race away from making it to BC, Steve
Haskin, Final Turn, 6088; Afleet Alex out for rest of the yr, tabbed
by SI as Sportman of the Yr, 6482p; Afleet Alex retired from racing, Steve Haskin, 7164p.
Ritter, Shannon, meet wrn at AP, 5504.
Rivo, Tim, meet wrn at Crc, 6171.
Riva Ridge, there have been 11 TC winners but also 11 hs that won
Derby and Belmont and lost Preakness, Steve Haskin, 3902;
foaled in Ky, 4796.
Riva Ridge Breeders’ Cup S, Lost in the Fog, 3572ped.
Rivas, Carlos, wins 2,000th race, 3798.
River City H, America Alive, Kathleen Adams, 6863p; America
Alive, 6892ped.
River Downs, Rafael Bejarano raises
es Peruvian flag at RD, 4120p; Gallo, Gary, paralyzed, but riding
again with help of a center, 4796; Ohio has another plan to reduce race dates, 6638; Ohio race
dates for 2006, 6680.
River Edge Farm, Sweet Catomine
acquires Marciano for stud, 7382.
Risedale, Dr. Brian K. “Buzz”, elec
treas of Winners Federation, 2843.
Rizzi Girl, Sullivan, 3902p; Sullivan, 5889p.
Rodeo Runner byn, ran one-two in El Cajon S, 5030.
Rohl, Ben, dies, of David Schmitz, 5323p.
Routon, John, structure, rebates for Natl HBPA reviewed by hsmen, 772; re elec dir of
Winners Federation, 2843; re-elected to lead restrctured Natl HBPA, 4218p.
Robador, Cal Natl Snow Chief S, Jon White, 2666p.
Robbins, Jay, trnr of Indian Ocean.
Jon White, 3662p.
Robbins, K. Rowan Memorial S, 3662p; on FT Nov mixed sale,
5306.
Robert E, meet wrn at Hol, 4186.
Robert F, Carey Memorial H, Spruce Run, Jeff Johnson, 5478p; Spruce Run, 5487p.
Robert G, Dick Memorial Breeders’ Cup H, pursa incr for, 2762;
Honey Ryder, 4156ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4175ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4186p.
Robert, Hialea’s sire line
lead restructured Natl HBPA, 4391.
Robbins, Tom, on Experimental Free H com, David Schmitz, 683.
Robelino, pensioned, 5506.
Robert E, meet wrn at Hol, 4186.
Robert F, Carey Memorial H, Spruce Run, Jeff Johnson, 5478p; Spruce Run, 5487p.
Robert G, Dick Memorial Breeders’ Cup H, pursa incr for, 2762;
Honey Ryder, 4156ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4175ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4186p.
Robert, Hialea’s sire line
lead restructured Natl HBPA, 4391.
Robbins, Tom, on Experimental Free H com, David Schmitz, 683.
Robelino, pensioned, 5506.
Robert E, meet wrn at Hol, 4186.
Robert F, Carey Memorial H, Spruce Run, Jeff Johnson, 5478p; Spruce Run, 5487p.
Robert G, Dick Memorial Breeders’ Cup H, pursa incr for, 2762;
Honey Ryder, 4156ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4175ped.
Robert K, Kerlan Memorial H, 4186p.
Robert, Hialea’s sire line
lead restructured Natl HBPA, 4391.
Roman Ruler, to make 2005 debut

Rollins, Kenneth, Hill'n'Dale Fms

Rolling Green Breeders' Cup H,

Rondahl, Rudy, trnr of Offlee Rodeo's Castle, Ford Express S,

Rocky Gulch, first hs to train at Zia

Rockin' River Ranch, acquires Rockem Sockem, 2004 Mich Tbd

Rock of Gibraltar, heads European

Rock Hard Ten, Malibu S, Craig

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Jerry

Rock and Roll, has first wnr, 5241.

Rochester, Sycamore BC S,

Roman Ruler, Leslie Deckard, 2920p.

Robinson, Mack, Tbd owns, brdrs among Forbes 400 list, 5560.

Robyn Dancer, to stand at Cohort Farm, Rochester, Sycamore BC S, 5794ped.

Rock and Roll, has first wnr, 5241.

Rolling Green Breeders' Cup H, 2004 Mich Tbd

Romeo Wilson, NM Cup Sprint S, 6550.

Romero, Gerald, hsmns stories for Los La, Gary McMullen Bovento, 7332p.

Romo, Randy, to be inducted into the Blood-Horse

Ronnies Answer, correct name of Ronnie A.

Romans, Dale, precautions taken to prevent strangles, 2001; trnr of Roses in May, Richard Griffiths, 2056p; state vets seek to contain strangles disease, Leslie Deckard, 2214; trnr of Kitten's Joy, John Galvano, 4357; wnr at CD, 4016; Ky strangles origin hard to determine, Tom LaMarra, 4100; wnr at CD, 2061.

Romeros Wilson, NM Cup Sprint S, 6550.

Romero, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.

Rouse, Wayne, Woodford Reserve Bourbon buys 3yo filly to race

Round Table, Mark Shapiro to be keynote speaker at, 4101p; Tim Smith outlines Friends of New York, Race 4735; TJC's annual conf, Tom LaMarra, 4734p.

Round Table, Mark Shapiro to be keynote speaker at, 4101p; Tim Smith outlines Friends of New York, Race 4735; TJC's annual conf, Tom LaMarra, 4734p.

Round Table, Round Table, 4172ped.

Rove, Ronald, Richard, ownr of Puxa Saco, Jon White, 3446.

Rove, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.

Roxbury, Richard, to be inducted into the Blood-Horse

Rosen, Randy, to be inducted into the Blood-Horse

Rosenberg, Dan, stln fee hike to benefit New York Racing Association

Rosenberg, Dan, stln fee hike to benefit New York Racing Association

Rossard, dies from colic, 1974.

Ross, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.
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Ross, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.

Ross, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.

Ross, Cindy, Ridgewood Ranch has Seabsibuc descendent on fm, 4580p.
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 hasn't lost humor or his winning touch in tying after motorcross accident, Lenny Shulman, 3332p; Mike Willman apptd dir of pub at, 4292; rac dates for 2006, 5422; CHRB panel examines weigh-in procedures, 5711; Allen Guttermann named vp of mektng, 5806; opening day had more than full turnouts, 5850p; Santa Barbara H, Megahertz wins third in a row, Craig Harzmann, 2510p; Megahertz, 2548pd.

Santa Catalina S, Declan’s Moon, Tom Keyser, 1607p; Stakes suffers fatal injuries to right fore leg in, 1612; Declan’s Moon, 1637pd.

Santa Margarita Invitational H, Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1754; Tarlow, 1808pd.

Santa Maria H, Miss Loren, 1830pd.

Santa Monica H, Salt Champ, Jon White, 842p; Salt Champ, 880pd.

Santa Rosa turf course has long-term implications, 4581.

Santa Rosa Stud; acquires stud for, 442.

Santa Ysabel S, Sweet Catomine, Lenny Shulman, 462p; Sweet Catomine, 516ped.

Santana Mile H, Skapiswel, 1830pd.

Santana Strings, Amsterdam S, 4529pd.

Sanataria, Joe, elected sec/treas of Natl HBPA, 4218p.

Santin, Tony, owner/brdr of Makybe Diva, Peter Tonkes, 5488p; Peter Tonkes, 6450pd.

Santos, Jose, nominee for Hall of Fame for 2005, 1869; shows act of sportsmanship toward Jean-Luc Samyn, 2152; again sues Flr newspaper, 3173; NYRA officials indicted in alleged joc-wrtng case, 5147.

Santschi, Dr. Liz, conformation focus of research study, HealthWatch, 2904.

Saratoga, franchise fee sought for third trks, 605; NY legislator says NYRA franchise should be put in detention barn for 30 days for milkshake positive, 1081; Julio Canani is min of 30 days for milkshake test, 6416p; Sunshine Millions at, Craig Harzmann, 298p; Craig Harzmann, 1607p; Rock Sweet Catomine case, but says he Wygod cleared of charges in Buzzards Bay, 2401ped; Martin Schwartz, 1924p.

Savio, Vic,jp, to stand at Turf Farm, 4529pd.

Savio, Scott, GDPR rules for meet tent, 17; GP and hsmen join forces on testing for “milkshakes”, 115; reconstruction at GP makes for difficult opening wk, Scott Davis, 296; GP hires insur coverage for jocs, 934; Flr looks ahead after split slots vote, 1689; South Flr vet Robert Barcala invents system for more easily recording medical info on jocs, 7066p; surveys taken to prevent strangles, 2001; progress continues at GP, 4579p; hsmen facing schedule changes to hurricane, 7072; GP on target for Jan opening, 6078p; Magna hopes the new GP changes the perception of rac, Tom LaMarra, 6676p; GP and Crc agree to exchange simul signals, 7270; GP to open with some temp facilities, 7419p; photos of GP construction, Scott Davis, 7518.

Savola, Michael, NY hs fms help the state’s water quality, Mike Kane, 2360.

Savoryrhome, First Lady H, 720pd.

Sawyer, Kim, to become Ohio’s first female state steward, 1975; Philip T. “Butch” Gore new state steward at, 1488p; horse Bejarano injured in, 1508p; Saxon, Terry, Md regulators demand united plan for dates, 6632.

Say Florida Sandy, Lookin for Romance foals filly, 805.

Saylor, Paul, co-ownr of Ashado, Steve Haskin, 3661; co-ownr of Ashado, Mike Kane, 4382p; co-establisher of four-yr scholarship in Ashado’s name, 7518.

Saylorville S, Injustice, 4050pd.

Scale of weights, Jocs’ Guild continues to pursue changes in scale of wts, 1382; Jocs’ Guild pushes for scale of wts in Ky, 2154; CHRB rejects Jocs’ Guild proposal on scale of wts, 2761; once banned, Shane Sellers remains an advocate for joc issues, Amy Whitfield, 4740p.

Scanlon, Robert, Tale of the Cat colt by brings world record at FT CRC sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 1576; broke hard of Alfei Alex, Deirdre B. Biles, 3213p; dies, 6028.

Scarvagh House Stud, Heliosis to stand at, 3486p.

Scotland, to stand at Market Dem Fm, 5586.

Scatourchino, James, owner of English Channel, Nick Hahn, 6177p.

Schaefer, Greg, has 1,500 career victory, 6026.

Schauer, Dorothea Turner, dies, 2152.

Scherf, Chris, no movement between Guild, trks, 14; elec to bd of dir for Rac Medication and Testing Comm, 1440p; John Urquhart was foremost of the Internati Sim Conf, Amy Whitfield, 5766; second congressional hearing on joc insur and safety issues focuses on better standards, Amy Whitfield, 6854p.

Schipper, Andrew, co-ownr of Shining Energy, Tracey Gantz, 4836p.

Schiller, Artie, namesake for Artie Schiller, Leslie Deckard, 6300p.

Schlegel, Jack, Unwanted Hs Summit begins long journey on protecting the hs, 2598.

Schlesinger, Renee, seven races on 10-race card at CT won by female trnr, Amy Whitfield, 6494p.

Schmidt, Hayden, NYCHB Schmidt, Jennifer, meet wrn at Tam, 3027.

Schnaas, Richard, resigns as gm of Penn, 7000p.

Schoenadel, Tracy, ESPN Sports Poll for rac dips, is focal point of NTRA annual mtg and mrktng summit, Tom LaMarra, 5966.

Schroeder, Jay, SCHRB announces Barbara Schmidt’s resignation, 5036p.

Schoor, Jacob, elected to bd of NJ Tdn, replacing Amy Tam, 3027.

Schoor, Jay, receives Hon Mention for Eclipse Award for Photography, 7554p.

Schoor, Jay, receives Hope Award for Eclipse Award for Photography, 7554p.

Schulke, Kevin, nominated for White Hs Award, 4186.

Schvan-Eveldt, Chad Phillip, wins $50,000, 4529pd.

Schwin-Eveldt, Chad Phillip, wins $50,000, 4529pd.
to present state, Tom Precious, 575p.
Schweigard, Andy, use of graded stakes drug tests now widespread, 2759.
Schweizer, Jeff, Four Horsemen’s Ranch to close operation, 5426.
Science project, Grace Murphy does science project based on color gray was a factor, People, 7430p.
Scientific Games, Michael Chambrleo apptd pres and coo of, 3934; to help launch V75, 4986p; new wager monitoring service and security database, 7271; Symposium on race day mgmt, 2015.
Scotland, Darin, John Bullit S, 3085ped.
Scott, Jeffrey, joins Jubilee Farm, 2720.
Scott, Liz, mother compares Afleet Scott, Jim, joins Jubilee Farm, 2720.
Scotts Highlander H, Soaring Free, 3779ped.
Scollay, Dr. Mary, South Fla vetbase, 7271; Symposium on race day mgmt, 2015.
Sclafani, Mario, NYRA susp two.
Scipion, Risen Star S, Gary McMillen, 1142p; Risen Star S, 1195ped.
Sea Ami, Mario, NYRA susp two with pay in joc-wt probe, 410; NYRA officials indicted in alleged joc-wt scheme, Tom Precious, 5417; NY regulators investigating alleged betting malpractice of Dan Lauletta, 5549; NYRA publishes notice on jocs’ wts in race programs and on web site, 6074.
Scolly, Darin, South Fla vet Robert Barcala invents system for more easily recording medical info on hs, Scott Davis, 1744p; on ADD/ADHD conf, Kim Hertzer, 7318.
Scoop the Gold, dies, 2624.
Scooter Roach, John Bullitt S, 4543ped.
Scott, Alexandra “Alex,” stallion sale auction benefits Alex’s Lemonade Stand, 1962; trks raise money for pediatric cancer research, Esther Marr, 3535.
Scott, Des, chance meetings paved the way for Patrick Lawley-Wakelin, Dan Liebman, 6362.
Scott, Jim, joins Jubilee Farm, 2720.
Scott, Marion, compares Appaloosa breeder Alex to daughter Alex, who lost battle to cancer, after Preakness S, Steve Haskin, 5200.
Scott, Marion duPont Scott, Equine Medical Center focuses on colic, EPM, tumor treatment, and antibiotic therapy, Deirdre B. Biles, 4129p.
Scott, Tim, senior vp of sales/marketing at CD, 1216.
Scotts Hill, Tom, stallion sale rescheduled, 2005.
Scotts Hill, Tom, stallion sale rescheduled, 2005.
Scott, Tim, senior vp of sales/marketing at CD, 1216.
Scotts Hill, Tom, stallion sale rescheduled, 2005.
Scoot, voes of foals, Trade Zone, Betina Cohen, 70.
Scrappy T, Count Fleet S, 5298ped; Withers S, 2821ped; Preakness shapping up to be free-for-all, 3053; on cover, 3157p; clips heels with Afleet Alex in Preakness S, Steve Haskin, 5198.
Sea Dub, Dallas Turf Cup H, 3676ped; meet champ at LS, 4158.
Sea Hero, no BC Juvenile has captured Ky Derby, Steve Haskin, 5908p.
Sea of Erin Breeders’ Cup Mile H, Fort Prado, 4534ped.
Sea of Secrets, at stand at Ballena Vista Fm, 5241.
Seabiscuit, on Sports Illustrated’s list of amazing animals, 4430; Ridgewood Ranch has Seabiscuit descended mares.
Seabiscuit Breeders’ Cup H, Yougartawanna, 1046ped.
Seabiscuit Heritage Foundation, Ridgewood Ranch, has 99 Seabiscuit descendants on fm, 4588p.
Seagram Cup S, One for Rose, 4414ped.
Seagulls, birds take off as field of horses heads toward them at Sandown, 2154p.
Searing, Lee, owner of Hasty Kris, Tracy Gantz, 1436p.
Seaport Retreat, Display S, 706ped.
Seattle Shamus, to stand at Oakhurst TBs, 635.
Seattle Slew, final offspring of, Maggie Swee, wins mdn, 4512.
Seattle Spectacular, Chief Bearhart S, 6558ped; Valedictory H, 2765ped.
Second Wind S, Fifth Overture, 5215ped.
Secret Cargo, EmD BC Distaff H, 4781ped.
Secret Status, foals Empire Maker filly, 3700ped.
Secretariat, on Sports Illustrated’s list of amazing animals, 4430; Penny Chenery looks back on a wonderful life full of horses and glory, Penny Shulman, 7280p.
Secretariat S, Grand Slam of Grass at CNL to help promote Va rac, Tom LaMarra and Nick Hahn, 2004p.
Secretariat.com, group purchases 1969 Derby trophy, 4466.
Security, technology presents opportunities for trk security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740; leader of security for TC events, Final Turn, Pete Lang, 3818; race-day security prog more challenging at Sar, 3833; Calif focuses on moni- toring of hs in barn areas, 4978; bio-secure barns and disease were in wake of hurricane, Trade Zone, Betina Cohen, 5336; Calif considers tighter security, 5420; mandatory monitoring barns a first for BC, Amy Whitfield, 6365; RCI to create wager monitoring service and security database, 7271.
Security barns, NYRA plans race-day security barn at Bel C, 3504; NYRA improves race-day security barns, 4331; purse accr, race-day security among major issues for NYRA, 4696; race-day security barn becomes part of routine for NYRA, 6974.
Security team, big event team on the scene at Bel for BC, Amy Whitfield, 6365; RCI to create wager monitoring service and security database, 7271.
Security barns, NYRA plans race-day security barn at Bel C, 3504; NYRA improves race-day security barns, 4331; purse accr, race-day security among major issues for NYRA, 4696; race-day security barn becomes part of routine for NYRA, 6974.
Seeking the Ante, Nassau County BC S, 3114ped; Iroquois H, Paul Volponi, 6140p.
Seeking the Gold, ped of Pleasant Home, Pete Spanos, 6296p.
Seeking the Pearl, dies, 5322.
Seeking Stanley, owner of, 3798.
Seeking the Man Can, Gary McMillen, 466p.
Seigfield, Ed, early noms for Visa Diva, 618; Elusive Diva, 5652ped.
Sedro, Don, dies, 5198p; 2004 Ky-bred winning results, Richard Spanos, 826; Oakhurst Tbds, 635.
Seeking the Pearl, dies, 3522.
Senior, with Rockport Harbor, Steve Haskin, 5193; Belmont BC H, 5254ped.
Senior Speedy, to stand at Fox Hill Fm, 5397.
Senior Swinger, Opening Verse H, 635.
Senorita Dehere, foals Hold That Victory, 3700ped.
Sensation, Astoria S, 5651ped.
Sensible Chic, Vagrancy H, 3573ped.
Sero, Susan, brdr of Lost in the Fog, Steve Haskin, 2368p.
Sequel Bloodstock, pinhookers diversify their operations, changing nature of the mrks, Pete Spanos, 826.
Sequel Stallions, acquires Heckle for stud, 5002; acquires Closing Argument for stud, 5293p; acquires Bwana Charlie for stud, 6666; acquires One Nice Cat for stud duty, 6666.
Sequoia Slew, foals from the class of 2005, 2382.
Servis, Jason, elected to bd of NJ Tbdr Hsmen’s Assn, 5098; wins first training title, 6912.
Servis, John, receives Big Sport of Turfworld Award from Turf Publicists of America, 6445; most trns receiving brd rights to hs they developed into stlns, Lenny Shulman, 966; Rick Porter has invested millions, changed his career, and has a Derby contender with Rockport Harbor, Steve Haskin, 5833; 2004 award win for NY Turf Writers Assn, 2109; trnr of Round Pond, Robert Yates, 2504p; receives Ky Derby Trophy, 3027p; trnr of Round Pond, Paul Volponi, 3448p; opinion of FT July yrly sale, 4256; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7594p.
Set Them Free, ped of Giacomo, David Schmitz, 2952p; Alice Chandler’s running of Mill Ridge Fm, Giacomo foaled and raised, Deirdre B. Biles, 3085p.
Sexton, Steve, Ky Derby purse is raised to $2 mil, 245; state vets seek to contain strangles disease, Leslie Griffiths, 3755p; NYRA invests millions, changed his career, and has a Derby contender with Rockport Harbor, Steve Haskin, 3221; CD, owners of, 2004 Ky-bred champ, 275p; Gainsborough Two Thousand Guineas, Richard Griffiths, 3110p; Prix du Jockey Club (French Derby), Mark Popham, 3442p; St. James’s Palace S, Richard Griffiths, 3664; retained to run, 3859; to stand at Darley Australia, 3990; to stand at Kildangan Stud, 5506.
Shahmir, Mike, race sec at Rem., 1347.
Shamoan, Iowa Derby, Dan Johnson, 3890p; Iowa Derby, 3918ped.
Sharkey, Ky Cup Classic, Pete Spanos, 5330p; Ky Cup Classic, S3, 5506ped.
Shanklin, William L., racing’s business must keep up with the times, 3473; viral mkting is within the means of small businesses, 7603.
Shanley, Mike, elec to NY Tbd Com., 1390.
Shannon, Jim, Hill ’n Dale Fms day in the life of a brdng fm, Blood-Horse staff, 2202p.
Shapiro, Mark, to be keynote speaker at TJC Round Table, 1401p; Wo was in worse shape than NY today when hs community began wking together, What’s, 4727; TJC’s annual Round Table conf, Tom LaMarra, 4734p.
Shapiro, Richard, CHRB to investigate how Jocs’ Guild uses funds, 113; CHRB orders forensic audit of Jocs’ Guild records, Jack Shinar, 2005; power struggle over jocs’ health insur, Jack Shinar, 2445; Calif officials seek answers as hndl drops, 3304; Calif racing leaders make pitch for assistance, Sen. Dean Florez visits Dmr, 4213p; CHRB discusses enforcement of md rules, 4693; apptd to CHRB, 4924; CHRB panel examines weigh-in procedures, 5718.
Sharan, to stand at Dormello Stud, 635.
Sharon, Interest dies after delivering foal, 1840.
Sharp Attack, defections for BC, 6073.
Sharp Cat S, Balance, Jon White, 7036p; Balance, 7224p.
Sharp Humor, Sleepy Hollow S, Paul Volponi, 6140p.
Sharp Lisa, Santa Ynez S, 714p; La Brea S, Craig Harzmann, 1136; Las Virgenes S, 1190ped.
Sharp, Steve, on Successful Appeal, 1340ped.
Shawanda, Darley Irish Oaks, 3463p; Sharp Humor, Sleepy Hollow S, 4830p; on all the drama at Kee Sept sale, Final Turn, Dan Liebman, 5402; Shamardal to stand at Kildangan Stud, 5856; Ashado silenced for yr ml at Kee Nov brdng sale, buys, Ron Mitchell, 6536p; breaks thru Jpn’s barrier on for- merly invicible, Michele Macdonald, 6822p.
Sheik Rashid, Tattersalls breeze-up sale sees incr, 2446.
Shenandoah Downs, Penn Natl Fair S, plans to demolish, 382p.
Shepheard, David, Teamsters and jocs’ guild union explore opt. in equine care, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 500; shock wave rumors have bd eyeing use of mviously, Jack Shinar, 1873.
Sheppard, Jonathan, most trns receive brdng rights to hs they developed into stlns, Lenny Shulman, 966; Sheppard, Robert, owner of Sorrcerer’s Stone, Jeff Johnson, 5332p.
Sheridan, Barbara, added to staff of CTHS, 3692p.
Sherman, Michael, meet wrt at Trp, 382; Farnsworth Fms to liqudiate assets, 3054; Farnsworth Fms dispersal at OBS Aug yr sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 4878ped; meet wrt at Crc, 6171.
She’s a Jewel, Aladdin Resort and Casino H, 4916ped.
Shields, Dr. Don, modalities that optimize data and data handling, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 5982.
Shiflett, Danny, buys top price at sale, Stlnto Show, 2yo in trnng for Westy, 2356p; hsmn take precautions in face of Gulf Coast storm, 5419.
Shirreffs, John, trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1754; trnr of Trainer, 1754; trnr of Stanly Park, Tracy Gantz, 2064; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catominne’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; trnr of Giacomo, Steve Haskin, 2926p; trnr of Giacomo, Evan I. Hammonds, 2942p; trnr of Prospective Saint, Craig Harzmann, 2982p; Giacomo sidelled for a yr, to stand at Adena Springs upon retirement, Steve Haskin and David Schmitz, 3617p; on Giacomo, 2982p.
Sheridan, Barbara, small, independant race in Hong Kong, 2149p; wins 1st hst race, 2149p.
Sheridan, Randy, added to staff of Hill ’n Dale Fms, 5856p.
Sherman, Scott, wins 1st hst race in Hong Kong, 2149p; wins 1st hst race, 2149p.
Sheriff, John, trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1136; trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1754; trnr of Stanly Park, Tracy Gantz, 2064; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catominne’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; trnr of Giacomo, Steve Haskin, 2926p; trnr of Giacomo, Evan I. Hammonds, 2942p; trnr of Prospective Saint, Craig Harzmann, 2982p; Giacomo sidelled for a yr, to stand at Adena Springs upon retirement, Steve Haskin and David Schmitz, 3617p; on Giacomo, 2982p.
Sheriff, John, trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1136; trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1754; trnr of Stanly Park, Tracy Gantz, 2064; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catominne’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; trnr of Giacomo, Steve Haskin, 2926p; trnr of Giacomo, Evan I. Hammonds, 2942p; trnr of Prospective Saint, Craig Harzmann, 2982p; Giacomo sidelled for a yr, to stand at Adena Springs upon retirement, Steve Haskin and David Schmitz, 3617p; on Giacomo, 2982p.
Sh莆ecker, Small, independant race in Hong Kong, 2149p; wins 1st hst race, 2149p.
Sheriff, John, trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1136; trnr of Tarlow, Craig Harzmann, 1754; trnr of Stanly Park, Tracy Gantz, 2064; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catominne’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; trnr of Giacomo, Steve Haskin, 2926p; trnr of Giacomo, Evan I. Hammonds, 2942p; trnr of Prospective Saint, Craig Harzmann, 2982p; Giacomo sidelled for a yr, to stand at Adena Springs upon retirement, Steve Haskin and David Schmitz, 3617p; on Giacomo, 2982p.
Remington Pk, 6980: Fla slots bill to be signed by gov, tax rate high, 7269; the only TbR race state with a higher tax on slot machines than Fla is NY, What’s, 7305.

Slots, Fla slots bill to be signed by gov, tax rate high, 7269; the only TbR race state with a higher tax on slot machines than Fla is NY, What’s, 7305.

Solvi, Dr. Nathan, qta, Pete Spanos, 3304.

Smart and Fancy, Md Million Series in MD, 4243.

Smart Angle, enjoved story on, Letters, 4398.

Smart Launch, first foal by Sunday Best, 4010.

Smart N Classy, Eatontown H, 3914p;

Smart Strike, 2006 stud fee, 4357.

Smarty Jones, support for, Letters, 4130.
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Stable areas, CHRB moves ahead
Stabilization, 2004 award winner in St. Hilaire Thoroughbreds, Spruce Run, Labor Day S, Spring Carnival Press Award, Ric Spraberry, Hassel R., dies, 2110.
SportsNetAmerica.com, introduces Sportsman of the Year, Afleet Alex
Sports poll, poll again reflects Sports Illustrated, list of amazing animals, 4430.
SPMOs, pm industry responds in wake of fed indictment in NY, 3902ped; retired, 4607.
Sponsors, sponsorship hospitality grows in popularity, 2962.
Spray,lus, list of amazing animals, 4430.
Sprats poll, poll again reflects interest in rac, 2006.
Stable yards, list of amazing animals, 4430.
Spruce Run, Labor Day S, Spring Carnival Press Award, Ric Spraberry, Hassel R., dies, 2110.
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Spruce Run, Labor Day S, Spring Carnival Press Award, Ric Spraberry, Hassel R., dies, 2110.
SportsNetAmerica.com, introduces Sportsman of the Year, Afleet Alex
Sports poll, poll again reflects Sports Illustrated, list of amazing animals, 4430.
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Sponsors, sponsorship hospitality grows in popularity, 2962.
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Sprats poll, poll again reflects interest in rac, 2006.
Stable yards, list of amazing animals, 4430.
Spruce Run, Labor Day S, Spring Carnival Press Award, Ric Spraberry, Hassel R., dies, 2110.
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Sponsors, sponsorship hospitality grows in popularity, 2962.
Spray,lus, list of amazing animals, 4430.
Stirling, Kent, Racing Medication and Testing Consortium sends out call to fund testing consortium, 6073.

Stockbridge Capital Partners, parent of JMM bidding for Hol, 3619; hsmen hope for stability in Hol deal, 3834; Hol, like BM, is odds-on to be developed in a few yrs, 3614; Hol sales approved, Polytok hinges on dates, 4693.

Stoering, Tony, marking scheme of Woodward Reserve was unique at KY sale, 2915; Stolen Prayer, Three Ring S, 7166; Three Ring S, 7225ped.

Stomach, ulcer research, broadens in Thoroughbred industry, 46.

Stone bruises, how to handle, HealthWatch, 3846.

Stone Farm, acquires Quest for stud, 2343; Arthur Hancock III of Stone Farm, history of, Lenny Shulman, 5007p; brdrs speak up on medication, 6211.

Stone, Carole, gov names three to NYRA oversight board, 4697; oversight panel makes financial recommendations for NYRA, 6795.


Stoneside S, R Fast Lady, 3362ped.

Stoneside Stable, co-owner of Sir City, Deirdre B. Biles, 5391p; co-sponsors sale at FT Ts yrlg sale, Leslie Deckard, 5022.

Stonestreet Farm, Jess Jackson hits the Tbd industry with full force, 6174; acquires Leroidesanimaux for stud, 6600; acquires Quest for Storm, 5419; cautions in face of Gulf Coast strangles origin hard to determine, 5713.

Stout, Dr. Robert, strangles outbreak still not named, 3174; strangles origin hard to determine, 3169; trtrs impose disease restrictions, 3174; Mid-Atlantic has two positive cases of strangles, 3617p; Jess Jackson sues for introduction of strangles into NY, 2154; factions continue to hammer out incentive prog, 3833; KEEP has made an important and exacting job, 3836; factions continue to hammer out incentive prog, 3833; KEEP has made an important and exacting job, 3836.

Stouten, Tom and Debi, success of LCW, 4214; 18 Ky stlns to continue to hammer out incentive prog, 3833; KEEP has made an important and exacting job, 3836.

Stuart, Muffy, exec dir of HS Farm, 7040p.

Stuempfle, Kris, pinhookers diversify to economical bms, Avalyn McMillen, 466p; Lecomte S, 979.

Stupak, Bart, second congressional hearing on joc insur and safety issues focuses on better standards, Amy Whitfield, 6854p.

Stupender, Miss, Mede Cahaba All Along BC S, Nick Hahn, 4144p; Mede Cahaba All Along BC S, 4163ped.

Stute, Glenn, trnr of Greeley's Attire, 2154; study continues over how $12 mil should be spent, 4827; an early foaling date can play to commercial bms' favor, Bidtek & Mrkts, 5474; still no resolution on Ky Tbd breed incentives, 6218; in-stating breed incentive plan gets support in Ky, 6486; subcm recom mends framework for incentive structure for Ky, 6629; 18 Ky stlns to continue to hammer out incentive prog, 3833; KEEP has made an important and exacting job, 3836.

Sturdevant, Wm., exec of Staunton gymnastics, 1650p.

Stute, Stu, 19 works of art to be auctioned to help with finances NYRA, 6630p.

Stutt, Henry, 19 works of art to be auctioned to help with finances NYRA, 6630p.

Stuttgart, Germany, 1866; Sweet Revolution at Kee Sept sale, Final drama at Kee Sept sale, 5885; ped of Folklore, Mrtks, 5474; fee to remain at $12 mil, 5886p; $500,000, 5885; ped of Folklore, Mrtks, 5474; fee to remain at $12 mil, 5886p; $500,000, 5885.

Stuvens, H, Evening Attire, Paul Volponi, 6863p; Evening Attire, 6893ped.

Styhm, wine has name for him, Leslie Deckard, 7282.
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Styhm, wine has name for him, Leslie Deckard, 7282.

Stuyvesant H, Evening Attire, Paul Volponi, 6863p; Evening Attire, 6893ped.
Subordination, to stand in Uruguay, 7450.

Suburban H, Offlee Wild, Steve Haskin, 3884p; Offlee Wild, 3900ped.

Successful Appeal, leading freshman sire, Pet Spenaxis, 148p; leading sire by 2yo sw, Dan Liebman, 294; mending from sunny Sunday, 3503; Season in over this yr due to colic surgery, 3081; in growing trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fls fms on stth prospects, Dan Liebman, 296p.

Sudden Attraction, 2004 Tx champ, 532; 2004 Tx award wnr, 395p, 5.

Sue Hubbard and Associates, acquires You and I, Golden Gear, and D’s Bertrando for stud, 4124.

Suffolk Downs, susp open stks prog, including Mass H, 2315; Mass racing interests rally at capitol, 5552; meet wns, 7080.

Sugar Maple Farm, purchases Performing Magic, 1516.

Sugar Punch, award wnr in NY, 3270.


Sullins, Dr. Kenneth, Marion duPont Scott Equine Medical Center focuses on colic, EPM, tumor treatment, and antibiotic therapy in Sweet Springs, 4129p.

Sulpizio, Gaby and Rich, Magali Fms quick rise to prominence, Sharon Liveten, 1150p.

Sultry Hill, foals Mayakovskyisky fms, 1517; 1517.

Sum Trick, to stand at St. Hilaire Tds, 1275.

Sumaya Us Stables, brdr/owner of Isola Piu Bella, Biles, 4129p; owner of Isola Piu Bella, Jeff Johnson, 2662p.

Sumi, Katsuhiko, trnr of Cesario, Craig Harzmann, 3860p; qa, Ray Paulick, 3968; trnr of Kane


Sweet Briar Too S, Fifth Overture, 4582p.

Sweet Catomine, Santa Ysabel S, Lenny Shulman, 462p; Santa Ysabel S, 516ped; Eclipse Award for 2yo female, Dan Liebman, 660p; weight scale on Experimental Free H, David Schmitz, 683; full sister to born, 1727; Santa Anita Oaks, Craig Harzmann, 1754; Santa Anita Oaks, 1809p; gives Pam and Marty Wygod visions of Ky Derby, Lenny Shulman, 2045p; TC spotlight, Steve Haskin and Avalyn Hunter, 2054; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catomine’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; finishes fifth in SA Derby, Craig Harzmann, 2364p; Julio Canani faces CHRB complaints, 2445p; Martin Wygod cleared of charges in Sweet Catomine case, but says he may leave game, 2593p; retired, booked to A.P. Indy, 2623p; 2004 Ky-bred champ, 2754; CHRB withdrew complaints against Julio Canani, 2762p; antics of CHRB regarding Martin Wygod and Julio Canani case, Final Turn, Lenny Shulman, 2875; legal skirmishes continue in Martin Wygod case, 2896p; van driver Dean Kerkhoff fined $500, 3058; Gacono growing up at Mill Ridge, was pasture mate, Deirdre B. Biles, 3090; in foil to A.P. Indy, 3421.

Sweet Life, foals full sister to Sweet Catomine, 1727; foals Storm Cat (Ib), 3608.
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Sweet Life, foals full sister to Sweet Catomine, 1727; foals Storm Cat (Ib), 3608.

Swedish company, to help launch V75, 4980.

Sweeney, John, & lsughter bill intro in NY, 1084.

Swee Toosh, Queen Elizabeth II Commemorative Cup, Barbara Bayer, 6699.

Sweepstakes gaming, computer gaming could bring his back to Alabama, 6980.

Sweet and Sassy H, Annika Lass, 3368p.

Swifty Farms, Mort Shirazi new fm for 2yo, 4064.

Swiss Yodeler, Mike and Patty

Swizerland, Mrs. Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S, 1642ped.

Switzerland, L’Oiseau d’Argent, 4416p.

Swish, S, Proclamation, Richard Grimm, 1399p.

Sutherland, Chantal, joc of Smokume has first graded win in Canada, 3794; son of, sires first wnr, 3794; in ques with Teruya Yoshida, 4127; qa with Dr. Larry Bramlage on code of ethics, Ray Paulick, 1594p.

Switzer, technology presents opportunities for trk security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740; CHRB moves ahead with increased surveillence, 5854.

Survey, NY survey shows some support for expanded gaming, 1249; survey shows avg of prospective owners drops, 3222; NY survey reveals truth about state bredging operations, 4099; Friends of New York Rac releases results of survey, questionnaire, 4465.


Susan’s Girl Breeders’ Cup, Pleasent Chimes, 3677p.


Sussex H, L’Oiseau d’Argent, 4416p.


Sussex H, L’Oiseau d’Argent, 4416p.


Sweeney, River H, Snowdrops, Scott Davis, 1148; Snowdrops, 1206p.

Swale, have there been 11 TC wns but also 11 hs that won Dura and Belmont and lost Preakness, Steve Haskin, 3092.

Swale, L, Lost in the Fog, Scott Davis, 1600p; Lost in the Fog, 1642p.

Swales, Tom, Jersey-bred prog to stand at Rising Hill Fm, 7450.

Sweepstakes gaming, computer gaming could bring his back to Alabama, 6980.

Swedish company, to help launch V75, 4980.

Sweeney, John, & lsughter bill intro in NY, 1084.

Sweep Tosho, Queen Elizabeth II Commemorative Cup, Barbara Bayer, 6699.

Sweepstakes gaming, computer gaming could bring his back to Alabama, 6980.

Sweet and Sassy H, Annika Lass, 3368p.

Sweet Briar Too S, Fifth Overture, 4582p.

Sweet Catomine, Santa Ysabel S, Lenny Shulman, 462p; Santa Ysabel S, 516ped; Eclipse Award for 2yo female, Dan Liebman, 660p; weight scale on Experimental Free H, David Schmitz, 683; full sister to born, 1727; Santa Anita Oaks, Craig Harzmann, 1754; Santa Anita Oaks, 1809p; gives Pam and Marty Wygod visions of Ky Derby, Lenny Shulman, 2045p; TC spotlight, Steve Haskin and Avalyn Hunter, 2054; comments made by Marty Wygod after Sweet Catomine’s fifth-place finish in SA Derby, 2314; finishes fifth in SA Derby, Craig Harzmann, 2364p; Julio Canani faces CHRB complaints, 2445p; Martin Wygod cleared of charges in Sweet Catomine case, but says he may leave game, 2593p; retired, booked to A.P. Indy, 2623p; 2004 Ky-bred champ, 2754; CHRB withdrew complaints against Julio Canani, 2762p; antics of CHRB regarding Martin Wygod and Julio Canani case, Final Turn, Lenny Shulman, 2875; legal skirmishes continue in Martin Wygod case, 2896p; van driver Dean Kerkhoff fined $500, 3058; Gacono growing up at Mill Ridge, was pasture mate, Deirdre B. Biles, 3090; in foil to A.P. Indy, 3421.

Sweet Life, foals full sister to Sweet Catomine, 1727; foals Storm Cat (Ib), 3608.

Sweet Lips, Sunshine Millions Barretts/CTBA Distaff, Craig Harzmann, 838p; Florida-breds dominate in Sunshine Millions, David Schmitz, 1186.

Sweet Return, Charles Whittingham Mem H, Craig Harzmann, 3562p; Charles Whittingham Mem H, 3560p; Eddie Read H, Craig Harzmann, 4260; Eddie Read H, 4267p.

Sweet Stream, Park Hill S, 5199.

Sweet Sweeps, Scott Davis, Ray Paulick, 4748p; Alabama S, 4768p.

Sweet Talker, Edgewood S, 3018p; Martha Washington BC S, 5491p; Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S, Lenny Shulman, 5968p; Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S, 5996p.

Sweet Yesie, Wayne, evolue of sale repository, Evan I. Hammonds, 3872.


Swifty Farms, Mort Shirazi new fm for 2yo, 4064.

Swiss Yodeler, Mike and Patty Harrington tea up with Swiss
Tagg, Barclay, recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.

Tarak’s Touch, Stravinsky S, 2696ped; Royal North H, 5180; Tarrant, Amy, Nelson Jones Farms and Training Center sold to, 1065.

Tarlow, La Canada S, Craig Harzman, 1136; La Canada S, 1194ped; Santa Margarita Inv H, Craig Harzman, 1754; Santa Margarita Inv H, 1800ped.

Tarra, Amy, Wilson Jones Farms and Training Center, 1065.

Tartaglione, Dennis, 7012; to be held annual conf, 2286; to be held annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, Dec. 5-8, 6595.

Tavano, Lou, Youbet.com seeks to enter automated ticketing business, 7418p.

Taverna, Larry, 7278; simul services, 7278.

Taylor Made/WinStar Venture, buys Southern Image, 4857.

Taylor Made, to sponsor Matchmaker at Mt, 2843; Aftleet Alex to race at four, interested in standing him, 3502p; Affleet Alex earns $500,000, 3502.

Taylor Made Farm, to sponsor Matchmaker at Mt, 2843; Aftleet Alex to race at four, interested in standing him, 3502p; Affleet Alex earns $500,000, 3502.

Taylor Made Sales Agency, Ashado sells for $9 mil at Keen Ned bring stock sale, consignor, Ron Mitchell, 6536p; focus on each customer keeps co grounded, set world record for consignor at Keen Sept sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 6842.
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Taylor, William K., dies, 1217.

Taylor’s Special, arrives at Old Friends, 4517p.
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times, William L. Shankslin, 3437; Tom Meeker addresses annual report of CDI, 3624; CD launches “podcasts”, 6982.
Teddy Drone S, Wildcat Heir, 4540.
Tedo, finished last in Oak Tree Derby, 5976; dir of Se Benturf S, Jon White, 7680p; Sir Benturf S (S) dir of S. Benturf S, 4540.
Tegaserod, research shows stimulates gut motility, HealthWatch, 946.
Teja, Christian, Mass racing interest at capitol, 5522; award nw for New England Turf Writers Assn, 7242.
Tejano Run, to stand at Ascot Stud for $2,500, 5230.
Telephone wagering, a bigger problem than decline in hndls is the loss of rev from each dollar wagered, What’s, 4361.
Telesca, Carmine, co owner of Teja, Christian, Mass racing interest at capitol, 5522.
Tejano Run, to stand at Ascot Stud for $2,500, 5230.
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series till 2006, 18; lands support of BC, NYRA, 3501; plans susp for Tbd Champ Tour, Tom LaMarra, 4097.

Thoroughbred Charities of America, Elizabeth Moran on bd of dir, 1216; approves grants, 3270; donates to Winners Federation, 4186; raises funds in goal to honor Katrina relief fund stands at more than $1 mil, 6218; Hurricane Katrina relief fund stands at more than $1 mil, 6218; Hurricane Katrina relief fund stands at more than $1 mil, 6218; AAEF issues recommendations for medication in sale lots, 3115; tourism co’s should be enforcers, 7417.

Thoroughbred Club of America, officers elected for 2005-06, 3692; Alice Chandler TCA honor guest for 2005, 5274p; Alice Chandler honor guest at TCA’s testimonial dinner, Ray Paulick, 6483p.

Thoroughbred Owners and Thoroughbred foals, Internatl Fed of Horsemen’s Associations, offers new mngmt, future uncertain, 2318; shops technology presents opportunities for trk security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740; leader of security for TC and track security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740; team on the scene at Bel for BC, Amy Whitfield, 6382.

Thoroughbred Retirement Foundation, racecns rehile retire- ment at Montpelier, Nick Hahn, 998p; CD receives award from, 3270; Chris McCarron enters into agreement with Tbred Retirement for foundation’s academy to plans to open, 4430; John Hendrickson wished Tracy and Carol Farmer would have uniform med- ication rules, 4330; Final Turn, Peter Lang, 3818; big event team on the scene at Bel for BC, Amy Whitfield, 6382.

Thoroughbred Owners of California, Reunited, Lenny Shulman, 5968p; Reunited, 5998p.

Thoroughbred Joats, Internatl Fed of Horsemen’s Associations, offers new mngmt, future uncertain, 2318; Thoroughbred Owners and Thoroughbred foals, Internatl Fed of Horsemen’s Associations, offers new mngmt, future uncertain, 2318; Thoroughbred Owners of California, Reunited, Lenny Shulman, 5968p; Reunited, 5998p.

Thoroughbred Race Cinns, no movement between Guild, trks, 14; Cory Johnsden elec pres, 1694p; Christopher Drago and Sallie Braden named execs of, 4552; purse trends, but purses hold steady in second quarter, 4330.

Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau, Franklin Fabian to take over for Paul Berube at, 1250p; Hsmens’古 group presents opportunities for trk security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740; leader of security for TC and track security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1740.

Thoroughbred Racing Economic Indicators, purses up, hndl down slightly for 2004, 416; hndl down slightly for 2004, 416.

Thoroughbred Racing Economic Indicators, purses up, hndl down slightly for 2004, 416.

Thoroughbred Racing Economic Indicators, purses up, hndl down slightly for 2004, 416.

Thoroughbred Racing Economic Indicators, purses up, hndl down slightly for 2004, 416.

Toomey, Dan, NY regulators are concerned about which hs will work best in Southern Hemisphere, Dan Liebman, 4496p.

Tocque, Steve, shuttling of stlns begins during FT Fla Crc sale, 5722; shut out, 4976; Hurricane Katrina relief fund stands at more than $1 mil, 6218; Hurricane Katrina relief fund stands at more than $1 mil, 6218.
Letters, 7414; responses to article on changing, 7546; Ky Derby purse is raised to $2 mil, 245; events no longer on same site, 2893.

Triple Crown event tracks, leader of security for TC events, Final Turn, Pete Lang, 3818.

Triple Crown Productions, debate over TV channel will carry TC races, Lenny Shulman, 2008; Ed Seigenthaler on continuation of TC bonus possible even though Visa ending sponsorship, 2894.

Triple Crown Productions, Ken Troutt, Ken Avain, horsemen, 692; Don’t Get Mad, 984; Park Avenue Hall, 1302; Snack, 1435; WPT snf, 1589; for未知未来, 1747; Noble Causeway, 1918; Sweet Catomine, 2054; Consolidator, 2216; Blues and Royals, 2362; Buzzards Bay, 2496; Bellamy Road, 2658; final analysis, Steve Haskin, 2796.


Trippi, rep by first wnr, 3081.

Trishyde, euthanized, 4304.

Trivitt, Travis, at Ky Derby, Amy Whitfield, 2820.

Trotman, Ty, FC cancels 2005-06 meet due to hurricane, AD attempting to contact employees displaced, 4973p.

Trombetta, Michael, 2005 award winner for Md Tb Hsmen’s Assn, 7080.

Trontz, Rick, most trrs receive brevind rights to hs they develop, 966.

Trophy, Secretariat.com group purchases 1969 Derby trophy, 4466.

Tropical Park Derby, Lord Robyn, Scott Davis, 174p; Lord Robyn, 204ped.

Tropical Park Oaks, Dansetta Light, 208ped; Scans, 174p; Dansetta Light, 208ped.

Tropical Storm, reacquired by New Life Fm, 278; at stand at Hopewell Fm, 1840.

Tropical Turf H, Silver Tree, Scott Davis, 716dp; Silver Tree, 7220ped.

Tropical-at-Calder, meet wnr, 382.

Trotamondo, Native Diver H, Craig Harzmann, 7322; Native Diver, 736dp.

Trotter, Tommy, remembering when Arl burned down, Jeff Johnson, 4140p.

Troutt, Kenny, Tbd owns, brdrs among Forbes 400 list, 5560.

TRPB, technology presents opportunities for trk security and those seeking to get around it, Pete Spanos, 1789; leader of security for TC events, Final Turn, Pete Lang, 3818.

True Direction, to stand at Lou-Roe Fm, 7450.

True Life, I Was a Perfect Body II, Ryan Fogelson featured in a reality tv show, 3974p.

True North Breeders’ Cup H, Woke Up Dreamin, 3596dp.

True, Jeff, named vp of Youbet.com, 4064.

Truluck, to stand at Lane’s End Fm, 278; to stand at Lou-Roe Fm, 204ped.

Truly a Judge, San Gabriel H, 6538; new turf course almost in place at Mth, 6975p.

Trump, Donald, comments on new Polytrack surface, Tom LaMarra, 5183; comments on over race-day med policy, Tom LaMarra, 5183; EPM, tumor treatment, 4104p.

Trumpet, Kenny, Tbd ownrs, brdrs in internatl mrkts expands, 4980; synthetic rac track installation on sched, 3622p; synthetic rac track project, 3625p.

Truparx, I Want a Perfect Body II, 2000ped; ws $5, 692.

Trussell, Bobby, in growing trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fls for snf on prospects, Dan Biles, 2802; EPM, tumor treatment, 4104p.

Trust N Luck, Debraford foals white fillly born at Lost Creek Fm, 1727p.

Tsiagane, Wicker, 4387.

Tucker, Jeffrey, ownr of Aby Deucey, Steve Haskin, 6314p.

Tucker, Ken, Symposium on Rac annual mig, Amy Whitfield, 7322.

Tugel, Sean, Hill ‘n’ Dale Fms on stln prospects, Dan Biles, 7322.

Turf Catering, Kee’s renovated pavilion draws raves, Pete Biles, 4129p.

Turf express Stud, announces 2004 breeding rights to hs they developed, 966.

Turfway Park Fall Championship S, Artemus Sunrise, 5652ped.
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2yo sales, Deidre B. Biles, 3440.
Two-year-olds, Jerry Johnson feels
Unification, Grey BC S, 6006ped.
Udderly EZ mare miler, Buck Wheeler
invents new invention for mare miler, HealthWatch, 4108p.
Ukegawa, Jim, co-ownr of Leprechaun Kid, Craig Harzmann, 4602p.
Ukraine, Dubai Excellence believed to be in Ukraine, 4827.
Ulaanbaatar, Ky group to build rac. brdng operation in Mongolia, 6490p.
Uller, research, HealthWatch, 946.
Ulcers, to prevent, HealthWatch, 3976.
UltimatePoker.com Two Thousand Guineas, Footstepsinthesand, Richard Griffiths, 2816.
UltraCade, video arcade game developed by, 5308.
Umpateedle, Light Hearted H, Bettina Cohen, 5793ped.
Unphenom, Numan, Buck Wheeler invents new invention for mare miler, HealthWatch, 4108p.
Unbridled Energy, Marine S, 3363ped.
Unbridled S, Hal’s Image, 2834ped.
Unbridled’s Song, dead heat in Miss America H, 6686ped.
Union Place, to stand at Silver Duck Stable, 6755.
United Nations S, Better Talk Now, Linda Dougherty, 3888; Better Talk Now, 3898ped.
United States Congressional subcommittee, congressional sub-committee looking at Joes’ Club, 7270.
United States Department of Agriculture, digestive function and colic care are complex issues, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4394; slaughter amendment included in agriculture bill, 6490.
United States Equestrian Federation, wants to secure permanent financing for drug testing by having $5 per start fee, Final Turn, Edward S. Bonnie, 1986.
United States House of Representatives, Equine Equity Act introduced to U.S. House, 6212.
United States Trotting Association, NTRA Purchasing close to signing up, 2150.
United Tote, gm’s named, 532; announcements promotions to vp, Totebackstrack Plus BC party, 3970; Youbet.com to buy, 7110.
United Tote Backstretch Bonanza, backstretch wkers get BC party, 3970.
University of Arizona Race Track Industry Program, Youbet.com makes contribution to, 1216; Launching Racing Officials Accreditation Prog, 4430; Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7322.
University of California-Davis, CHRB approves staff to seek an interagency agree with, 2005; Calif changes testing, lab regulations, 3174.
University of Findlay, two studies involving EHV vaccines, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 688.
University of Florida, Equine Soundnessness Prog designed to reduce injuries of hs in trining, HealthWatch, 4224.
University of Florida Veterinary Medical Center, new name for Univ of Fla Vet Med Teaching Hospital, 5372.
University of Florida Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital, renamed, 5572.
University of Kentucky, announces establishment of Joe Hirsch Scholarship, 2720.
University of Kentucky Livestock Disease Diagnostic Center, Ky diagnostic lab set for major expansion, 4100.
University of Kentucky Veterinary Industry Program, launches Racing Officials Accreditation Prog, 4430.
University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Anna Kelly to step down as dean of vet med at, 894.
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2005, efforts to shut down online gambling set to begin on capitol hill, Tom LaMarra, 3305; Internet gambling bill protects ptn interests, 7110.
Unreal Deal, to stand at Rosegdale Fm, 1974.
Unwanted Horse Summit, is in need of getting everybody on board, Tom LaMarra, 1916; few more organizations plan to attend, 2154; begins long journey on Oct 1 in quest of the hs, 2598; amendment moves slaughter ban forward, 3502; ready for second round, 4334.
Up & Away, Kriss S. Stakes, 7367ped.
Ups and Downs Farm, acquires Indian Express for stud, 6431.
Urbn, Buena Vista H, Tracy Gal, 4346p; Buena Vista H, 1490ped.
Urich, Jodi, elected to Prm bd of, 6912.
Uruguayan Subordination to stand in, 7450.
Uruguayan Stud Montana Ranch, Subordination to stand in Uruguay, 7450.
Usher, at Ky Derby, Amy Whitfield, 2946.
Uvari, Gerald, Cesare, and Anthony, mob ties alleged in fed. racing fixing indictment, 409.
V
V75, Scientific Games and a Swedish co to help launch, 4980.
Vaccena, Ralph, Wash Tbd Brdrs Assn summer yrly sale posts gains across the board, 5142.
Vaccinations, new approach to vaccinating, HealthWatch, 1554; keeping accurate records, HealthWatch, 4706; safety, HealthWatch, 8086.
Vaccines, safety, HealthWatch, 422; two studies involving EHV vaccines, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 6688; proper handling, HealthWatch, 2768; this study shows live vaccine more effective against equine herpesvirus, 3302; keeping accurate records, HealthWatch, 4706.
Vaders, Jayne, top female trrr at Pha, Winners, Linda Dougherty on, 2358p.
Vagrancy H, Sensibly Chic, 3537ped.
Vail, Jimmy, riders of sale 2yos are supposed to go unnoticed, Bldstk & Mrkts, 6247.
Vagracyn H, Sensibly Chic, 3537ped.
Valenzuela, Ma, to be inducted into Hall of Fame for 2005, 37364p; to attend, 2154; returns to rac after one day, then wins 4 the next day at SA, 2511; returns to rac early after mishap in early May, Craig Harzmann, 3626p; joe of Wild Desert, Jennifer Morrison-Lean, 37364p; will be one to ride in BC, 6073.
Valid Bella, rep by first wnr, 3860.
Valid Expectations, leading sire in Tx, Leslie Deckard, 162; sire in Tx who topped the $1-mil mark in progeny earnings, David Schmitz, 1270; wins $1.5m at FT X2y in trining sale, Gay West, 2356.
Valid Expectations, S, Boston Express, Gary West, 3348p; Boston Express.
Valid Trelafire, to stand at Two Weeks Away Stables, 1572.
Valid Wager, success of Tommy Town Thors, John Valixir, Queen Anne S, Richard Griffiths, 3664.
Valve Stream St, Miraculous Miss, Paul Volponi, 6862p; Miraculous Miss, 6894ped.
Valley View S, Asi Siempre, 6149ped.
Valor Farm, acquires Wbldmore for stud, 6431.
Valpredo, John, dies, 746.
Value Plus, Artax, David Davis, 2218p; Artax H, 2272ped; to stand at Stonewall Fm Stlns, 7003p.
Van Cleif, D.G., Jr., Tbd Champ Tour talks progress, but not series till 2006, 18; rebaters role being closely examined, 609; reflections on fed indictments of major issues during retreat, 5417; strategies plan has priority shift, Tom LaMarra, 3611; Equine Advocates to honor, 5796; plans susps for Tbd Champ Tour, Tom LaMarra, 4097; BC bd to tackle major issues during retreat, 5417; discussions situation with NYRA and Bel hosting BC, 5715; BC officials receive written final assurances from NY, 5845; BC discusses “Super Series” of races, 5846; hndl down, but purses up on protecting the hs, 2598; few more organizations plan to attend, 2154; begins long journey one day, then wins 4 the next day at SA, 2511; returns to rac early after mishap in early May, Craig Harzmann, 3626p; joe of Wild Desert, Jennifer Morrison-Lean, 37364p; will be one to ride in BC, 6073.
Van de Broek, Gary, precautions
bonus possible even though Visa ending sponsorship, 2894.
Visa, visa exemption signed into law by Pres Bush, 3058.
Vision and Verse, rep by first wnr, 2842.
Vizier/ship, wins mdn at 8.51, 3563.
Vlazny, Ken, United Tote announces promotion to vp, 1975.
VLTs, Tx gaming issue keeps coming back, 1083; legacies addresses NY VLT splits, 1873; NYRA and hismen have dealt to rev splits, Tom Preskis, 2001; NY VLT changes approved by legisla
ture, 2152; Gov. George Pataki approves new VLT measure in NY, VLTs 2004; VLT prog upheld by highest court in NY, 2893; Aqu VLT parlor cost jumps to $170 mil, 3057; Tx industry hopeful VLTs will be addressed, 3405; new structure, more gaming sought by Friends of NY Rac, 3719.
Vodafone Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Vodafone Oaks, Eswarah, Mark Popham, 3442p.
Volpe, Ray Paulick, Jpn Cup in world record time, 1571p.
Wagner, Amanda, Tom Keyser, 1440p; trnr of Saratoga County, Tom Keyser, 1440p; trnr of Saratoga County, Tom Keyser, 1440p.
Wagner, Lenny Shulman, 6848p.
Wagner, Lori Kirk, group of cent-
ury ownrs, Ray Paulick, 4508p.
Wagner, Paul, 5182p; Tbd ownrs, 4508p.
Wagenknecht, Aidan, anti-racetrack gaming, 4508p.
Wagenknecht, Aidan, anti-racetrack gaming, 4508p.
Wagonin, Anthony, and two others, 5847.
Waldman, Ric, code of ethics fol-
low-through called critical, 13; most trns receiving brdng rights to hs they developed into stns, Lenny Shulman, 966; finding value in mapping equine genome, Dr. Rallie McAllister, 2052; Ky brds debate parameters for new incentive fund, Debbie Duker, 3171; Storm Cat’s fee to remain at $500,000, 5885.
Walker, Donald, Frank Stronach taking his Live Oak operation to stand at Lane’s End Farm, 4487.
Walker, John, is an advocate for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; Ky Hs Rac Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
War Knight, Everett Hill and War Knight, Final Turn, Morton Deckard, 3171; wins 1,000th race, 4064; wins 1,000th race, 4064.
Warlock, CD, owns take action as Derby approaches, 2447.
Warline Station, Paige and Jared Richardson proprietors of, Pete Spanos, 5287p.
Warren, William and Suzanne, owners of My Typhoon, Pete Spanos, 5560; ownrs of My Typhoon, Pete Spanos, 5560.
Ward, John, TP receives positive comments on new Polytrack surfac-
e, Tom LaMax, 5182.
Ward, John T., Jr., is an advocate for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; Ky Hs Rac Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Ward, John T., Jr., is an advocate for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; Ky Hs Rac Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Warner L. Jones Jr. Horseman of the Year, John Asher named Ky Hs Rac 
Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Warner L. Jones Jr. Horseman of the Year, John Asher named Ky Hs Rac 
Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Warren, Ron, CHRB orders forensic aud of Jocs’ Guild records, 2445; Calif riders incorporate new organization, 937.
Warren, William and Suzanne, owners of Saint Liam, Scott Davis, 986p; owners of Saint Liam, Leslie Deckard, 3653p; owners of Saint Liam, Steve Haskin, 5190p; owners of Saint Liam, Steve Haskin, 5265p.
Warrendale Sales, evolution of sale repository, Evan I. Hammonds, 3010p; inducted into Hall of Fame, Ray Pauluck, 4508p.
Washington, Paul, ownership wish list for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; Ky Hs Rac Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Washington authority, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Washington, Paul, ownership wish list for the Tbd industry, Amy Whitfield, 2482p; Ky Hs Rac Authority holds off on drug penalties, 3714; on views of KRHBA not represent broader view of Ky hsmn, Letters, 3714; recent Ky Derby winning connections reveal hopes and dreams during the holiday season, Steve Haskin, 7584p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Washington Derby, Motivator, Mark Popham, 4390p.
Weight scheme, NYRA officials indicted in alleged joc-wt scheme, Tom Precision, 5417.

Weight training, yrsgs might benefit from supplemental wt in early training, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4020.

Weights, Jocs’ Guild continues to pursue changes in scale of wts, 1347; Jimmy White’s push for a scale of wts plan in Ky, 2154; CHRB rejects Jocs’ Guild proposal on scale of wts, 2761; yrsgs might benefit from supplemental wt in early training, Wayne Towne, Bettina Cohen, 4020; once banned, Shane Sellers remains an advocate for joc issues, Amy Whitfield, 4649; NYRA officials indicted in alleged joc-wt scheme, Tom Precision, 5417; NY regulators investigating alleged wt fraud, 5549; CHRB panel examines weigh-in procedures, 5718; NYRA publishes notice on jocs’ wts in race programs and on web site, 6074; EPN recommends that jocs wts must be raised, 6980.

Weil, A. Lorne, Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7361.

Weisbord, Barry, Internet auction activity closes, 411.

Weitzman, Kelly, Natl Turf Forum, Del.2 to find for assisted injuried horses, 6210.

Welt, Damor, has 3,000th career win, 1347.

Welker, Byline, s/n and male sales at Mega Bud Inc., Delidio B. Biles, 3086p; commercial brdrm form organization, 3621; &qa, Dan Liebman, 3836; Kee Sept sale preview, Delidio B. Biles, 4874p; Consignors and Commercial Brdrs Assn striving to educate buyers about endoscopic evaluations, Delidio B. Biles, 5310; thoughts on AAE’s proposed guidelines for auctions, Delidio B. Biles, 7488; elected dir for Ky Tbd Fm Mngs Club, 6912.

Welker, B., Best moves deals for 2006 breeding season, David Schmitz, 7579.

Well Decorated, dies, 2842.

Well-Fancied, award win in NY, 3270.

Wellman, Aron, co-owner of Three Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wells, Nat, Rick Englander rettools his powerful claiming operation, Tom LaMarra, 1905p.

West Nile virus, new product for treatment, HealthWatch, 422; vaccine safety, HealthWatch, 422; study on, HealthWatch, 1258; keeping stalls and paddocks free of flies and mosqui- toes important, trade zone, Bettina Cohen, 3450; vaccines for, HealthWatch, 4838.

West Point Thoroughbreds, Jeffrey Bloom joins as exec vp for Coast operations at 1975; Craig Dollase named trnr for, 3692.

West Virginia, may tap purses to help pay “comp” debt, 771; purses have soared since intro of VLTS, What’s, Evan I. Hammonds, 809; WA leg is passing bill that takes rev from purses, Pomes nominated for, 1382; Philip H. Iselin BC H, 4910pd; fell main sale, 6047.

West Virginia Derby, Real Dandy, Tom LaMarra, 4634p; Real Dandy, 4649p; got preempted by Little League game, Letters, 4690.

West Virginia Governor’s S, M B Beach, 4775p.

West Virginia House of Delegates Speaker’s Cup, Immediate Reaction, 4783pd.

West Virginia Legislature, Commerce Secretary’s Cup S, Outcashem, 4784pd.

West Virginia racetracks, purses at to help fund debt reduction for state’s wks’ comp program, 1088.

West Virginia Secretary of State S, Cobra Lady, 4785pd; Cobra Lady, 4785pd.

West Virginia Senate President’s Cup S, Larry Grace, 4777pd.

West, Donald Lee, dies, 5238.

West, Gary, elected pres of Natl Turf Writers, 2566.

West, Gary and Mary, sells BWrite to Rodolfo Lamperti, 1275; owners of High Limit, Gary McMillen, 1749p.

Westchester H, GygiStar, Paul Volponi, 2980p; GygiStar, 3122pd.

Western Canada, Ky targets interna- tional market, 5270.

Western Outlaw, to take place of Cartwright after death at Jake E. Bryant Fm, 4945.

White, Richard, Pomes nominee for White Horse Award, 3206.

White, Steve, dies, 2834p.

White, Whitney, Jockey Association, 2597.

Whitfield, Ed, congressional sub- committee on jocs’ Guild, 3054.


Whitney, Marylou, 2004 award win for NY Turf Writers Assn, 2109; “Dear Birdie” Ky Bm of the Yr, David Schmitz, 2767p; hires Zito assistant Reynaldo Abreu as private trnr, Steve Haskin, 3302; John Hendrickson wished Tracy and Carol Farmer would win the Whitney with Whitney, 4514; Commentator, what’s, 4491; Commentator, Paul Volponi, 4514; Commentator, 4526pd.

Whitney, Steve, supreme, 4067.

Whinery, Whitney, “Chairman of the Board”, 4201.

White Horse Award, Kevin Schulte.

White Horse H trophy, Paul Volponi, 4514.

White Prince, Patchen Beauty.

White filly, Deebrand foals white filly born at Lost Creek Fm, 7226pd.

Whistle, Paul, favored for national race, 2836p.


Whips, use of in Preknness S, Lett- ers, 3398; gives five reasons why ratings for hs races drop to dismal level, Final Turn, Rob Whiteley, 4714; agrees with Rob Whiteley’s views on, Letters, 6626; against use of, Letters, 6970; rules on, Letters, 7102.

Whirlaway S, Sort It Out, 1212pd.

Whirlaway S, Brecipe assistant, Dan Thomas, 7226pd.

Whisper, Aaron, joins as exec vp of West Point Thoroughbreds, Jeffrey Bloom.

Whitney, John, dies, 6912.

Whiteley, Rob, gives five reasons why ratings for hs races drop to dismal level, Final Turn, Tom LaMarra, 4634p; Real Dandy, 4649p; got preempted by Little League game, Letters, 4690.

Whiteley’s views on, Letters, 3398; gives five reasons why ratings for hs races drop to dismal level, Final Turn, Tom LaMarra, 4634p; Real Dandy, 4649p; got preempted by Little League game, Letters, 4690.

White Horse Award, Kevin Schulte.

White Horse H, John Hendrickson wished Tracy and Carol Farmer would win the Whitney with Whitney, 4514; Commentator, what’s, 4491; Commentator, Paul Volponi, 4514; Commentator, 4526pd.

Whitney, Steve, supreme, 4067.

Whitney, Paul, dies, 7262.

Wigan, James, opinion of FT Sar- don, 4822.

Whimsical S, Nashinda, 2558pd.


Whelan, Jim, Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7361.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.


Wheeler, Buck, inventions, 1247; race milkshake guidelines, 1247; race medical guidelines, 1247; race guidelines for auctions, Deirdre B. Biles, 4874p.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wheeler, Buck, invents new invention for mare milker, HealthWatch, 4108p.

Wheeler, Buck and Karen, Frisk Me, 7361.

Whee, Donald, dies, 5238.

Wheel, Jim, Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7361.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wheel, Jim, Symposium on Rac annual mtg, Amy Whitfield, 7361.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.

Wheelchair, Dr. Roger Murphy.
Williams, Jack, replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Cali, 3406.
Williams, Jennie and John, on top price at OBS Aug yrld sale, Deirdre B. Bills, 4876p.
Williams, John, unveiling of Affirmed statue at Darley at Jonabell, 5426p.
Williams, Rick, shuttle of stuns remains popular, much is learned about which his will work best in Southern Hemisphere, Dan Liebman, 406p.
William, Rose Mary, MNR increases on-trk accident insur to $1 mil, 7550.
Williams, Russell, Unwanted Its summit ready for second round, 4334.
Williams, Mike, co-owners of McCann's Mojaive, Craig Harzmann, 3562p; appt dir of pub at SA, 4293; owner of McCann's Mojaive, Tracy Gantz, 6545p.
Williamson, David, elec vp pres of TRA, 1694p; Wo Entertainment Group to build entertainment complex on property, 4331; nomi-
in to Can Hall of Fame, 3142.
Williamson, Peter, owner of Eddington, Evan I. Hammond, 3230p; elected TOBA trustee, 4578p.
William White, O Wisp, Cinema BC H, 3770; Cinema BC H, 3778ped; La Jolla H, Craig Harzmann, 4632; La Jolla H, 4647p; Derby Tracy, Gantz, 5028p; Derby Tracy, 5028p.
Willy o'the Valley, Emirates Airline Maryland Breeders' Cup H, 3248p.
Wilmot, Barbra, elec vice pres of Winners Federation, 2843.
Wilshire H, Pickle, 2690ped.
Wilson, Dr. Alan, have researchers discovered what makes his fast, 117.
Wilson, Dr. Gary, Ky drug probe begins, replaces Mitzi Fisher, Leslie Deckard, 4099.
Wilson, Jim, owner of Classic Stamp, Jennifer Morrison, 3524.
Wilt, Roy, elected RCI bd of dir, 412p.
Wimbledon, to stand at Valor Farm, 6431.
Wolfson, Steve, unveiling of Affirmed statue at Darley at Jonabell, 5426p.
Wolfen, Kim, racehs relish retirement, 382.
Winner, Colors S, Molto Vita, 3366ped.
Winter, Derby, Thor's Echo, Felix Chavez, 2224; Thor's Echo, 2224p.
Winter, Distaff H, Ktdogawn, Gary West, 3348p; Ktdogawn, 3535ped.
Winter, Farm, Tbd industry hinders together to help victims of tsunami, 420; receives William T. Young Humanitarian Award, 3027; Elliott Walden retires as trnr to become vp of rac and bld stn services for, 4064; Distorted Humor’s fee to be $150,000, 105; Tison Cissell hired as gm and vp of, 7242; in growing trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fla fms on stn prospects, Dan Liebman, 7360p; awarded with Clay Puett Award, 7375.
Winter, Galaxy S, Intercontinental, Evan I. Hammond, 5768p; Intercontinental, 5790ped.
Winter, Sunland Park Oaks, Cee’s Irish, Felix Chavez, 2224; Cee’s Irish, 2260ped.
Winter, Wire, supreme ct ruling has decreases, 418; receives William T. Young Humanitarian Award, 3027; Elliott Walden retires as trnr to become vp of rac and bld stn services for, 4064; Distorted Humor’s fee to be $150,000, 105; Tison Cissell hired as gm and vp of, 7242; in growing trend, Ky fms are partnering with Fla fms on stn prospects, Dan Liebman, 7360p; awarded with Clay Puett Award, 7375.
Wolf, Siegfried, Frank Stronach no longer chief exec of Magna, hires two co-chiefs, 2315.
Wolfendale, Howard, records 1,000th career victory, 1508; Md trk recently won 1,000th race, 1552p.
Wolf, George, 2004 Tx award wnr, 3934; Texas TOBA award wnr, 5056.
Wolf, Marty, Martin Cherry's success in rac and sales arena, Steve Haskin, 1764p.
Wolfin, Lou, believes one of the measures of a horse’s success is how well a hs performs at four, What’s, 5449.
Wolf, Steve, unveiling of Affirmed statue at Darley at Jonabell, 5426p.
Wolken, Mike, Kee's renovated pavilion draws raves, Pete Spani, 5331.
Wonder Again, 2004 Ky-bred champ, 2754; fourth in BC Filly & Mare Turf, Paul Volponi, 6324p.
Wonder, Lady Anne L, Deimoselle S, 7062ped.
Wong, Larry, rac industry unveils trust mark, 6802.
Wong, Lawrence, Asian countries to fight Internet gambling, Amy Whitfield, 3306; technology and illegal betting exchanges key topics at Asian Rac Con, Amy Whitfield, 3441p.
Wood Farm Stud, acquires Erhaab for stud, 6431.
Wood Memorial, Bellamy Road, Steve Haskin, 3258p; Bellamy Road, 2400ped; road to KY Derby has changes in dates for Derby preps, What’s, 2481.
Wood, Jason, co-ownr of Lava Man, Craig Harzmann, 4006.
Wood, Roy Jr., Frank Monteleone documents turned over to judge, 3620.
Wood, Scott Andrew, half-brother to gr 1 wnr Leave Me Alone among hs shot and killed, 4830; teenager sentenced in Calif hs shooting, 5684.
Wood, Steve, q&a with, Dan Liebman, 412.
Woodard, Joe, secures place in CD tourn, 404.
Wood, Jason, to stand at Elite Tbds, 3404.
Wood Memorial, buyer at FT Mid 2yo in trning sale, Deirdre B. Bills, 3338.
Wilkens, Kim, races relish retirement at Montpelier, fm for Nick Hahn, 998p.
Wilkins, Ken, fm mngrs asked for input on brds’ incentive prog, 3505; Ky groups support study on how to craft incentive fund, 4332; incentive plan well received by industry groups, 4973; hired as dir of stn opera-
tions at Stonewall Fm, 7159.
Wilkinson, Harvie, Ky has panel that will study on-trk accident insur for jocs, 3054.
Wilkins, Nancy, reports, dam of Wilko, sells for $1 mil. 247, aimed toward San Felipe S, 302; TC spotlight, Steve Haskin and Avalyn Hunter, 1598; 2004 Ky-bred champ, 2734; Preckness shaping up to be free-for-all, 3053; no BC Juv wrn has captured Ky Derby, Steve Haskin, 2906p.
Will Rogers Downs, Okla trks get final approval for gaming, which has to wait, 4696.
Will Rogers S, Osidy, Craig Harzmann, 3344p; Osidy, 3358ped.
William Donald Schaefer H, Zakocyke, 3254ped.
Williams, Ben Bell, group of central Ky ladies planning trip to Chile to honor memory of Susan Hundley and Janice Jones, 944; Tbd Tb Club, a group of America officers elected for 2005-06, 3692.
Williams, David and Kristen, involved in industry thru partn-
ship in Victory Lap, Letters, 6206.
Williams, Jack, replacement of stewards part of bigger plan in Cali, 3406.
Williams, Jennie and John, on top price at OBS Aug yrld sale, Deirdre B. Bills, 4876p.
Williams, John, unveiling of Affirmed statue at Darley at Jonabell, 5426p.
Wild, Ted, shuttle of stuns remains popular, much is learned about which his will work best in Southern Hemisphere, Dan Liebman, 406p.
Willy o’the Valley, Emirates Airline Maryland Breeders’ Cup H, 3248p.
Wild, Roy, elected RCI bd of dir, 412p.
Wimbledon, to stand at Valor Farm, 6431.
Win Me Over, 2004 Iii award wnr, 1508.
Winchell Thoroughbreds, owner of Summerly, Leslie Deckard, 2690.
Winchell, Joan, misidentified in photo, 3142.
Winchell, Ron, owner of Summerly, Gary McGMillen, 1124p; owner of Summerly, Leslie Deckard, 2972p.
Winchester Farm, Dr. Naoya and Marie Yoshida purchase Indian Pacific for $2.5 mil, 1350.
Windfields Farm, acquires Mobil for stud, 6248.
Winding Oaks Farm, want to con-
gratulate the Melnyks on Travers win, Letters, 5134.
Windsor Park Stud, High Chaparral to shuttle to NZ, 3321.
Montjeu not shutting out to NZ, 3322.
Windy Sands H, Total Impact, 5222ped.
Wine, supreme ct ruling has account-bet implications, 3173; Stymie has wine named for him, Leslie Deckard, 7282p.
Wine, Sycomore, 2004 award wnr, 7360.
Wine, supreme ct ruling has account-bet implications, 3173; Stymie has wine named for him, Leslie Deckard, 7282p.
Winfrey, Oprah, 2004 Univ vba, 2694.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
Winx, 2004 New Year’s H, 3537ped; $3 mil bonus for win, 2436; named HOFer, 2436.
scheme was unique at Ky Derby, Amy Whitfield, 2964.
Woodford Reserve bourbon, buys 3yo filly to race under name Woodford Reserve Stables, 2324.
Woodford Reserve Bourbon County S, Yankee Mon, 6148ped.
Woodford Reserve Surf Classic S, America Alive, Deirdre B. Biles, 2976ped.
Woodford Reserve Turf Classic S, America Alive, 3002ped.
Woodford Reserve Turf Classic S, Steve Haskin, 6009ped.
Woodlander, Lexington S, Steve Haskin, 4014p; Lexington S, 4046ped.
Woodlands, to conduct Food From Heart food drive, 894.
Woodlawn S, English Channel, 3257ped.
Woodman, sire l00th sw, David Schroeder, 2031p; looking for bm sires on the rise can lead buyers to economical bms, Avalyn Hunter, 6526ped.
Woodman’s Girl, euthanized, 1840.
Woods, Eddie, how some of the larger consignors prepare their 2yos for the auction ring, Evan I. Harzenman, 5006.
Woods, Jerry, United Tote announces promotion to vp, 1975.
Woodstock S, Wholletobbataur, 2834ped.
Woodward S, Saint Liam, Steve Haskin, 5190p; Saint Liam, 5204ped; NYRA reduces atks purses by about $3.5 mil, shuffles purses on Md dates reduction, 5269; 2004 Tx award wnr, 3934.
Woolnough, Iain, Grand Slam of Turf, 4924.
Worman, Bill, gaming co new purse, 4046ped.
Wright, Lynn, controller for Dmr, 118.
Wynns, Wm to host World Equestrian Games, 7270.
X
Xazanthus Farm, acquires Changeinetherestfor us, 7449.
Y
Yagoda, Aron, leading buyer of mrs who exceed their purchase price, 5417; has idea of a series of BC, Final Turn, Victor Zast, 5830; BC handle has grown by nearly 8% annually since the year Woodman was formed in 1997, What’s, 6519.
World Trade Organization, Internl Fed of Horc Authorities supports appeal of trade ruling, 2313; efforts to ban Internet gambling set to begin on capital hill, Evan I. Harzenman, 3305; Top 7, 3542; World Trade Organization ruling forces amendments to Internst Hs Accts, Douglas L. McSwain, 4004; NTRA purses options in wake of World Trade Organization ruling, 7558.
Worldly Manner, purchased by C & S Stable for stln duty, 5306.
Wood, Amy Whitfield, 1245; trks, 2593p; Saint Liam, 1975.
Woodman’s Girl, announced promotion to vp, Evan I. Harzenman, 3872; brking down the historical numbers for NAM’s biggest yr, sales, Evan I. Harzenman, 3305; Top 7, 3542; Yearlings, breed development plans, tax break move forward, 609; decline in production costs may help brds in this yr’s auction arena, Deirdre B. Biles, 3864; prepelling yrs for summer sales, Leslie Deck. 3868p; brking down the historical numbers for NAM’s biggest yrs sales, Eric Mitchell, 3874; yrs lgts might benefit from supplemental wt in early run, Trade Zone, Bettina Cohen, 4020; is the option of an over supply of yrs, Bldstk & Mrkts, 4378.
Yearly Report, retired, booked to Go at West, 1053.
Yee, Vincent, is awarded with RTIP Distinguished Student Award, 7378.
Yellow Ribbon S, Megahertz, Craig Harzman, 5616; Megahertz, 5637; 2004 Tx award wnr, 3934.
Yepsook, George, misidentified in photo, 1656.
York, remembering times at Royal Ascot, Final Turn, Victor Zast, 1066; women at trk, Final Turn, 1066; photos, Steve Haskin, 7110.
Yours, top price at FT Mid Mid sale, 7383.
You and I, moved from Bloomingdale to Shadwell Farms, 1544; on Japan Assn ponders having high-end yrlg auction, 1544; on Japan Auctn authorized by Governm’t, 1758p.
Yougottammina, Seattle Slew, 1014p.
You, foals A.P. Indy colt, 2344.
Z
Zacney, Chuck, co-ownr of Afleet Alex, Robert Yates, 2504p; stln season auction elections Alex’s Lemonade Stand is King Stable owner of Afleet Alex, Tom LaMarra, 3210p; mbr of Cash is King Stable, Lenny Shulman, 609; decline in revenue could impact industry, 5445; q&a, Steve Haskin, 7110.
Zarca, dies, 3422.
Zakopyt, visit in the past to men at trk, Final Turn, 1066; offended by article by, Letters, 1078; enjoyed article by on women at trks, Letters, 1374; ageless difference of fans, Final Turn, 4678; has a idea of a series of BC, Final Turn, 5380; on digging deeper to help numerous charities in the industry, Zayat, Ahmed, for You at FT Mid 2yo in trng sale, Deirdre B. Biles, 3338.
Zanuck, Frank, dispute settled in NJ, Tom LaMarra and Linda Dougherty, 2149.
Zarb’s Dahr, La Champions Day Sprint, Leslie Deckard, 7330p.
Zaszt, vi, William Donald Schaefer H, Deirdre B. Biles, 3232p; William Donald Schaefer H, 3254ped.
Zanzuckcki, Frank, dispute settled in NJ, Tom LaMarra and Linda Dougherty, 2149.
Zenyatta, running start, Tom LaMarra, 609; decline in revenue could impact industry, 5445; q&a, Steve Haskin, 7110.
Zeis, Tom, talking about the future of Polytrack surface, 4826.
Zeitlin, Hank, Equibase leads charge to curtail data theft, 5854.
Zendo, foals Danzig colt, 2786.
Zent, Dr. Walter, teasing mares is an important and exacting job, Leslie Deckard, 970p; ped of Stevie Wonderboy, Avalyin Hunter, 6344.
Zero tolerance, need to adopt British and Ire’s position on drugs, Letters, 1666; 2004 Tx award wnr, 3934.
Zenyo, 2yo, has been hit by 11 TC wns but also 11 hws that won Derby and Belmont and lost Preakness, Steve Haskin, 3092.
Zia Park, 2yo, had a resugular meet, 5420p; hits pay dirt in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
Zia Park Derby, Real Daddy, 7272p.
Zia Park Distance Championship
Zia Park Derby, Youbet.com, gets Magna acct, 15; You and I, moved from Bloomingdale to Shadwell Farms, 1544; on Japan Auctn authorized by Governm’t, 1758p.
S, Mr. Trieste, 7223ped.
Zia Park Express S, Jungle Prince, 7231ped.
Zia Partners, Zia Park hits pay dirt in NM, Leslie Deckard, 6670p.
Ziegler, Mike, to assume direction of Hol’s mktng prog, 4577; to serve as vp of rac at Hol and BM, 5554p.
Zignut, foals filly by Najran, 962.
Zimmerman, Charles, trnr of Chattahoochee War, Deirdre B. Biles, 2376p.
Zimmerman, John, Winners, Pete Spanos, 3339p.
Zing, sels at Kee Nov brding stock sale, Ron Mitchell, 6536p.
Zinned, foals Century City filly, 1053.
Zito, Nick, Robert LaPenta has enjoyed success as both a pin-hooker and an ownr, Deirdre B. Biles, 822p; Sun King wins one-mile entry level allow, Scott Davis, 1442p; trnr of High Fly, Scott Davis, 1600p; trnr of Sir Shackleton, Scott Davis, 1760p; nominee for Hall of Fame for 2005, 1869; trnr of Sun King, Ryan Conley, 1928p; 2004 award wnr for NY Turf Writers Assn, 2109; High Fly, Scott Davis, 2218p; has rich field of hs for Ky Derby, What’s, 2347; trnr of Bellamy Road, Steve Haskin, 2368p; on cover, 2745; had 5 strrs in Ky Derby, none placed, Steve Haskin, 2926p; lone 2005 Hall of Fame inductee, Evan L. Hammonds, 3301p; on only one nomination into Hall of Fame, What’s, 3425; on cover, 4317p; inducted into Natl Museum of Rac and Hall of Fame, Steve Haskin, 4362p; Charlotte Weber taking her Live Oak operation even higher, Lenny Shulman, 4493p; inducted into Hall of Fame, Ray Paulick, 4508p; trnr of Commentator, Paul Volponi, 4514; award wnr for Natl Turf Writers, 4924; hon with Mr. Fitz Award, 6595.
Zollars, Bob, ownr of Real Dandy, Tom LaMarra, 4634p.
Zorn, Steve, elec to NY Tbd Hsmen’s Assn, 6912.
Zuniga, Eddie, wins 1,000th race, 3480.